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Wind tunnel models (0o.0175 scale) of the General Dynamics/Convair straight
 
wing configuration and delta wing configuration Space Shuttle Booster 'Were 
tested in the General Dynamics/Convair Low Speed Wind Tunnel (Test 579-0) 
during July 1970 to determine the subsonic stability and control effective­
ness. The tests were conducted over a range of dynamic pressures from 50 
to 150 lb/ft2 , Mach numbers from 0.184 to 0.318, and Reynolds numbers from 
1.24 x 106 to 2.15 x 106 per foot. Parameters investigated included wing
 
position, boattail shape, control effectiveness, flap effectiveness, spoiler
 






TEST CV LSWT 579-0 
STAGNATION TEMPERATUREREYNOLDS NMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) 




0.225 1.52 x 10' 




0.318 2.15 x 100 
GD Convair No. C-5-1.50




CAPACITY: 	 ACCURACY: TOLERANCE: 
NF 500 lb 
SF 5nn lb 
AF .1L5Qlh 
Pm 3290 in-17D 
yM 1200 in-lb 







Although two basic configurations were tested (conventional wing and delta
 
wing configurations), only one set of reference dimensions were used in the
 
reduction of the wind tunnel data. However, different model moment refer­
ence points were used for the conventional wing configuration and the delta
 
wing configuration. The dimensional data are listed below:
 
Sref = B1 body planform area = 316.23 in2 
ref = B1 body length 50.19 
= B1 body width = 7.35 in. 




XMRP(inches aft YMEP(inches away ZMRP(inches away
 
Configuration of station zero) from B.L.zero) from W.L. =21.0)
 
Straight Wing 29.392 0.0 0.0
 
Delta Wing W5 and Body B7 33.909 0.0 0.0
 
The relationship between the balance moment center and the moment reference
 






M. STA. 29.392 
Model moment 
ref. center M. WL 21.000 
(FUS. REF. LINE) 
_M. WL 20.O6O 
Balance moment 
M. STA. 31.000 center 




ref. center M. WL 21.000 
(pus. REF. LINE) 











Two basic booster configurations were tested. These are a straight wing con­
figuration, as shown in the three view sketch in Figure 2, and a delta wing
 
configuration shown in Figure 3.
 
The straight wing configuration was tested with and without landing gear and
 
cruise engines. Runs were made with several afterbody shapes. The effect of
 
wing longitudinal ppsition and wing incidence were investigated as was the
 
effect of Vee-tail roll out angle. A conventional horizontal and vertical tall
 
was also tested. Flap deflections of 25, 35 and 45 degrees and spoiler deflec­
tions of 30 and 60 degrees were used. Elevator angles of + 10, 0, -10, -20 and
 
-30 degrees and rudder angle of 0, +10, and +20 degrees were tested to deter­
mine control effectiveness.
 
The delta wing configuration was tested with and without cruise engines and
 
landing gear. Directional control effectiveness runs were made for rudder an­
gles of 0, +19 and +20 degrees. The elevons were deflected at angles of +25,
 
0, -10 and -25 degrees for longitudinal control effectiveness and at angles of
 







B1 Basic body (nose at model sta. - 2.73) 
B 
B4 
Basic body with -130/-100 contraction boattail 
Basic body with -170/+90/-70 flare boattail 
B Basic body with -170/+90/+50 flare boattail 
6 
B Basic body with centerbody removed (Delta wing config.) 
Wings 
W15 Conventional wing at 15 50' L.E. sweep at basiclongitudinal position, with wing fillet. 
W5 Conventional wing at 15 50' L.E. sweep at basic 
longitudinal position, without wing fillets. 
W3A Conventional wing at 15 50' L.E. sweep located 
4.74 % ref aft of basic longitudinal position witnout 
wing fillet. 
W5 Delta wing 
Tails 
T55 1 - Cambered Vee-tail at 55 degree roll out angle-
T315I Cambered Vee-tail at 45 degree roll out angle 
T35 
1 
Cambered Vee-tail at 35 degree roll out angle 
T552 Reverse camber Vee-tail at 55 degrees roll out angle 
T55 
3 
Symmetric airfoil Vee-tail at 55 degrees roll out angle 
2?01 Conventional cambered horizontal tail (roll out angle =900) 
V1 Vertical tail (one panel of T5)3 
V2 Vertical tail (aspect ratio = 1.521) 
Cruise Engine Nacelles
 
E1 Flow through nacelles used with conventional wing con­figuration, engine length = 4.50 in. model scale (4 each)
 
E2 Podded nacelles used with delta wing configuration (2 each)
 
E3 Same as E1 but with inlets plugged. (4 each)
 
E4 Same as E but with aft portion of engine cut off, engine
 
1 ngth = .94 in. model scale (4 each) 
6 
Cruise Engine Nacelles (continued)
 
E5 Same as E4 but with inlets plugged (R each)
 









Conventional wing flaps at 35 degree deflection 
5 
5 Conventional wing flaps at 45 degree deflection 
Spoiler
 
30 Conventional wing spoiler at 30 degrees deflection
 1 (one side only)
 
S6 Conventional wing spoiler at 60 degrees deflection 
1 Cone side only) 
Landing Gear 
G Main and-nose wheel landing gear extended 
G Main and nose wheel landing gear extended2 (delta wing configuration) 
Miscellaneous
 





MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - (B 1 ) 
























WT 70-105103 (Sheet i)
 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
-239.0 ft 50.19 in 
35.0 ft 7.35 in 
37.1 ft 7.8o in 
6.82 6.82 
7147.0 sq. ft 316.23 sq. in. 
..... 
913.0 sq. ft 40.276 sq. in. 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - (B4) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic body with -130/1O0 contraction boattail.
 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105103 (Sheets 1 and 4)
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length 239.0 ft 50.19 in
 
Max. Width 35.0 ft 7.35 in
 







Planform 7079.0 sq. ft 313. 206 sq. in. 
Wetted
 




MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - (B5) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic body with -17/+9O/-7' flare 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105103 (Sheets 1 and 3) 




















319.94 sq. in. 
39.90 sq. in 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - (B6) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic 
body with 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105103 (Sheets 1 and 3) 




















319.94 sq. in. 
46.503 sq. in 
ll
 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - (37)
 




DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105103 (Sheets 1 and 5) 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE 

Length 224.0 ft 

Max. Width- 35.0 ft 


































MODEL COMPONENT: Wing - (wt"), ("21), (w9, (W?) 
'
 GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Conventional straight wing at sweep angles of 15050
 
DRAWING NUMBER: W 70-105104 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA-
Area 




Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Arrgles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 

























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
































W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
13 
MODEL COMPONENT: Wing - (w5 ) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta Wing 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105105
 










Span (equivalent) 8.0 ft28.98
 
Aspect Ratio 2.211 2.211
 
Rate of Taper 1.319 . 19
 
Taper Ratio 0.1651 0.151
 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 5.5U 5 5u
 
Incidence Angle, degrees 30 20
 
o






Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge _ 530 





Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 109.0 ft 2
 
Tip, (equivalent) 1Z.0 ft 3.78 in
 
MAC 74.3 ft 15.60 in
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 












Area 5500 sg.ft 241.442 SD.in 
Span, (equivalent) 105.55 ft 22.228 f: 
Aspect Ratio 2.040- 2.o46 
Taper Ratio 0.207 0.207 
Chords 
Root 87.0 ft 18.27 
Tip 18.0 ft 3.78 in 
MAC o0.0 ft 12.61 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 





MODEL COMPONENT: V-Tail-(TiO),(T,5 ),(T 
5 )
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Cambered section Vee tail rolled out at angles of
 
°
 90 , 55 , 45 and 350 (from vertical plane)
 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105106 (Sheet 1)
 












































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 




Root 4416(Mod) 416 (iod)

Tip kk1J(Mod) 4414 (Mod) 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area 1179 sq.ft 52.04 sq. in
 
Span, (equivalent) 42.3 ft W.T in 
Aspect Ratio 1.5_ 1.5r 
Taper Ratio 0.559 0.559 
Chords 
Root 35.8 ft 7.518 in 
Tip 2060 ft 4.2 in 
MAC "_ ._t_ " 6.Olo in 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 












DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105106 (Sheet i) 



































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Section 
Root 4416 (Mod) 4416(Mod) 
Tip 4414 (Mod) 4414 kMod) 
EXPOSED DATA
 
Area 1179.0 sq.ft 5.oh sq. in 
Span, (equivalent) 42.3 ft U_.__3 in 
Aspect Ratio 1.57 1.57 
Taper Ratio 0.559 0.559 
Chords 
Root 35.8 ft 7.518 in 
Tip 20.0 ft 4.20 in 
MAC 28.5 ft 6.o6 in 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 





MODEL COMPONENT: V-Tail - (T35)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Symmetric section Vee tail roled out at 550(from verticfl
 
plane) 























Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 

Toe-In Angle .. 
Cant'Angle -_
 



















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
-W P. of .25 MAC °
 




Root ood6 Mod) 024 Vod) 




 ft*iSpan, (equivalent) __3 

-5 ( ..Aspect Ratio 





35.8 ft 7.518 inRoot 
Tip ____" 2*2 
'2b.o ft ,MAC 

Fus. Sta. of..25 MAC ,,
 
W.P. of .25 MAC - - _ , 




- (Vl)MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Symmetric section vertical tail
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 WT 70-105106 (Sheet 1) 










































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 , 
B.L. of .25 MAC
 
Airfoil 	Section 
ooi6 (Mod) 0o6 (od)Root 

Tip 	 0014 (Mod) 0014 (Mod) 
EXPOSED DATA
 








,0.559 	 0559Taper Ratio 

Chords 
 35.80 ft 7.518 in
Root 	 . 
Tip 	 200 ft h.20 in­
286 ft 6.01o inMAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 18
 
MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail - (V2 ) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Sheet metal tail 
DRAWING NUMBER: 







Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 





0.25 Element Line 
,-o_ 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent) ' 
-MAC _, 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
-W.P. of .25 MAC 





A r e a i11i1 q Q.5 3fl.3 q­ i n 














MAC 31.o5 ft 6.o5 in 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Elevon 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Elevon fan delta wing 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105105 
'DIMENSIONS: (Per Paral) FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 765 sq.ft 33.65 sq.in 
Span (equivalent) 51.76 ft 10.87 
in 
Inb'd equivalent chord 18.51 ft 3.888 in 
Outb'd equivalent.chord 11.00 ft 2.310 in 
Ratio Elevon chord/wipg chordl 
At Inb'd equiv. chord o.668 o.668 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.215 0.215 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 93 
930 
Tailing Edge, O 60 
Htngeline 8.260 8.260 






Used as rudder for V1 and as ruddervator for Vee-tatl
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 

DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-10510o (Sneet i)
 
'DIMENSIONS: (Per Panal) FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Area 372.1 sq.ft 16.41 sq..in 
Span (equivalent) "42.3 ft 8.883 in 
Inb'd equivalent chordr .12.09 ft 2.539 in 
Outb'd .equivalent-chord 6.76 ft 1.419 in 
Rao Ruddervator chord/Vee-tail chord 
At lnb'd equiv. chard 0.35 0.35 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.35 0.35 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 














GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Conventional wing flaps at 28, 
settings. 












Ratio Flap chord/wing chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 

At Outb'd equiv. chord 













513.3 sq. ft 22.64,sq. in
 
104.75 ft 21.998 in
 
6.95 ft 	 1.457 in
 
2.86 ft 	 o.6ol in 










MODEL COMPONENT: Spoile -I s) (SO) 




DRAWING NUMBER: WT 0-io510 
'DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 
Span (equivalent) 
Inb'd equivalent chord' 









Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
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* 'C 7057? C ,VL,w ,7- r,,es r , ,. %91 ,o ,,4 ,jw ,- ,, , , . . . - , .'Tg , I . * . I . . ,I / I , I . . . o.. . .I. . . . 
SREF(I) 11 bktF(2) 21 LREF(1) 31 LREF(2) 'n BREF(1) 51 BREF(2) 61 XMRfP (1) 71 XMRPC(2)
 
I0, I/ .... .. ...... ... I/A!............IO..O / , , A 'V/ A7O r iY.LRP (i) YNRP (2) ZNRP (i) ZNLRP (2) SCALE(1) SCALE (2) FILREF 
TEST CV tSWT 6f79-0 DAT 1 . SET DESCRIPTOR SHEET 
CURVE SLOPE RANGE 
IDENTIFIER 1 21 31 11 LOWER LIMIT UPPER LIMIT 




IFCz6z CV,L,S r. , r, r. aW , . . I /_U S.1 " I .... 

RC 7oe/ C.VLsNr"r. , £r Y,7,9t ,Vh{.,6, ,5,EI 	 ,i,r.o, -.	 ji-
FT,5 5,7, , ,5 I. -,/ , . .. . ,
 
KFC70C , C,/ 1LS__jT, ,LSlff-,0, .B,IW.i.,/I,T ,/,- , , .
Vt-r, jI-,, . __. _,,_. .
 
PC27064 
-C..C ,.5W7 . . . . . . LBIMM/,~..-2 Liii L
I/RC~eol fi ', ,7 , ,_,27fI-,-, 0', i.5A,r/, 5l Li.... ,W, .L/_,'?:z,_ I,,-i,_Li._.--
C706C . . .., , .... l.... . .... . ,,_,____,. ____..
 
/_____ _ ___ _ _ _ _ l _ _ _. . ___L__L. ., . .i, _ ... , : - L..i- ., , !....
)?c7o0 ? CVL% r Irrs17, 5,.91-,0. ~/W A2-s 	 ____1 
-V 	
, 
ltn . I ., ., 7O 	0 WT,,,f 7,,v,,], , i ., ,/,i-, 5, . I , |. . ,- ] J-. ,3 ",,I .. 
C7070t~c__CVL,5 ar 5,/r. 1T',,-,, ,O ,8/ ,,.I -,L W , ..w . . .. * .. L '2,Pt,. 6,,. 0 ,swgI- ,T , s, -	 L ffI±.. WJ.../-t: . . 5 If. ..
 
*C707& C-VLW .r,£sar, ,5 - 1 ,BI/t I, - .5 . I .... .... I , 2 - ,,	 1 
Rec7 72 ,,1 , -FSlr 7 ,6, ,I Iafwi ... . . ... .. .. g 1 .... .­1 5 k1 
'?073 CV,L,sjI r, ,eS-, 5,71-,o, A 3,l.,3, .... I . . , I. , ... I
 
, , . . . ,
, 	 7,e S17,,, 1 , ,I,,-,- . . . I .I . .. .. , 2-n f.. , ... 
,
/eC?07v&, C ,, r, - , ,,,91 - Wl. .I ,- I ,,, I , . I 2I , 
PC"7cir , ,,w n, ,5 1 t, ,? ,? , E , , I I ' . . I , a.t, ,I- i.,i- ,-, .b , I .... 
S RLF(1) ii SiuaF(2) i1 LREIF(l) 31 LREF (2) 41 BREF(1) 51 BREF (2) 61 XMRP (1) 71 XMRP (2)Rcwv,Z SO, , AV, ,q ,-,,. .I.1.A... U 	 L;AI I 1//.1 . . . . 
,? 	 o 7 CV /LSM, l,,,ir. 4 ,.,,.-. ... 10, 0.,,,. . .I... . .1,,'. 9 ,-/ , -LA...7- .-. z 
YbUlP (1) YMRP (2) nUP (1) - ZMRL(2) SCALE(1) SCALE(2) FILREF 
TEST C' --VT l5f5-0 DATQ-'SET DESCRIPTOR SHEET 
DATA SET 
 DATA SET DESCRIPTOR 
 CURVE SLOPE RANGE

IDENTIFIER1 
 1 21 31 41 
 si LOWER LIMIT 6 1UPPER LIMIT
 
RC7O5f CyLswr. .TESIr ,5,9 -, ,70/,-?. F.,1 . f I 2 . f.. . 
Rk 7c81 C ,L~irnr, T. '. oP I3-.hs L~~8c'g ~L .... ,....',.... ,.... ,... .. L~i4PL.LI87W~ P. , ..,,. .,,, 

,cc 37 ... ... . ... 
_± _tZI..LL&,LLL j j .,.I . , I, . . L , ._._ _, . 0_ _ 
c o , ... .. . .,. ...,,9.. L , , i . . . . . . , jjj L ,_L _,__J :. , , 
X'czo8q .... 'uj I3.... w L. ...I ... I . , O jL L X... ,I....2 ¢2o 
€o . . . 3 . . I , , .. . . . . { .p . I . . . I . . . I . . .I , , I1, 1 ',, ,j, . . . -,P . , , 
Pc?o93 .. . . ,... . ~, I I I . I , ,,I0 ... I,, . ..... 
*c?0? P ,C,tS , I, ,7. , i t ., ,,5,- , ,I7... I 1 ... I , iI.... .. . u,~I L 4-.I. . I ,,,, ,
 
Ac 7698 r . ..s , . ,6. I . .i p p , j q . .
~.. r 74,ll .... .... ... ! 0,io , I
 
*C?099' , i1 ... i . .I. . .i... I .L.. L. I . ' 
* .. , /Q2,.PI t O 
9/1200 ,/,SW7.,*B u~cp~epl5t,,) Ip / 0 , i 0 
3,f4 23 50./,Q 4I73 I, 33 9o , 
Y2IKP( 1) YHIRP (2) ZHWU'(1) ZMI' (2) SCALE(I) SCALfJ(2) FI1,REV 
TEST CL' L.Swr 579-0 DAT,-SET DESCRIPTOR SHEET 
,DATA SET 
 DATA SET DESCRIPTOR 
 CURVE SLOPE RANGE
IDENTIFIE 
 ~ II 21 31 
 41 °A51_LOWER LIMIT 6 1UPPER LIMIT
 
zc 7 ,o , ,r,,,$ ,-5; -,o ,A z.t,V,L ,s.mr. 1 .tg , 0.,7 w . ,.. i . i .. j . / ,/ e,A , . . . , b . a , ,
 
.,'c?/o2 CV.Lsr,.7z-.5-su ,7. j-,o. *I j Zsv/ . .. . .t ,,. .




c rE, ,2. ,.,B., EL *,7" 
... _ I.Ip02 __ , ...
 
2C ./,e - C.V.L.s.kiC T r, A w.8d(5V4,17-. , , ._ ,,I 
- ,_ ____ 
_..PC?/oz ,,.w __g,__ lw5v~z ._. ,- - __ U__, .. .. _ a.o_ ._
9/ .L._,._ 

RC?/07 , , ,,. ., I 1. q. I ,- - I 
. . , , , 
P ? / . . .. , . s ..t , 9j,,l, , , , ,I.. .. ....i . . . . i,,, l . ./_Z ,, ,, ,
 
A '?//o CL' ,LS,Wl II. ,,slr ,.6,4,,in. ,?IWS"21 , p ,I ,, ?J-,, ,I'I , 2. " 
..
7 .... .. ." *" [ I ... I . 1I,, ,. .. .. ., . .. .. 
AV'1/y C....~ y..tj, /,IZg,0,*,iI* , .. .. ..... .. l 2, 2,, ., /J  .I, , . . 
Rc7/I''' I'' , ' ''''IIt,, ,I I, ... ,.I I. .. , , ., L g.... I J, ... I. 
I V l ~ .-. i i i , / c.0. 
p ,,,,I, p ,, I p,I , , ,p I,,,, I m.. I mh pi,,,II.. , , . 1
 
, , ,, I , , ,l p
, , l,,i m l, I,, , l , l , .. .Ii ,.. p . , ..............
 
i'',l IIl,,  l p p,,i l ,,, , ,, , , m m,,, , .. ~ .... i lip. 
S SHEF(1) iL 5SivFC2) 21 LREF(1) 31 LREF(2) 'a 
BREF(1) 51 BREF(2) f1 XN4RP(1) 71 XlMRP (2) 
J4 .o.. , "o , .v . . S .c /9. .. .I,. ,,,, ,SY,,z-K /A... .. .9 ,o.,.9r.Z. / .. 
YIRP(i) YFU!'(2) (i) ZNiP(2) '-ZMiP 
 SCALE(1) SCALE(2) 
 FILREE
 
TEST CV LSw't -'9-o DAT! ,SET DESCRIPTOR SHEET 
DATA SET 
 DATA SET DESCRIPTOR 

. CURVE SLOPE RANGEIDENTIFIER
 DIR21 
 31 4I 
 7'51 LOWER LIMIT 6 1UPPER LIMIT 
£ZC 7//e, C ,VLSLq tesin, St'?,t- ,0,,B,IIWS.3RT , ..5 . ) . . t..... . ' p . . 7 I. . .2. 3... . I , , 
flc?/, V. L S,_l W.3., :6 5,__ - , 2,, . . . . . . . 
Ac7//, L a 1 . 1'1-.---1-t. ./, ,_l.

RC716 
-IL -E ~ j 
-2­
ge71e,9 , - ,- IL, ,Z 7E,51r-,',,,9C,71-o8 C.V . . T s,,,L , B.. _,-. - _ ,. .".2L-t .,.Tt . .. . . , ... -. ., .. ., 
,C7/2 4 . i . . , . ,.  r , .... . . ,= /. , .
 





, L I Irr , ... , ,, I , ;i ... it ,,
ReC7IZ/9 . I ..r.E51r I74i. ok 3..r I .,
 
ge?/ (-, C,v,L,.s, . ST.z *5,;l -O , ,B,:lpU ,,A . , . .I. . . .'. ., /_.-.S1. LJLJ.., _..j.. 
A'c71g CV &., ...-, , ., p. ..r..  . 7.41 ...F1 I, 5roI-re v* R 7/gr ~ *A~ 7~- ~ ,g ;$ g, pI , . ... . /,ILAW C ~ ri -. I , U... .pI .4 . .! 5". . ) . 
.,cza/j C.. . .w . f , 6. .. ,i , j, IW. . I M T.Y. . .gj- 3, . .. .. I .. , . , /, ,I .. 
_._ . . I_,, . .
 
267/31 c,v. , , rI"--r, 571 ' ,'"-o,, *,6,;l ,r,-,,T, o,LsI -, .i I. .I. .. ' , -" ,", .. -I.......I.....
 
___T_________I *) lii-iT ', II ',m,1 I,,,II I ,oI,IF I,-, , ,,, ? ,, , ,,, , l-L , h , =3. ,,I. .
 
SREF(l) 11 SkEF(2) 2! LREF(1) 31 LREF(2) 






. .. . ... . ........
£utPd"(1l) Y.NR (2) , .... . .... ) ............ SCALE (i)..... ,,SCALE.........(2) ' .,L, ,




DATA SET PARAMETER NAME SHEET 
_7-sr Cv Lswr 5-79-0 
PARAMETER NAMES (Format 10A6) 
19 . 31 37 43 49 55 161 
RC c7001 , .,,1]7-, ,RU.1D).V.r,.L,AS., SR . ......... .. . . . 
REC 7006A~ 
NC 7oo4 1 i .. .. ' .. . ,.*t' .. ,. . . . .. I g ' w ....... 
. . . 
RC7008 I .,.........i..,........... 
?c 7009Re70/Z 
RC7010 














I ,, , C| 
















. , I , , 
I ,. . 
, , 
. .i ,, ,, 
, 
,I 
, , , 
. . ., 
, , , ' 
. . 
DATA SET PARAMETER NAME SHEET 
-S7: CV LSWr 579-0 
DATA SET PARAMETER NAMES (Format IOAS) 
IDENTIFIE1 7 13 9n 31 37 43?- 49 55 





R C 702 4, 
/RC7o) ?4........... . 1. .. . . . .,..... ,..... ,..... ,..... '............................
 
2C702f' 
,',, ' . ........... . ...
/ EO2& ,, . . .. .. . . .. ,..... , '... . 
Re ZOZ87 , , , . . t . . . . , . .. . . . . . . 
Re702 ' . ,, , .. . , , ,.. ... . 
RC 7030 
Re 703! 
ROC70321NC73 . i , i I 1,i , . i i. I I. . ,. a 
RC 703JIPC70 7 .. . .. *.. , ... 

NC 703. [ , . ... T ,., , , .. . I. . . I . .
IfT'C ?37 LL.. , , ,i-,  , , , - , , ..- ., . . t I,,,I, . ...- , , , , . .. I . 
/*7 9 . .!. . * , .,.I . ., . , . .. ,a.... .. ..., .,,,. .
 
,'£c 9 " .L"
 
DATA SET PARAMETER NAME SHEET 
rzS r: CV Lsuvr .5-79-0 
DATA SET f PARAMETER NAMES (Format 1OA6)
 
IDENTIFIEI 7 19 .25 31 7 42 55
 
RCro'i/ F,8,F. , A, PS. , . / , ..... ., .. 
Rci-,""Z2-4 
mR7c7099 ,I, .. *,.L .. j,, .. . ,.,,I..... .. . . . * * , ... , •, .'' *, , , .*, . 
gC7oqs- , .,R c .L U .. . , MP s S,. . , .. , . . -I-..M V ,$LL ... * ,2 , ,.. , t . 
RC761Vl 
____70_7 I, ,I ,, __,____,_,____,__,_.__,____,___, , __, _. _ __... _.... 1 ,, , . 
7,0.52 , ./'CLY , ,E V 7"4,I D.9, ,, t L, / . t S L..jw, , , ... . .. , , , , . ., . . . . 
ITC7,.:,
5.,,fiRC 70qYC7054Z , , . , , , , ,. . , , , , ,4 , , ,.. .u , , , , ... , , ,J. .±L . . . . . . . . 
IFC70'Y? B.- 7i ,Q rL iE! V. 7R R , "5- R. I,f L. AP5 r I . . ,iI. . . 
P677o E.Ar a sI5pILgI ll * III' * ~ ' .rt *I I*P , , . -
P62069 B,gt-,A , F,L,k/,5, 3 ,5,, I,L,R, . . .1 ,..*,. l I . , .t...........,. . , , . ... -
I I , .. ,, I. 
DATA SET PARAMETER NAME SHEET 
TESr,' CV LSwr -579-0 
DATA SET PARAMETER NAMES (Format 10A6) 
DENTI EI 1 7 13 19 M 31 37 43 49 55_ 
Xc706/ 5,E7,,9, ,, ,_E V - , D V I ,_,, , ., , /I,, ,. . . ., . . . . . .
 ACZC6/ rI i ~ v PF AP ' R~,I. 4R,,, ,, .... ,. . .. . . . . . 
9C 70.?9" 
Re 206 FEV./. , ,F4,/h.R5. ,S.P.t/L, ., . .. , . ,. .. , . .. , . .. , . .. , . .
 




C7070 ,,,, , ,.
 
RC, , I I , 1 I,,.p ,,, 
RC207 / , ,. . ,5I .. .. l ..... t ''rt , , )i,, ,.. . . . I . .. ' .. I*1,I 

S' , 5'CZO , I f , . . . . . 




DATA SET PARAMETER NAME SHEET 
7-ESt: CV Lswr C5-75?-o 
DATA SET PARAMETER NAMES (Format 1A6) 
IDENTIFIF .s 19 5 31 37 
C70.-/ 11 ~i .4FV. 0// ,A/,OMRV,Ai 
,QC70o"a D T, , EI£V, VA .I.. d' , O ,,'A ... . .,.... 
FRc9O.7 , . ... I-L- , L . . .. ,L, . ..... ..... ....R%, 
Rc7o0 " .. ... 
... . 
'..... 





















,, .. . . .. .. , , 
9c-09 9/ 
DATA SET PARAMETER NAME SHEET 
T7"sr: cv Lswr 579-0 
DATA SET 
IDENTIFI 17 
RC71/1 5 ,A ,LE,V A/ 
Re7/0.. 
.''C7/o3 -\" 
RC'7icl - I~O .. . . 
7?c7/07 4 . 
RC7/CeP 647-A, ,$ASL,,V,4W,,/k/.L.M4L,4 
PARAMETER NAMES (Format 10A6) 
19 -31 37 
R ,O,-, 
, . 'r , 
. . . . . ' . . . ' . . 
. .. .. .9 ... 


















RC 7//0 ,F7-P,. IE,L,EV, f A),IL~h,/ 9YI ,,D,I , ,I . . . . ). . .). . .t . . 
E1 L.p V 
_ _ _ _ _ , , , , ,I , .. . , , , , , . . ) . . . , . . . , . . . , . . ., . , , , , ,. 
Re 7//S I 
?C71Zo &,,iF 9, , ,4AP,, S,P,4,,,L,9 , ,L , ,,t, ,.,, , ,. ,, 
' DATA SET PARAMETER NAME SHEE 2 
7-S7-,' CV L.SW.r 5-79- D 
DATA SET PARAMETER NAMES (Format 1A6) 
IDENTIFIrE 1 7 13 19 2- 31 37 4, 49 55 
krC7/, SETAI , ,LA..S 1SP4cLR ,, ., , ., 9 ,. . ,, , 
/'£7Z2 $ 7-1,A,., ,'- ,~ 7- ., .. , ,. s . . ,, . ,-R . . , , . . . , . . 
RC713 kA. t , F, V, ,R QV.7 . I-,..A /. ......... ...... ... .. .. 
RC?/e4 , . , , , , , ,, ... .. J I. . , , , , . , . . . . . , , , , ... . . .. 
'C7/2/ A -/ * *P,L.f?, S, S .Pt./,- ... ', *,,,,9....'i ''.I, , , .. . . 
?C 7/3 ... 
2?C71931 , .. ,E -,& ... P S. ,S , ,I , ..... ..... . .. , . 
7i y a , A , ,S,-V -RRvD,D , L.M . *,S, ,Z ........... . ...... ' .... 
.9 , I * pr9t * I ' *'9 I II 1 ~ I .. 9i ,. 9 9r , nI , 
t , I I 
9199I t., ,* ,* * ,, j ,,99| I I 9I f I r ,... I.i,. 
I 
DATA SET PARAMETER VALUE SHEET 
TISS7W* CV I-Swr 5-79-o 
PARAMETER VALUE (Format 1OF8.3)DATA SET 

IDENTIFIER 1 9 17 25 33 41 49 51 65 7.
 
'RC7 A -,.,... . 14, , , ,'.. .,.. , ....., , , , .. ... ,I,........... .. I* .. . I
t . .
 
RC?7003 .- 4,.0, gO ,Q "....., . O," O ,i . .,,.............. ,. ......
I'' O ..... gO',0,, .. .. .. . .. , .. 
A , 1 , ,o,. .,1 , ,o. I
 
gc1oo O1,,,, 1 p ,,,.. Z .4, ,., i,, . b,0.. ... . . ... ,,. ... . i......
 
gC?007 . , 1 0. i),, - I , • i 10. .o I ,. , 




'EC70// -. ,..,., , p? ,., , ,A0,,,, , , , , ...... ..... .. .... ...
 
czo, 0,'0, , , a ?,, o. . ,, , , . . .. ..
 
CF c, , I Q..0O" ,,. If/C,.0". I7i,0,,' i, 3.,66 .... ] ....... .....i .. .... . ... ..
 
l,,O . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . .~'p/r O c -9() i t , I ' ' i . . . ' , I I ) t . . . t
reC 70/ 7 - , I. ' , 4d.O, .. . ,Q.,0 [,i.. ,, I . . . . . . . .... . . . . .- ..  
,/ , ) D/-, Q ),,, , ,i i , , 1 ") , , l )' . . t I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . f . . . 
,qo, e )4 0 )Ie~o'f , ~ o - ) 
DATA SET PARAMETER VALUE SHEET 
7-T.s: cv Lswr 579-0 
DATA SET PARAMETER VALUE (Format 10F8.3) 
IDENTIFIER 1 9 17 25 33 41 49 51 65 73 
RC7o2l -,4,.,o , , , ,10,. ,. , . , I, ..... . . . . I , . , .. I 
fc?02Z o..o ..... t-, ,. ., . , p,,. . ,. s..... . , . ... , . . . ...... , 
C7o 3 ,. ,,, 










, I6't.P,. . 
0.1.... 







. .,., . 
I . . 
I, t 
.... ..... 




. . . 
RCZOZS -4 , .... -­l00,E IO , ,, iO,,,0, , ; ,,, i....... ..... . . ......... 
PC'o3" 4., , , op.., , .,o,, , ,O,.,o,. ,... I ..... ,.. ....... ! . , . ,1 .A.... 
,o0,, Cl0 .,Rc7o27 -,# ,0, A,, ... 0I0, ... , ,O,'. .... . ,, . . I ...... ....... 99',. ' 
RC7,03 - ,0 .., .. ' io o , QtQDP .... ; ....... ....... ....... w .. , 
Pc0 ozf C,...., ,,0, 1I,1, . 0.,o . , .O, ...... ,...A.z
It,, , . , . , p . .RC'?o" -,"e ° ,r'I.,,,,,9 < , 0 , 0 .,,, IOO ,., O.O , , I . ..... , 1 ,,I,. . .. , . , 
..flc-o3 - o i.0., , i. , . ,.5..O . i, , . 
,*, I ,I Il lI I I l 1 , 01 ip I , . . . . . . . I t I I , 
4RczoZ , ,, , , o,, ,., , ,I+ ,,, , , in 0, . .1 . . . . . 
7 3 .,- 0 " I, q 1 1 1,A I0 9 , 
' 
9 C7103 7C ',0 ' ' . . ..10 0,'P , ,, ] 1 , , ~ , . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. , , . . I [I . . . . 
fee ? 0.3? -,i , ,,-1 ,to.o. . .t ,, , . ,¢, ,, , , o, , , , . . . . . -%... . , ,. . . . . . . 
)FC ? o03f , , . . . . 1 1o,0 , 1 , , 10 10, 1 , , i.10 0, tl sol' I I I , . . . f . . . . . . . . . . . 
72 
DATA SET PARAMETER VALUE SHEET 
TES T CV t-W .79?-o 
PARAMETER VALUE (Format 1OF8.3)DATA SET 
IDENTIFIER I 17 33 41 49 51 65 
gC7ov// .- ,.o ... ,0,, ... . , , . ...... I .., I .,..I........,.......... . 
fCeyo z -,A, 0..... o, , , ,O 1,, , , , ...... ,, , ...... I , ...... , .. .. . . , '' . 
.. . ,, , II I I.. .,,.. ...! ...... ........ .
AC0'13 04, ,5 , I 
RC o,"/ , 1-4., t,I .. ....., , I..I I, ... . I ...... I ....... I ... ... I .......
 
O,,o,4,, , ,C19,?, ,,,g ,,0 ,,A. I....... I ........
OP, 
/ -,4 o, 1c, o, ,0,,, ,o, ,, 0, ,. -t,. I .. ... .. . . 
?CZO7 7 0, , , , , .. O.. A, , , , .... ) 0, ,. . ....... .... . . .. .. ... ....... 
O, 	 . . . .J' 76vg/ - .4, , , , , I O.0, , , , , . . . 10,.,0 1, 0, 1,. . . . . . . . . . . ) , , , , , , . . . , , , , 
NCyo s t..0,.....1., ., . 0", ,, ,... , , , , ?,o, .. ..1,,, ..... ....... Ii
 
.cZo f -,A. ...-.. . , , .. ....... I .... ... ....
 
. , . . , , I , .4 ,' ,,, . 4, .......
/?07 5-I g,,0,,, , , I , 0,,,,, 10 ,, .....1 , , 0, , , p , 
R0COS . , a , , , i .,/0 . , 0 . ..... 14 , .. , , o10.... I . . , I . .. , , , •, ... . ....... 
'C63 , ' . 0 . ....... 1, .. . t f ..... .. ,0 , , . P,0., l .... ....... I 
,9d 70 Y. 0 ,, , . -, , , , , , , , ', , z . . . . . . . . . t . . . . . . . , . .f . , . . . .) . . ., ~r ) , , 10.i	-,o 
, 
.. . .. I. .. ..
-5"X 1A90719 ' Wo 	 1473%,- , 1' O k 
, - .', , , ,,',.0q . ld , ,1, , ,,. , , ,0, .. ,,0 ,., . . . . . . ..., )  . .'. . . . . . . . 
2~. ." , , , , , , ,o. . .)O, , , ) , ,0 , ) , . . , , , , . . . . . . . .  . . . , . . . 
'R-A o0( 6 , , , . . O , , # . 9. . . I , , , , , , , , t , , , , , , , ) . . . . . . . .. , . . , . . . . . . 
DATA SET PARAMETER VALUE SHEET 
7'EST, cv LSLVr -7-o 
DATA SET PARAMETER VALUE (Format 10F8.3)
 
IDENTIFIER 1 9 17 2. 33 41 49 51 65 7?
 
O,,, 0,*,, .. ,..lC?o(l, 0 I . gO.I 4,, ,t* .... ,,, , .. ... 
RCZ & o,.1 ,., ,, , ,..... ,o,, 10.0,, ,,.,a .... ... .. ....... .... ....... . .....
 
RC7063 0..... to ... , fof.P, , , I! , , . , . . ...... ........
. ,  ..  tO ,,,. 
CO 31 , .. ,01 . 0, 1 lot, , f ,. ..... .. I........ .....I . . ....... ... ...... .... .. 
AC7 7 v, , , , .,,....., , ,, , , , ....... If, ....... I ....... . 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
 
The General Dynamics/Convair low speed wind tunnel is a close-return atmospheric
 
tunnel, constructed of reinforced concrete. Airflow is created by a 6-bladed
 
propeller, 20 feet in diameter, powered by a 2250-horsepower synchronqus motor.
 
The tunnel has a primary test section 8 feet high, 12 feet wide and 25 feet
 
long. A model or component can be tested in this section at airspeeds up to
 
300 mph. The sides and ceiling of the test section are large glass windows.
 
These windows and fluorescent lights, housed in corner fillets in the test sec­
tion, provide excellent model observation and model photography. Personnel
 




A variety of support systems are available for mounting a model or component.
 
These support systems include single, bicycle, and three-strut supports, sting
 
supports and supports for two dimensional installations.
 
Digital computer and plotting facilities are available so that the results of
 








SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
22 2 
Ab base area; m , ft2 ,m 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REFB wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
o wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see I ref or refl) 
c.g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
CAB base 'axial force coefficient, [ (pW -p b/q 
b (Ab/S If) 
CA CAF forebody axial force coefficient, C - CA 
b 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 



















CD- drag force coefficient in the stability axis,system, Fj/q Sre f 
CL lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis)
FL/q Sref 
CBL 
~system, rolling moment coefficient in body axisMlx/q Sre f b 
CSL 	 rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
CWL rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M /q S b 
x,w ref 
CLM' pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M/q Sref Iref 
CLM 	 pitching moment coefficient in the stabilityaxis system, C = C 
ins in 
CPM 	 pitchingmoment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, My, w/q Sref Iref 
CN 	 normal force coefficient in the body axis 

















yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M z/q Sref b 
yawing moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, C = C 
n,s n 
yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
Mzw/q Sr b 
pressure coefficient, (p-p.) /q 
C 
Y 
CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis 
system), F/q Sref 
C SF/q CC side force coefficient (wind axis system);Sref 
FA axal force; N, lb 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N, lb 
FD drag force m the stability,axs system; , b 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system); N, lb 





















force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio
 
reference length; in, ft, in (see )
 








abbreviation for moment reference point
 































pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 




yawing moment in the body axis system;ft-lb 











static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
wing area; m2 , ft 
reference area; m2 , A2 
T 
V 
temperature; OK, °C, OR, OF 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 






SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 








a ALPHA 	 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis- on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this ans on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
-ratio 	 of specific.heats 
r 	 DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 







- SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 
pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis: deg 
It PHI 	 roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
4' PSI 	 yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; deg 
6F FLAPS 	 Wing-flap deflection deg 
5S SPOILR 	 Wing spoiler deflection deg 
5r RUDDER 	 Rudder deflection, positive trailing 
edge left deg 
5 er ELEVTR 	 Vee-tarl' ruddervator deflection, pitch 
control, positive both trailing edges 
down (5R L r )/2 deg 
6 rr RUDV.TR 	 Vee-tail ruddervator deflection, 
directional control, positive both 
trailing edges right (5 - 6R )/2 deg 
r r 
6ee- ELEVON Elevon deflection, positive both 
trailing edges down, ( 6R + 6L )/2 deg 
e e 
5 ae AILRON Aileron deflection, positive left side 




















elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 










1. Positive directions of force coefficients 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrowb. 
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability 




Y / Z.. 
ry Ys Cn ,w4 
CL 
C, w C' s , Cn,w 
Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle
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Figure 2 CD/Convair Straight Wing Space Shuttle B * 9.9r 
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CONFIG. IUILUUP - LUNJIIUUINAL CHAR. - SIRAIGHT 4IING BASIC POS. - V-TAIL55UEG 




DEPENDENT INDEPENVeT4 -- Pt0 -vA-Gt-E . 
VARIAOLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / &NUIN' 
CL ALPHA I I 
L/D ALPHA ....- 2 ..... t -t -
CAB ALPHA 3 3 
LONFIG, BUILDUP - LONGIIUDINAL CHAR. - STRAIGHT dING BASIC P05# - V-IAIL=5DEG 
DLtNULNT VARIABLE VS OLPENULNI VARIAbLL, MULTIPLE DATASLTS 
DATASETS PLUTTED: 
RC7U79 RC-TVIO SIC U -­I----t-t--0
 
DEPENDENT uEPE-NTJOT . . rLI AL ---
VARIABCE VARIABLE OEGINNING / ENDING 
CL CD St 
LL CLm . .--.- -...... - -
CONFIG, BUILOUP - LATERAL CHAR. ST, oING BASIC PO, - V-TAI'L=SbDEG - bLTA'o 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INOEPENOE141 VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RC7079 RC7U'u '-R .SC -Itt-I- c.7 a 
DEPENDENT IT4DLPtZNIEt -E ....-. 
VARIABLE VARIABLE bEGINNING / ENDING 
CY ALPHA 6 6 
CLN ALPHA " - 7 
CSL ALPHA 8 8 
68
 
- - -  
CONFIG, BUILDUP - LATERAL CHAR, - ST, aiN BASIC POS. - V-TAILsSULQ - bLIAM-q 




-3IKCYU8D RC7O'$2 R C7tflot--- ftt----------C7 
DEPENDENT INDEPEND nEtT-....... - TLz- -
VARIABLE VARIABLL dEGINNING / ENDiNG 
LY ALPHA 9 9
 
CLN -ALPHA - )- -
CSL ALPHA 11 Ii 
LATERAL CHAR. AT BETA = U AND -q DEG, - CUNFIG. B 






DEPENDENT 11DEPENCrT tLQ rAG .....
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENUING
 
CY ALPhA 12 12 
CLN ALPHA-- - --
CSL ALPHA Pt k 
LATERAL CHAR. AT bLTA z U AND -'I DEG. - CONFIG. BII1-15 



























LATER-AL CHAh. AT BETA = U AND -' PE4 . - CONFIG. Bldl-1TI-s5 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDET- ..- Ptr-- - -VAR-IABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY ALPHA 18 18

LLNAL H --. . . . --

CSL ALPHA 20 2U 
LATEtAL CHAR. AT bLTA = U AND -U LEG. - CONFIG, BvI-wISTI-SSEI 







DEPENDENT INDEPENTEr-------LuI r ... 
VARIABLE VARIABLE bEGINNING I ENUIN 
CY ALPHA 21 21 
CLN ALPHA 4---- 4. . 
CSL ALPHA 23 Z3 
CONFIG, BUILDUP - 51LSLIP DERIVATIVES - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS, - V-TAIL*SBDEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE V5 INUEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
0670791 D t)U U-13 7ii" 8-81 Dt-tafr-
-l 
DEPENDENT INDEFE NDyfETT --...PLOT rPAIr 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CYBETA ALPHA 24 24
 
UCLNDB At.PttA 25 2b, 





CONFIG. BUILUUP - LUNG'ITUU-INAL CHAR, - STNAIGHf WING AFT - V-TAILvE,5UG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INOEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLr 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RC7U79 Rt70716 -- TOs-d---RC7 t- ­
'DEPENDENT" INDEPENDENT-------------.1- -" 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA' 27 27 
L/D ALPHA . .. .. 2-....82-8 -& " 
CAB ALPHA 29 29 
CONFIG. BUILDUP LONG-IIUDINAL CHAR, STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL-6bOEG 




RC7079 RCY076 RCJO- ....- Rt7-

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT L-P ..
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
* - CL CD 30 30 
- CL CLNM- - ......- .. .... 3t-..... 
LONG, CHAR, - ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS - STRAIGHT wING BASIC PO5, - V-TAIL=5SDEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE# PARAMETRIC STUUY
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RC7033 RCJU29 - RC7TZt--- ---- Rtlt . . 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT -PtOT-P--E -....-

VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL- ALPHA 32 32
 
L/D ... 33 3"-..... ... ...
 ALPH*--- a- -----






LONG, CHAR* - ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS STRAIGHT *ING BASIC POS - V-TAILSSUEG 




RC7033 RC7029 R-Cia02b F-7-0---4--

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT . - - POIr--rrt-E- - -
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL Co 35 35
 
CL CLM -3 -- 3-&--

LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. 
 STRAIGHT *ING BASIC POSITION - V-TAILS5DLG 




N37027 N37028 N37026 
N37031 N37032 ft3-70370 
DEPENDENT-- -PARMtt-rC FL T PAtr .
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY BETA 37 ay
 
CLN -8-ETA .. -O---

CSL BETA 143 45
 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL DERIVATIVES STRAIGHT SING 
BASIC POSITION V-TAIL=6SDLG
 




R7OO2 DRTOU3 - DR-7t-UQ-0 
DEPENDENT INDEPENVdNT - ....-.-P"-p w..----

VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
DCY/DR ALPHA '6, '46 
DCSLDR ALPHA '$8 
OCSLR ALHA f a 48 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL - STRAIGHT AING BASIC POSITION - V-TAIL-5BDEG
 




DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC .Pt.. O7 PAGE --
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ELEVTR '9 L19 
CLM ELE V'T-R- 5 
Cu ELEVTR 51 51 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL DERIVATIVES - STRAIGHT 4ING BASIC POSITION - V-TAILBSDEU-
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VA-RI-ABL-E .....-- E-G-I-Ni -IO-it 
DE7033 DCL/DE ALPHA - - 2 -- B-
DEI33 OCD/DE ALPHA 53 53 
DE7U33 UCLNDE-.----.kLA- 54 !7 -
LONGITUDINAL CHAR, - ELEVTR EFFECTIVENESS - STRAItHT wING AFT - V-TAILxSDEG 
DLPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUuY
 
DATASE15 PLOTTED; 
RC7132 - RC7068 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT rLuI PM ...
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGI'NNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 55 65
 
L/D AL P-# S 6 sw 
CAB ALPHA 57 57
 
73 
LuNGITUDINAL CHAR. - ELEVTR EFIECTIVENESS - STRAIbH'T *ING AFT - J-AILmb5DLG 







VARIAbLE VARIABLE BEGINN'ING / ENDING 
CL CD 58 58 
CL CLM 3-- 3Y* 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL - STRAIGHT n-ING AFT V-TAIL=55DLG
 





VARIABLE VARI BLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




Co ELEVTI 62 62
 
DEPENDENT' "FARAMETR-FC Ptu-t- r 
LONGITUDINAL LONTROL DERIVATIVES - STRAIGHT *ING AFT - V-TAILSBUEG 
DEPENOEN-T VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIA-dLE,
 
DATASETS 0EPENOENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE V-A IA8I Lt ..... qiiE , E I -­
0E7132 OCL/DE ALPHA-
DE7132 UCO/DE ALPHA 64$ 64 
UL7132 DCLDE- "-ALtHF-- 65 05 
74
 
LONG, LHAR. - ELLVATOR EFF. - ST. vING BASIC PUS. - FLAPS AND GEAR- V-TAIL5UEb 
UEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INUEPLNDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUOY 
DATASETS PLOTTEO: 
RC7022 - RC7t8 NChi....ttfttf-- 7tg-Z--
DEPENDENT INUEP-ENoI--T. ------
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 66 66 
L/O ALPHA- 6 " i 
CAB ALPHA 68 b 
LUNG. CHAR. " LLLVATOR EFF. ST. 4ING qAbIC PUS. - FLAPS AND fLAR- V-TAILS5DEG 
LEPLjiDLNT VARIABLE VS VLPE4DE4 VAHIAdLE. PARAMETRIC STUOY 
OAlASET5 PLUTTED; 
RCIU22 RCYUIS - RC-t" -- tt-"tI R7Z3 18.. 
O PENDENT DEPENDENT ----- p -. .
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE dEGINNING / ENIN
 
CL Cu 69 69
 
CL CLM---------------------- ...-------- 7...
 
WING BASIC PUS. - FLAPS AND GEAR - V-TAILbbDLGLONGITUDINAL CONTROL - STRAIGHt 





N37022 N3701-8 -N3-7t - - -N-7"Ot-j--,tlt t -... ...
N I + 
T -
P"t A(a 9 ------PARAMETRfttC-DEPENDENT 

VARIABLL BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ELEVTR 71 71 
CLM ELEV-T - . 2 72 




LONG. CONTROL DERIVATIVLS- STRAI'jhr vING BASIC PUS- FLAPS AND GLA1- V-TAIL=bSUEG 
UEPEj4DENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VANIAbLE, 
UATASETS DEPENDENT INbEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIAbLE VAfIA-Lt- t....-N-- -- tVatI-nt
 
UE7022 DCL/DE 'ALPHA .7 7q 
DE7022 DCD/UE ALPHA 75 7t 
DE7022 UCLMDt AtP-WA-- 76 - --­
LAI*-IR. CHAN* - STNAIGHT VING BASIC POSITION - FLAPS AND GEAR - V-lAIL=6SvD 
DLPE OENT VArIAbLE VS PARAMETRIC VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STuDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED;
 






UEPENDLNT --P-'R'TE-T-T-C FLUI PAUL 
VARIABLE VARIABLE bE6INNIN / ENDING 
LY BETA 77 7Y 
CLN BETA f0 '8 -
CSL BLIA 83 dt 
UIR. CONTROL OERIVATIVES- STRAIGHT AING BASIC POSe- FLAPS AND GEA- V-TAIL=.bULG 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDL-. . "PUT PA GE - -" 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENUING 
OCY/DR ALPHA 86 b6 
DCLNDR ALPHA---- -7 
DCSLLR ALPHA as an 
76 
LONG, (HAK. - FLAP EFFECTIVLNES5 - )T. 0I NG BMSI-C POS, - GEAR DOtigN V-TALL-SbULG 
ULPENDENT VARIABLE VS INUEPENDENT VAklAdLE, MULTIpLL DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
TC7010 TCYOU9 Tt'-IV--------------
DEPENDENT INfEP iuE-Nr .. o, PAU .. .... 
VARIAdLE VARIABLE bLGINNING / ENUING 
CL ALPHA 89 89 
LYD ALPHA" *-- 9- ---
CAB ALPHA 91 91 
LUNG. CHAR, - FLAP EFFECTIVENESS ST. WING SASIC PUS. - GEAR DOvdr,- V-TAIL=5bDLb 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLUTTED: 
RC7010 RC7DO9 RC70T1­
'DEPENDENT - DFNrmENT PLOT FAGE ..... . 
VARIABLE VARIABLE oEGINNING / ENDIiG 
CL CD 92 92 
CL CLn- -
-
LUNG, CHAR, - FLAP EFFECTIVENESS - STRAIGHT #ING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLUTTED: 
TC7132 TC7133 
'DEPENDENT - INDEPENDENT - - LUI PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE UEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA 94 99 
L/D . .XL-iW -- 9'1-v-- ­,-

CAB ALPHA 96 96
 
77 
LONb. CHAR. - FLAP EFFECTIVENESS - SITAIGHT AINu AFT - V-TAILSSbULG 
DLPENOLNT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLT 
DATASETS PLOTTEu: 
RC7132 RC7133 
DEPENDENT DEPENDE T-. .....- I AGr... ... 
VARIABLE VARIABLL BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL CD 97 9? 
CL CLM ........ . .. ... -
LUN, CHAR.- SPOILL, LFFECTIVLNESS- ST. 1IN eASIL POS.- GEAR DO.Y1i V-TASLIS6ULG 
OEPENDLNT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VAt<IAbLE, PARAMETRIC STUUY 
UATAETb PLOTTEd: 
RC7007 RC7OU8 
DEPENDEjT I NDEPENDEIq T-----T-PA- .. 
VA$IABLE VARIAdLE OLGINNIN6 / ENInWb 
CL ALPHA 99 99 
LUNG. LHAR.- SPOILER EFFECTIVENLSS- ST. 4INb BASIC POS,- GEAR DObiN- V-TAILvSSuL)(
 
UEPLNDENT VARIA8LE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUUY
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RC7007 RC7 B . .. . 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PUuI PAWL 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEWINNING / ENDING
 
CL CU lUo IUU
 
CL CLM - tU tt1t - ­
78
 
LAT. CHAR.- 5POILER EtFLCTIVENLSS ST* AINU BASIL POS.- GEAR DUWN- V-TAILEbULEG
 






DEPENDENT P R-AIWETTERT-C PT--P-'E . 
VARIA6LE VARIABLE bEGINNIN / LNDII.G 
CY SPOILIK Oz Iu-
CLN Sv1LR"-- -- -­ tU-3--- -1-Utr" -
CSL SPOILR II IU4 
LUNG. LHAR, SPOILER EFF. - ST. WING BASIC PUS. - FLAPS AND QEAK - V-TAIL=SbULb 
UEPEhDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIA3LE, PARAMETRIC STUUY 
DATASETS PLUTTED: 
RC7UII SC70JS-
DEPENDENT INDEPENVEr- PLUI A'.. 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BLGINNINb / ENDING 
CL ALPHA 105 Iu 
LONG, CHAR. - SPOILER LEFF - ST- *ING BASIC P05 - FLAPS AND GEAR - V-TAIL.SboEG 
DEPLNDENT VARIABLE VS ULPLNDENT VARIAbLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY 
DATASET5 PLOTTED: 
RC7011 5-- . ...C7OlS 

DEPENDENT DTPENDElT rLUI PAIE ....
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CD 106 106
 




LATERAL CHAK.- SPUILER EFF.- ST, fING BAbIC PUS. - FLAPS AND GEAR V-TAILxb"I4&' 
OLPENOLNf VARIABLE VS PARnMEIRIL VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC 57uDY 
DATASET5 PLOrTED; 
N3701I N37005 _-... ------.. 
DEPENDENT PARAETRrC .. . PU - P'G-E-

VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENUI1 jG
 
CY SPOILR ba lubi 
CLN S PIt.H - U .. 
CSL SPOILR Ilu nlu 
LUNG. CHAR,- LANUINiy uEAR EFF. - ST. ,JNG BASIC POs. *ITH FLAPS - V-TAIL=SbUE5 






-tEPENDENT lNDcNDtflt ..... --FT--- E....
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
LL ALPHA iIl Ill
 
LI/ ALPHA .-- --
CAB ALPHA 113 1ii
 
LUNG, CHAR,- LANDING GEAR EFF. - ST. vINU BASIC POS. - ITH FLAPb - V-TAILxbbULG 








UEPENDENT DEPENOENIT -F- OrioT--PE ---
VARIAdLE VARIABLE 6EUINNING / ENIING 
CL CD I14 ii
 
-




ST. IVIN BASIL POS.-[ITH FLAPS- V-TA1IL!5DL(
LAINPIN3 GLAK 0FF.- SIUESLIP DLRIV.-







DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT.. --PL-T- G -
VARIABLE VARIABLc BEGINNING / EN0InG1 








,JnU.CHAH. - vdlfiG FILLET EFFECI - STHAIlIkiT WING dASIC POSITION - V-IAIL=55Ut






DEPENDILNT INDEPEN OEiJT --PL U---AE 
4ARIADLE VARIABLL UEGINNING / ENUIwG 
uLPEraULNI VANIAVLL VS 4
CL ALPHA 119 liv
 
LUNG. CiAK. - ,wING FILLE1 EFFECT - 5THAItHT *ING BASIL PUSITION - VTAIL=bSUEG 
O)EPEIDENE VARIABLE Vb OLHENDENT VARIABLL, MULTIPLE UATASLTS 
DATASCTS PLOTTED; 
SC700I RC7U63 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT .... .-- ,OT-- t - --
VARIABLE VARIAOLL bEGINNINJ / ENDING 




LUNJITUL)INAL LhANALTERISTICS - V-TAIL ROLLOUT EFFECT - STNAIGHT A'INtiBASIC Pus. 




RC7U14 RC7U9S SCuot--. .
 
DEPENVLhT INUEPENDLNT .... P OT-PGE 
VARIAdLE VARIABLE bLbNNINb / EIJUI, 
CL ALPhiA 122 12z 
L/D ALPHA------------.... 3-.... 1-2-3 
CAB ALPHA 129 12'
 
L' QITUOINAL CHARACTERIStICS - V-TAIL ROLLUUT EFFECT STRAI'HT -,tit uASIL PUS. 




kC7047 RC7UtS SCYUu I
 
-- 0" 
VARIAbLE VARIAbLE vEGINNING / ENDING 
DEPENDENT DEPENDLNT L tt-

CL Cu 125 12b
 
CL CLM .... . ...- .-.. t2 .6---.
 
V-TAIL ROLLOUT LFFLLT - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES STkAIGHT VING BASIC PUSIIION 




U87Oq41 DB7U45 D 6 7Tdo I - .
 
DEPENuENT INDEPENDENT -ptOT- gAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE bEGINNING / ENDIN(a 
CYBETA ALPHA 127 127
 
DCLNDI3 ALPHA ..-..- ..--128-- 1-tv
 
OCSLuB ALPHA 129 129
 
82 
LUNG. LMAk. - V-JAIL SECTION CAMBLi LFFLLT - STRAIGHT 4ING AFT V-TAILsbSUEG 
LEPLNDLI4T VARIABLE VS INDEPENOENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLTS 
DATASETS PLUTTEU: 
RC7U68 RC7II6 C7118 -

DEPENDENT INOEPENUENT -.---- Pt--P-AbE 
qARLAbLE VARIABLE BEGINNIN, / ENUIi14G 
CL ALPHA IJU 130
 
ALPHA -1-3-1--3- -L/iJ 
CAB ALPHA 132 132 
LFF'ECT - STRAIGHT WVING AFT - V-TAIL=SS)EGLONb. cHAh. - V-TAIL SECTION CAMBLR 

C'LPLurIT VArIAbLE VS OEPEN LjT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLTS 
OA1AbETS PLUTTEUO
 
N'C7068 RC7II6 cCI8 
DEPENDENT OEPENDL-NT .- PLT--PGE- -
VARIAbLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
LL CL) 133 13s 
CL CLM
 
- STRAIGHT kINu AFT- V-TAIL55UEbV-TAIL SECTION CAMBER EFFECT - SIUESLIP OLRIV. 
DEPENDENT 4ARIAJLE V5 INDEPENDENT VARIASLE, MULTIPLE OAIASLTS 




dB7068 OB7II6 o61 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT ... ... P Gt 
VARIABLE VARIABLt BEGINNING / ENDING 
135 13>
CYbEJA ALPHA 





Luir'ARISUN OF V-TAIL=5 DLG WITH rOHIZ.-VLRT. TAIL CONFIC,. ST. 4IN(' bASIC PUS.
 




SC/O 01 RC /49
 
OEPENUENT INDEPE'NDEwT PLUT -FA-GE---
'ANIAdLE VARIAdLL LE(INNIN(, / ENUII.G 
CL ALPHA 138 13o
 
L/D ALPHA ...-.... . -31- - -1-.-i 
CAb ALPHA 1'u ltu
 
LCJIIPA;fISUIN OF V-TAIl.=b LJL ,v1THi HURIZ.-VLKT. TAIL cOiNFl13. - :T. ,IN' uAbIC PUS, 
ULPLNOLviI VANIAdLE V5 UEPLNIVEI 4 I vIARIAjLL, MULTIPLE OATASLT5 
DATAtETS PLOTTEb: 
SC7UU I RC/U 49 
DEPENuEiIT DEPENDLNT PLOT-FAE
 
VANIAdLE VARIABLL LEGINNING / ENUIN(
 
CL CD 11 4I
 
CL CLM ... . f2 . - Ift 
LO;PAMLSUN OF V-TAIL=55DLb WIT" bulIZ.-VLj1. TAIL CLi4Fib. -ST. biltiu bASIC POS. 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT'-FGE --
VARIAdLE VARIAdLL dLGINNIqG / ENDUI4G 
C'YBErA ALPHA 143 1 3 
UCLNDB ALPHA - - --.. ..- r---.- *4 -
DCSLDB ALPHA 1'14 11# 
84 
L0,hb. LHAH.- ELVATOR EFF.- STRAI(3HT rINb BASIC POS. - HORIL-VEXI. IAIL CO1FIG. 
uLPENDET VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC SIUY 
DAIASETS PLOTTEo: 
KC7USI RCU'ii RCJ --- ----
DEPENDENT INDEPENTETT Pt-AWE -
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / LNIi1G 
CL ALPHA I96 146 
L/D ALPHA ........ +7------ H -- --
CAB ALPHA 141 4ha 
LUiv', LHAX.- LLLVATUX EFF.- STRAIbMT WING LASIC PUS, - HORIL.-VERT, fAIL CONFIG. 
DEPENrDENI VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC SrUUy 
tATASEIS PLOTTED: 
RC-7 ttY------- ---RL7USI KC70I9 
- "
 DEPENDENT DEPENDENT .. -- PL7T-AZE 
VARIABLE VARIA6LE BLGINNING / ENDI1G 
CL CD 149 149 
,CL CLiM 
LufqIIUOINAL cONTROL - STRAIGHT 6INb BASIC PO5. - HORIZ.-VERT, hI L CuNFIG. 
UEPEhUENT VARIABLE VS PANAMETRIC VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC SluDY 
DAJASETS PLOTTED: 
N3?U5I N37U19 N3/OS2- --- - -- - - -
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC- ... .... TP "--. 
VARIAaLE VARIAL0t BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ELEVTI 151 151 
CLM ELEViR --- -52 
CD ELEVTR 153 153 
85 
LNtG. LONTROL ULNI'ATIVES - STRAI (HT v.Nu tASIC POS. - HORIL.-VtrI. TAIL CONFI(s.
 
UEPLNLE)NF VARIABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
UAIASLTS DLPENLENT INOEPENULNT PLUT PAbL
 
PLUT1LU VARIABLE VARIABLE .. bt:tINNINt / tuufl-.(
 
DE7O51 DCL/uE ALPHA - -5s 154 
ULY7SI UCD/UL ALPHA I5 Ibs 
otIutI uCLImuE AL-FmA 6b5 
LU.-G. ChA. STKAIJHHT vING BASIC PUS. - PLAPS DOWN - HUXIZ.-VET. fAIL CU1f4I(" 




RC7Us5 RC755 RC7053 .. . .
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT .. PLT---AGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE bEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 157 Ih/ 
L/ ALPHA . ... 8 - - I a.& 
LAB ALPHA 159 1b9 
LUtkt, LHAK. - SIfAjuHI WING BASIL PUS. - FLAPS DOaN - HORIZ*-VERT, FAIL CONIG, 
ULrENDULNI VARIABLE VS DEPENUENI VARIAOLE, PARAMETRIC STUUY 
DAIASLIS PLUITED: 
RC70S4 RC7U55 R--705 -- --
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT pOT---rrA-E-L 
VARIABLE VARIABLE dEGINNING / LNUII4G
 
CL Cu 160 Ibu 
CL CL-----------------..... 161 
86
 
LUN. CONTtOL - STRAhH1 nING bASIC POS.- FLAPS DUAN HOHIZ.-VENT. TAIL CUNFIG.
 
UEPLNUL vl VAKIABLE VS PARAMETRIC VARIABLE, PARAMLTRIC SuuY
 
DATA:LT5 PLUTTEU; 
N3705 1 37055 N37053---- . 
DEPENUENT PARAMETRIC - VLOT-pAE- -
VARIABLE VARIAbLE dEGINNING / LNUIqG
 




Cu ELEVTN 161 1tl
 
LUNG, LUNIRUL UENI. 51. 4 IpJG bASIC POS.- FLAPS U04N- HURIL.-VLmf. FAIL CONFIG. 
ULFENDENT VANIAdLL VS INUEPENUEN[ VAKIA3LL, 
UATASLTb DEPENDENT INDLPENUEN[ PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTEU VARIABLE VARIABLE BEG-TN IVT -7-Th4NIG 
OE705q OCL/UE ALPHA ---- - 1"65 " 
LE70b'4 UCD/UE ALFIiA [66 16o 
DL7Ubq DCLMDE ALPHX i67 -ri- -
LU.4UITUDINAL CHAR. - LFFLCT OF WING INCIDENCE - STRAIGHT ING AFT V-TA1L=G5UBE 
OUPLNVLNT VARIABLE Vb INDEPENDENT VARIAdLE, PARAMETRIC SIUOy 
UATASETS PLOTTED: 
lA7 64 I470&7 1W7068 .... 
QEPENENT IiDEPENUENT . .. Pt"-TPAtE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE dEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA 168 ItB 
87
 
AFf - V-TAILsbE.ULUvbITUOLINAL LHAK. - LFFLLT OF WING IINIULNCE - INAIuHT n1N1W 




-6­I,/064 1,/u I IV 7-
DEPENDENT DEPENUENf rL-OT -PAe-

VARIAdLE VARIAblLL dE6INNING / ENIi
 
CL Cu 169 169
 
CL CLM . .........- . 1-.7-U ..-1-7d
 
LujUiTUDINAL CHAH. - LFFgLT OF AING INCIOL4CE - STKAIGHT AIN(- AF I - TAIL uFt 
UEPLNdENr VARIAOLL VS INDEPENDENI VARIABLEs PARAMETRIC SlUY 
uATAbaTS PLuTTEO: 
I7065 j,,7066 1 IU76 
DEPENOLNT INDEPENUEi11 - - FPOT PNC .-. 
VARIABLE VARIABLE bEGINNI / ENdING 
LL ALPHA 171 I'l
 
LUdNITuDINAL CHAh. - EFFLCT OF 4IN INC IULNCL - S1RAI(HI *,INtj AFT - IAIL OFF 
LEPLNOEINT VARIABLE VS DEPENOLNT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC SUuDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
I70O6S Id766 Iw7-6-
DEPENDENT DLFENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VANIAOLE VARIABLL bEbINNING / ENDING
 
CL Cu 172 112
 
CL LL - .. . .. . . -7-Y ­
88 
LUh. (HAN. - EFFECT OF AFTERBUDY SHAPE - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-IAIL=SUG 
ULrLNDENI VARIABLE VS INULPENOENr VAXIABLE, MULTIPLE DAIASLIS 
DAIAbETb PLUTTED; 
RC7U68 RC7122 -RC712'f-- *C-7--1 .......... 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDEWT -- -P-LV1FAE 
VARIABLE VARIABLL bEGINNINU / LNUINU 
CL ALPHA 174
 
L/D ALPHA .... 17t 

CAB ALPHA 176 176
 
LU, U* CHAN, 
- LFFLCT OF AfTERbJDY SHAPE - STRAIGHI wING AFT - V-TAIL=tSUEU 
ULPtNUENT VARIALE VS DEPENDENT VARIAdLL, MULTIPLE UATASrTS 
UAIAStLb PLutTEu: 
N CC7U68 RC7122 RC7I2---RC1q-- - .... 
DLPENDENT DEPENDENT 
- ...-i)-pE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENUI,iG 




OF AFTE bUDY SHAPE - SIDESLIP DENIV. - STRAIGHT vtING AFT - V-TAIL=SbuE 
OLPENDLNI VAHIAULE VS INUEPLDEtir VAXIAULE, MULTIPLE DATASLTS
 
DAlASElS PLOTTED: 
087068 OB7122 08717 1D-57-t!3(-
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT --- -LtTG-rb 
VARIAdLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENUING 
CYBETA ALPHA 179 179 
DCLNDB ALPHA - _- --- . . 
DCSLUB ALPHA 181 181 
89 
LU4,ITUDINAL IHAN. EFFECf OF AFILRbUDY SfiAPL STRAIGHT aINt, A1 f - TAIL OF 
ULPLrNUENI VANIAOLL Vs INOLPENUNT VARIABLL, MULTIPLE DATASEIb 
DATASEIS PLUTIEu: 
RC7U0 6 RC12u RC7-126 - -itt-2t .... .. 
DEPENUENT I NOEPEwL)LNT ----.... toi PAt-t 
VARIAoLL VAriA 3LE oLGINNINL / ENUIqG 
CL ALPHA 1d2 182 
L/D ALPHA ----- - 3&.-- 183 
CAb ALPHA 18' 18' 
LUNUITuDI'AL CHAn. - EFFLCT OF AFEK3rDDY SHAPE - bIXAIGHT qING AFI TAIL OFF 
ULPE,.UF.T VAkIALE VS DEPENOENT ARIA8LL, MULTIPLE DATASLTS
 
UA rAbLTS PLUT TEo:
 
KCIU76 RLI2U RC7126 KC7128
 
DEPENuENT UEPENDENT 
- PLUT PAGE 
VARIAbLE VARIABLL dEGINNING / LNUIG
 
CL CD 185 18b
 
CL CLm - U86 I 
LFFECT OF AFI-LRBOUY ShAPL - SIuESLIP UERIVATIVLS - STRAIGHT AING AFT - FAIL OFF 
uEPENDLNr VAHIABLE VS INJLPLNUENt VARIAdLE, MULTIPLE DATASEIS 
DsIASETS PLOTTED;
 
057120 D67IZ6 0u7128 . . .
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT P t)--PA E
 
VARIAbLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / LNDI,4
 
CYBETA ALPHA 187 lb/ 
UCLNDa ALPHA -I "- .- t 
UCSLD6 ALPHA 189 189 
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LIFLCT OF rtN NO,- sr, VING BASIC - V-TAIL=SDL6 - MACH NOS UI J,2UtZ59,AI4O U,318 
aEPENtwNT VARIAdLE VS INULPENDENT VARIABLE, 
AIAlASLTS OLPENULNT INlEPENDLNT PLOT PAGL 
PLOT ILL) VARIABLE VARIAbLE - -- t-tt-N7-ttufil 
RN7001 CL ALPHA -- 190 
RN7UUI L/D ALPHA 191 191 
NN7UU I LAB AtpriA - 9 _ t z-. . 
LFFLCT OF XN NO.- ,r. avING bASIC - V-TAIL=ESOEG N05 U1q8,uZb9,IAiD U.31d-MACH 
L)LNIULNT VARIABLE V5 UEPLNDENT VARIAdLL,
 
vATA Lib uLPLNOLNI uLPENUENT PLOT PAGL 
r'LOTTLD VARIAtLE VARIAdLE - tdtI-NNIt t--'iINt 
-10 7bU 1 CL CD 19-3 - -- - 73 
RN0UI CL CLM 194 1 1i 
LUN6, LHAk.- L-(UlbL ENJGINE EFFECT - STRAIuHT %INtW BASIC POS. - V-TAIL=bbDEI 
ULPL1NOLNT VARIAbLE VS INUEPENDL11T VAfIABLE, MULTIPLL DATASLTS
 
DATAbErS PLOlTEU: 
SC7001 RC7U3b RC?t61 - .. . . . 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT---- - PL-O-PA-

VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIjG
 
CL ALPHA 195 j95
 
L/D ALPHA- . . .t-9-6-..... -t-9t
 




Lu,G. LHM,. - CRUISE ENGINE EFIECT - STRAIGHT WING bASIC PUS. - V-TAIL-StUL
 






DEPLNuL, T ;EPLNDENT PLUT-PAGE 
VARIAdLE VARIABLE bLGINNING / LNDIgb 
LL CU 198 19ts 
LL CL. . 19#"-- It
 
LCUISL LNGIiE EFFELCI - SIDESLIP DLRIVATIVLS - ST. jIN dASIL PUS, - v-TAIL=SbDLk 
uLPLiuLN1 VARIAbLE vS IINULPLNOEN VARIABLE, MULIIPLE DAISEI% 
DAfASES PLUTED: 
UB7UB! D-7d3b 
DEPENULNT I NULPENULFIT PLO-t PAGL 
VARIABLE VARIABLL bLcINNING / ENUING 
CYBEIA ALPHA 200 20U 
UCLNUS ALPHA  -- 20.. 201 
DCSLU6 ALPHA zUz 2uz 
LOG. CHAR,- CRUISE LNGIqL EFF.- ELMP% uUJrj ST. AING BASIC P0S. - V-TAIL=bbUE3 
DEPENDENT VARIA14LE VS INDEPEq[uEilf VAXIAdLE, MULTIPL- DATASLTS 
UArASETS PLuTED: 
RC7u3L RClu3b 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT pLOT PAE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDtigG
 
CL ALPHA 203 2U3 
L/D ALPHA . .2a4 - - -..0-
CAB ALPHA 2Ub 205 
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LUtY . CHAN,- CRUISE ENUINL EFF.- FLAPS OUh - ST. VING BASIC POS. - V-TAILsS6UEt, 






VARIABLE VARIABLE oEGINNING / ENUI1G
 
LL Co 2U6 2U&
 
CL CLM ........ ..tI-1--- - ZBt
 
C.UISL ENGINE Er. - SIDESLIP uENLIv- FLAPS DUWvN - ST, VING BASIC - V-TAIL=bSUEU 
ULPENULNi VARIAOLL VS INuEPENuCNI VARIABLE, MULTIPLL DA1ASLf 
DATASETb PLUTTEu: 
U 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PtflT-PAtE 
VARIABLE VARIABL bEbLINNINe / ENDIN6 
CYBETA ALPHA 208 206 
DB703 4 /U.36 
-




- STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=bSUE3LUNdITUDINAL CHAR. - CRUISE EfblNE EFFECT 
OEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INULPENDENI VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLTb 
DATASETS PLOTTEO:
 
RCIUa8 RC7U71 RCTU7U -... 
DEPENDENT INJEPENUENT--- ------ PLOT-AzE 
VARIAdLE VARIABLL BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA 211 211 
L/D ALPHA- t -- 2t2-
CAB ALPHA 213 213 
93 
LONUIIUL)IIJAL LHAR. - CRUISE Ligi(aIL EFFECT - STRAIGHT ,,1NG AFT - V-TAJL=bsDLb 






OLPENUENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VAiI AULE vARIABLa tLGINNINu / LNOING 
CL C 21f 214 
CL LLm 2I-b - 215 
LUv(IIUUINAL CHAR. - CtiUISE LiuaINL LFFECT - STRALuHT "ING AFT - TAIL OFF 
ULPLNDLNE 1AIIAMLL VS INUEPLNOENt VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLIS
 
OATASEIS PLOTTEO: 
hC7U7t RC7U7Z RCJU/3 KC7U74- RC-7 
ULPENDENT INULPENULNT -PLUYT P(L
 
VARIAdLE VARIA8LL dE(JINNING / LNUIJG
 
CL ALPHA 216 216
 
L/D ALPhA 217 217
 
CAb ALPHA 218 21o
 
Luk, ITuDINAL LHAK. - LRUISE LN.3 INE LFFLCI - STRAIGHT vING AFT - TAIL uFF 
UEPLNOENT VARIAtiLE VS oLeEiDENT VANIAoLE, MULTIPLE OATAbLTS 
UAfIAnLTS PLOITEo; 
RC7U16 RCTu72 NC/U73 tt7yuq -RC7075 
DEPENUENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VAHIA8c. bEGINNINb / ErNOIHb 
CL CL 219 219
 




VLRTICAL TAIL LEFFCTIvENLSS - SIDLSLIP ULRIVATIVLb - STRAU(tHT ViING BASIC PU. 





vEPLNDLNT INVEPENtYE- -- E- -
VANIAbLE VARIABLE BE(*INNIN / ENDING 
CYbETA ALPHA 221 221
 
DCLNDB ALPHA ....---Z--.. -2-

DCSLOd ALPHA 223 223
 
LATERAL Cm$ijALTLRIS[ICS - I[4INu-ODY DATA - STRAIGHT ,ING BASIC PUSIfIUN 




N37U41 N370 2 N370l10. . ....... .... .
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC -PYL a-T-ArGE-

VARIABLE VARIABLE bEGINNING / ENOIi4j
 
CY BETA 2211 22i 
CLN UL TrA ---- 22 
CSL BETA 226 226 
10?GITUJINAL CfARAC.TERISTICS - BODY TAIL DATA - V-TAIL=bSDEG 
OEPLNDENT VARIAoLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC bfUOY 
DATASEES PLUTTEU: 
FNC7u78 KC/077 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT - .. Pt.T-PAGt . 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA 22/ 227
 
95 
LUqGITuUINAL CHARACTERISTICS - BUOY TAIL DATA - V-TAIL=bbUEG 




DEPENDENT DEPENDENT P_OT PAGE 
VARIAbLE VARIA6LL bLGINNING / LNUL,4, 
CL CO 228 ZZ8
 
CL CL t 229 229 
bOtH-TAIL DATA - S[JLSLIP DERIVATIVES - v-IAIL=5SUEb
 
UEPENOLNr VAxIAbLE VS INUEPtNDEf0 VARIAdLE,
 
UATASLT JEPErJULNT IiNUEEND&EI PLOT PAGL
 
PLOTTEU VANIADLE VARIABLc BEGINNINE / -ENUING 
OB)U77 CYti TA ALPHA 230- z3u 
087U77 DCLNLUB ALP-JA 231 231 
DB7077 DCSLDB ALrtiA . . . -3 
CONFI(,UKATION BUILDUP - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISrICS - DELTA NINb 




RC7113 RC71U9 RC7O3 -C71tZ Re7100
 
DLPENDEwT INDEPENDENT - PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLL BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 233 233
 
L/ ALPHA .-- 2q- -234
 




CUN lquRAIIUN bUILDUP - LUNGITUDINAL CHARACIERISTICS - OELTA ING 
UEPLIDLl4r VARIABLE VS DLPL1LeNT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLT5 
DATASETS PLQTtEU; 
RC7113 RC7109 RC7-n3 - -fC7-tT2 RC1TVI0 
DEPENDENT uEPESOE-T -- PLOT -A-E 
VARIABLE VARIASLL BEGINNING / ENDING 
LL CD 236 236 
CL CLM .. 23t 2 
L;O4FIbUhA1ION bUILLOUP LATERAL CHAr<ALTERI5TIC - DELIA YbINL, LLG- -LIA=-





DEPENDLNT INDEPENDEHT PLOT FAGE 
VANIAOLE VARIABLL oEIINNING / ENDING 
CY ALPHA 238 23b
 
CLN ALPHA 239- 39
 
CSL ALPHA 240 2Ru
 
CONFIGURATIUN bUILuUP - LATERAL CHAXALTExISrIC5 DELTA WING - BLTA=-4 UtG 
DEPLNDENT VANIAbLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASErb
 
DATASLTS PLOTTEu: 
RC7115 RC71B RC7U6S -RL710-3 -RC-It-
DEPENULNT INDEPENDENT - PFLOT FAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BLGINNING / ENUING 
LY ALPHA 241 241 
CLN ALPHA . . . .. . -2S Z 
CSL ALPHA 293 2q3 
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A UILLJUP - LATERAL CHARACTEIsTICS - tLLTA INu - BErAU 2L('LUN I ,uN TION 

OEPLMULNI VARIABLE VS INULPLNOENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATAsLTS
 
UAIASETS PLUTTED; 
hC7113 RC7109 RC7UZ3 - RCYIOZ -RC71U 
DEPENuL.4T IDEPENDE14T PLOT-PNGE
 
VAKIAHLL VAtIASLL dEG[NNINb / EtPJiNG
 
CY ALPHA 244 24
 
LLN ALPHA 2 4i- 245
 
CSL ALPHA 246 246
 
LA1LRA,L CHAKALIENIt ILCS - DELfA ViING CONF1(UNATIONS 






EPENuENT IIOEPENDENT PLOT PAQb)E 
VARIAtLE VARIABLL UEGINNING / ENOLI;(, 
CY ALPHA 247 247 
CLN ALPHA 2--8 22* 





DEPENULNT INDEPENOEINT PLOT PAGE
 
VAiiIAbLE VARIABLL bLGINNING / 
ENL8.1 G
 










OLPENDEiNT INDEPENDENT ...- flPAG
 
VARIA3LE VARIABLL bEGIviNINt / Ltjd,qG
 
CY ALPHA 253 2!3 
CLN ALPHA -- " 259-- 254 
CSL ALPHA 255 25tb 
98 
LATRAL CARACTEkISTICS - OELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS 






)LPLNOLNT INDLPENtEtq- P1O. PAGtE 
VARIAaLE VARIABLE dEGINNINU / ENUING 
CY ALPHA 256 25o
 
CLN ALPHA 2!7- 2/
 






UEPLNDENT INOEPENENf --- PLO-PAGE 
VAIABLE VARIABLE dEGINNING / ENUivG 






DLPENDENT INDEPENENT-- --- PLOT PAGE-
VArIAbLE VARIABLE aEGINNING / ENUING 
CLN ALPHA 26U 26L
 
CSL ALPHA - -6i"- - 261 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES s-DEL-A WJN6---_
 




D87113 DM7109 DB70a3 D87100
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VAR[ABLE. _BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CYBETA ALPHMA . . . - ---262-

DCLNDB ALPHA 263 263
 
DCSLDB AL HAt.- ..-. . 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
- ELEVON EFFEC.TIVENESS m DELT.A WI-NG
 






RC7093 RC7090 RC70 8 3 RC7096
 





- 265. 265 






















CL CLM 269 269
 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL - DELTA WING
 










VARIABLE VARIABLE_ BEGINNING / ENDIqG_.
 
CL ELEVON 
 ZO. -------. -
CLM ELEVON 271 271
 




LONGITUDINAL CONTROL DERIVATIVES - DELTA WING-
DEPENDENT VARIABLE V5 INDEPENDENT VAR!A^tL.
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT . ..PLTh SA-&E
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
DE7093 DCL/DE ALPHA 273 273
 
DE7093 DcD/DE -ALPHA 274 274
 
DE7093 OCLMDE ALPHA 275 27s
 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - AILERON EFFEcTIVENE-S- .-D-EL-A--w.ULGEDMEh--URATIUN 










DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE INNLN _FN
G I N 
CY BETA -. .
 
CLN BETA 280 283
 
CSL BETA--	 294 2A7 
LATERAL CONTROL DERIVATIVES - DELTA WING CONEGUR-T-L0NS
 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
KARIA8LE . -VARIABLE-- RFGINNtNG / FNnIvN 
DCY/DA ALPHA 28a 8 --
DCLNDA ALPHA 289 289 
DCSLDA ALPHA ____ 20.__Z9. 
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LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - AILERON EFFECTIVENESS - -ELTA WIN-G CONFIG. bETAmUDEG
 






DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARI&BLE EG INNLN- _.END-Ih-
CY AILRON - -2-91 -291 
CLN AILRON 292 292 
CSL AILRON 2213-- 293 
LATERAL CHARACtERISTICS - AILERON EFFECTIVENESS_--DELTA .IUG CONFIG. BETAS..4D-H,
 




N47f)85 N97092 N447095 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE 'VARIABLE---------BE£iNNLNLtt l1N 
CY AILRON 294- 294 
CLN AILRON 29S 295 
CSL AILRON 296 - Z96 
DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS - RUDDER EFFECTIV-ENESS m DELTA-WING CONFL'URATION 
ATIF










DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE 3 EG IING__-.NDiNG 
Cy BETA ... --.94----..- 300
 
CLN BETA 301 304
 




DIRECTIONAL CONTROL DERIVATIVES - DELTA.-WINS COUF-ITLRAT-l_ -
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VSjNDZPwaE.N-TVAP!A-LE: PARAMETPIC STUDY
 
DATAsETS PLOTTED: ......... 
DR70S DR7083 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE.. PGFlINNING I FNDlJ- _ 
. 309
 
DCLNDR ALPHA 310 31U
 
DCSLDR ALPHA 311 __--31-1
 
DCY/DR ALPHA- 9 . ..-----

LATERAL CHARACTERIsTICs - RUDUER EFFECTIVENESS --DELLA t4NEG_-OEXI,, BETA=QDEu 
-
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS PARAMEZAlUC-4AR-I-ASLPAPAMPTRC CTlIa 
DATASETS PLOTTED; -------. 
Nq7o83 Nq7086 Nq7f8l 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIA0kE-E,-- EGINU.NINGLINLI . .
 
CY RUDDER . -3 1-2--- -312 
CLN RUDDER 313 313 
CSL RUDDER - .....- 21 . .._14 
bETA=-4Dt
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS -DELTA---LN-ONE L 






DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
YARIABLE VAR-LABLT- BFGINNING I rInlNG 
Cy RUDDER- --1--I$---415 
CLN RUDDER 316 316 
CSL R-.P..ER- -3L7 At? 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR ".aELT-A SING CONFIBURATION 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENUEN.T 4A- S-TEDATAr-<E-
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RC7083 RC7098 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE-... BEINN]..iN iBi_.
 
CL ALPHA 31-8- -- 3a 
LID ALPHA 319 319
 
CAB ALPHA --... 20- - . 320 
- LT-A WING CUNFI LURATION
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR 





DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE -EBFLNN-1 kfiLLt. aG
 
CL CD 32-I - 321
 
CL CLM 322 322
 
SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES DELT-A- WING CONFIGURAIION
 




EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR -
DB7083 D7098
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE B G...--- EGI.n_.LN-U_-wERLa 
CYBETA ALPHA. ------ -.32 --­ 323 
DCLNDB ALPHA 324 329 
OCSLDR ALPHA ...-325 - 1-25 
io4
 
LONG, CHAR, - EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR 'I.TH £hESIN "t... D-ELTLA -*LNG - BETA=ODEG 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNTNG I N4L, 
CL 
 ALPHA .. .. .... 326------ 326
 
L/D ALPHA 327 327
 
CAB ALPHA -- 3 Z8 _ 17 
LONG. CHAR, - EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR WITH ENGINES- -N --D-L-TA--W-NG - bETA=UDE, 









VARIABjJ VARIAO.LE.... EjaIENL_ E.i2M 
 _
 
CL CD .. .... ..-32-9-----3-29--

CL CLm 330 330
 
LONG, CHAR. - EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR WITH ENGLt&ES OJ---E-l-TA-WNJ z ETA=-'$DLG 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE . . VA&IABLE._ RFGXNNING i FNDING 
CL ALPHA 
-......- 331 334- -
LfD ALPHA 332 332 




LONG. CHAR* - LFFECT OF LANDING GEAR CITH ENGINES.ON , DEL-TA WING - dETA--4DLG 













CL CLM 33S 33S
 
EFrECT OF LANDING GEAR WITH ENGINES ON -
 SIDESLIP DERIVAIIYZS 
- DtLTA 4ING 




DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 












- EFFECT OF CRUISE EMGtIkE CONEIG 

- OLLIA WING 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPEJDEJ. VARIABI.MlUl-7-I A.s. 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RC7083 RC7IU2 RC710q RC7106 





CL ALPHA . _ 333L3

L/O ALPHA 340 340
 





LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - EFFECT.OF CRUS-E-N-I-N-E-CON$I-6, -- DELI-A WING
 















CLM 343 393 
-
EFFECT OF CRUISE ENGINE CONFIGURATION - SIOESL$ -.DER- A--I-V4---)LTA CIN& 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENTIl4tL.AE. MIIITIPLF nAIA-.SE-S 
DATASETS PLOTTED: ... . . 
D87083 DB7102 D7104 DB7106 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE -VAI&-LE... BEGINNING Z N ---
CYBETA ALPHA-344 
DCLNDB ALPHA 345 3q9 
DCsLDB ALPHA .- .... -a 9 6-
COMPARISON OF CONFIG. - B7Wv5(CONFIG 1.) B7w5VJ(CDNFIG.4-2J--fl-D-B SV24"ONFIG 3.)
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE V.5 PARAMETRt-C-4,A-AiRLARIE; PARAMETRIC "TUD-

DATASETS PLOTTED: .. .. .... ... .. -
P4710a P47109 
P4708 P47085 P470.3-.. .. ... ..... 
P147111 P47112 P47110 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIc PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE -..... N.._NNZ_- / E N.DIL. -
CY BETA ... .. . . ...- 7-7 - - ----
CLN BETA 351 35q 
Ic Ia.CSL __.SlAL 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - EFFECT OF BODY L-E-N-GTH WITH -ENGINES - DELTA oING
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPlANIEN-Tj- -L B-,--Mil-T -5, 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RC71n2 RC708I 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE ...... &-EA1NLNI E-N1,/ab... 
CL ALPHA -- 35-9---- 39 
L/D ALPHA 360 360 
CAB ALPHA 36L- 361 
LuNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - EFFECT OF BODY LENGT-H.WIJLENGIN-.S - DELTA WING 




DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLEGTNNIN, I FMNIN--
CL CD 3"-- . -. 362 
CL CLm 363 363 
EFFECT OF BODY LENGTH .VITH ENGINES - SIDESLIP DERPIVAILIVES --D-E-LTA NING 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS IANDEPENDEN3tA ZABLF: MIL LPL qA A-F-S--
OATAsETS PLOTTED: ... ....... 
D87102 DB7O81 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE . . .LNNING / FNDIN_.... 
CYBETA ALPHA -- 3-3A ... . R 
DCLNDB ALPHA 365 365 
DCSLDB ALPHA -----. 366 
lo8
 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM cHARACTERISTICS-. DEL.TA WING s-StL z-l]4$8-






qX7893 4X7090 'X7083 9X7096
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE 
- _VARIABLE..... RFGINNING I FNnrNf_ 
CLM ELEVON 346J- -.6 a 
CL ELEVON 369 37U 
CD ELEVON--------..- 3. 372 
LUIGITUDINAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS 
- DELTAwING _/O..,..
 




5X7093 SX7090 5X7083 5X7096
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE.____1fINNING / FNDt, -
CLM ELEVON 
-7.... -.77 
CL ELEVON 37S 376 
CD ELEVON .... ..- 378 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING X/tra 0Sat.. -. 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS PARAMETRIL V"RIARIL. PAPAMETRIC STU"Y 
DATASETS PLOTTED: ........... . . 
6X7o93 6X7090 6X7083 6X7096 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE .V.AABR LE..___ RFGINNTNG / FNATN 
CLM ELEV2±,V 379 380--
CL ELEVON 381 382 
CD ELEYON_ ___ 
lo9 
- vaTAIL=b5DEb
FLAP EFFLCTIVENESS - STRAIGHT AING BASIC POSITION - GEARS DOWN 




N37010 N370 04 M37nlh
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE &FLNNjhtCLNI -
CL FLAPS 38s 38
 
CLM FLAPS 386 386
 
CO FLAPS . 301 
FLAF- EFFLCTIVENESS - STRAIGHT VING BASIC POSITION V TAIL=&5DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VL-ABLZL
 
OATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT - PLO-T PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




FD7133 DCD ALPHA 390 39u
 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHAR, - STRAIGHT VING BASIC POS. V-TAIL=&BtDEG - X/L =0,6
 




IX7033 )X7U29 lX7025 IX7001 IX7OZq
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING LJ PIN
 
CLM ELEVTR - 391 - -391 
CL ELEVTR 392 392 
CD ELEVTR - 3 393 
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LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS,----VaT-AI-LuSSDEG. - X/L = U60 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS PARAZETR-Ic VARIABLE, PAPAMFTRIC 'STiiy_ 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 





















LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHAR, - STRAIGHT WING BASIC-PfS.-± _VI_-A-Lm-&DEG - X/L = u,6q 
DEPENDENT -VARIABLE VS PARAMETRIC LARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STiflY 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 


















LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHAR, - STRAIGHT WING BASIC PnS. wmV-AlL55sL-EG X/L =068 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS_ PARAMETRILL.SAARIF. PAPAMFTRIC 5T,-nY-
DATASETS PLOTTED:
 
'X7033 4X7029 'X7025 qX7001 'X7024
 
DEPENDENT P.ARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE __ VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM ELEVZTR-_ qn gnO-
CL ELEVTR q'01 qO 
CD ELEYVR . '402 2102. 
ill 
LUNG. TRIM CHARF- ST. NING BASIC POS,- FLAPS AND GEAR - VrTAIL=SSDEG- X/L = U,56 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS PARAMETRIC VAR.iABLL.._fA-RAMX-T.fLRLc.5S.Ul 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 



















LU? G. TRIM CHAR,- ST, NING BASIC POS.- FLAPS AND GEAR - VeTAIL=SSoEG- X/L 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS PARAMETRIC VARIABLE--ARA-ME-L44- STUoY 
0.60 
DATAsETS PLOTTED: 



















LONG, TRIM CHAR.- ST, NING BASIC P05.- FLAPS AND GEAR - VTTAIL5SDEG- X/L = U.6q 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS PARAMETRIC VARIABLE, YB-ARAMELR-LSCIDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 






















LONG. TRIM CHAR.- ST, WING BASIC OS.- FLAPS iNf_-_GF-AJR -- TILI LG X/L = U,68 




9X7022 14X7018 4X7014 4X7011 '4X7023
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE __ BEGINNING / ENDING __
 
CLM ELEVTR .. .... M-I2----.....a 
CL - ELEVTR q13 4i3 
CD ELEVTR h----".- '.I14 
LONG,. TRIM CHAR,- ST, WING BASIC- CONVENT, HQRI1 VERTIA1L-lTH FLAPS- X/L=O.S6
 










CLM ELEVTR - - ' --.. IS 
CL ELEVTR 416 916 
CD ELEVTR - '7. . 41-7 
LONG. TRIM CHAR.- ST. 4ING BASIC- CONVENT. HORI1VERT.SALLIaTH FLAPS- XIL=O.6D
 






DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE . VAR ABLJ BEGINNING I ENDING
 
CLM ELELTR- qjg lIa
 
CL ELEVTR '19 119
 
CD ELET-R-.- -12D 2 J_
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LUNb, TRIM CHAR.- sTo WING BASIC- CONVENT, HORIZ-VERT TAIL NITH FLAPS. X/L=u.6q
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS PARAMETRIC VARILAt-JE-.._r-ARAaEI-RIt--.SDY
 
OATASETS PLOTTED: 
3X705q 3X7055 3X7053 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING /.ENDING 
CLM ELEVTR . 924_ 4Z 
CL ELEVTR 422 422 
CD ELEVTR 
_ '23 424 
LONGo TRIM CHAR,- sT, NING BASIC- CONVENT, HOHIZ-VERT TAILWITH FLAPb- X/Lao.6g
 






DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNINGI EN,.. 
CLM ELEVTR '24 - '421 
CL ELEVTR 426 425 









CONFIG. BUILDUP - LONGITUDINAL CHAR, - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS, - V-TAIL=55DEG 
___ . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . ..
_. _______ I
I. __ __ IiI 

I _ 
-J o __ ___ _] _ 
0.7 -
L 0.6 7-







- - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 12 14 16 18 20 ez 24 26 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA, DEGREES 
IATA SET SV.5OL C C-IWURATI3N VE$CRIPTION PARAMET.RAC V LU$ RFPERENCE INFOMATION 
nC7079' 
fC1T4, 






CVLSWT TEST 579-0 8i 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 IW115 
CVt.SwT TEST 579-D BIWI- 5TI-55 
Cbt.SWT TEST 5T7 ,- B WI-±57I 55EI 
















ZXRF 0.00o0 I1. 
*C5-ALE 0175 
ACH : 9 
nA-G[­
CONPIG. BUILDUP - LONGITUDINAL CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING BASIC,POS. - V-TAIL=55DEGI r- -, -rnr 7rrr rrT-t--,---
I4 




-6 - - 4 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1a 20 z3 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET S%$SOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAHkTRIC VALUES RESE,,NCE INFORMATAON 
(RC79j0; 0 CVLSWI TEST 579-0 51 BLIA u uvi REFS 316.2304 So IN 
C70; ' 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B141-15 REFL 50 1950 IN 
(CTD01 0 CVL5WT TEST 579-U SJ I -15T-55 REFe 7.330G IN
,Acro38s A CVLSWT TEST 5'9-0 S14I-15TI- 55E1 nRP 29 3&%Z IN 
?NFF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF a 0000 IN 























-8 -+ -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
18 20 22 24 26 28 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(CC779) Q 
IRC74A 1 0 
(5C70j1) 0 C793s) a 
COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CJLS$4T TEST 579-0 B 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B11I-15 





P FS 1&. 304 Se IN 
REEL 70900 It 
REFB 7.3500 IN 








CONFIG. BUILDUP - LONGITUDINAL CHAR. STRAIGHT WING BASIC P0S. - V-TAIL=55DEGI. I I__.,_____ ____ 
_I___SI __ 1 11 , , 
_ 4-. - : 4--­__----t--i------- , , _ ------__ 
0.7 
'1.ii: I _ _ _ _ l_ _ _ _ _ 
'i I 
____ __- ___ ___ f--I--. .. 
-6 
- , __ 1?~__2I 
ii - I ! i I 
, I-I . __ . .... 
.00 .05 it] .15 .20 .25 .30 .33 .40 145 .50 .55 ,6a .65 .70 .75 Su0 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
CATA* SET SYMBOL CCOFIGURATICV4 DESCRIFTLC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOkMATIOtN 
,-7079; 0 CVLSWT TEST 579:0 61 GETA 0.000 -EF$ 316.2304 SQ in 
IR,704 ) 0' CVLSWT TEST 579_9 BIW-15 REFL 50 1909 IV' 
(S¢CCV. CV LS:'T TEST 179- (oSIW-15TI-55 -EFS 7.3500 I 
Y -RF 0 .-O 0 IN 
ZMRP a 0o00 IN
 




CONFIG. BUILDUP- LONGITUDINAL CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS. - V-TAIL55DEG 
I I I j I 










.. .. .. .. _.. .. .. .. ... ... .. .____... .
 . .. ...
 
f L 
0 .00 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -.06 -.08 -. i0 -.12 -.14 -.16  -.18-s 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 




0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1 
0 CV.SWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15 
0 CVLSWT YES' 579-0 1WI-ISTI-55 
Anc3: CVIS.T TEST c79-0 CJW-15TI-55EI 


















PAGE , 5 
.25 











- a -6 -4 -Z 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES 







TEST 579-0 81 
TEST 579-C S1WI-15 







4SC7U0I 0 CYLSWT TEST 579-0 81tL-15T-55 RE S 7.3500 IN 
AC703$I CILSWT TEST 579-0 IWI-15TI-5E XNRF 29 3920 IN 
YHRF 0 000 IN 
Z0RF O.0GG IN 
HACH 0.259 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 6 










I-.C 0 IW-_ 5 N 8I 

ANGLE OF ATA ALH.D
 
0ATl 5ET SYMBOL CC4Fb&IRATIc*I OESCRIFTIa, PARAMETRIC REFERENCEVALUES INFORHATION 
'FC7079' C CvLSWT TEST 579-0 61 0.000 316.2304 INBETA REFS SQ 

CT040} C CVLSVT TEST 579-0 6IW1-15 
 REFL 50 '900 IN
 
I370 0 C L5B( TEST fle.-0 51115T-55 REFm 7.3500 IN
(E¢7636' A CVL~bJ TEST 579-0 S]1-ISTI-55fl 












CONFIG. BUILDUP - LATERAL CHAR. - ST. WING BASIC POS. - V-TAILz55DEG - BETA=O
 
II I I I 
'.: 
z 















ANGLE~~~~AG ERE 8FATCAPA 












-. 0 6 4 -2 a a 4 6 8 la 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 z8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
A=l SET -vML C NFIOU iATI DESCRIPTION FAPAYIE/RIC VALUES REFERENCE IN ORMATIOrl 
I ther6U Q CYSWT TEST 579-0 BI BETA -4.000 REFS 316 23U4 SO IN 
{RCT04Z) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579:0 8l-:j5 REFL .50.1900 IN 
(RC5OO j 0 CVL5dT TEST 579-0 BlgW- 5TI-55 REFS 7 3500 IN 
JR C;039 1 CVLSW7 TEST 579-0 SIWI - 5TI-55EI XvRp 29 3920 IN 
MRP O.000 H 




CONFIG. BUILDUP - LATERAL CHAR. ST. WING BASIC POS. - -TAIL=55DEG - BETA=-4 








Li -. 054I 
o I 
: -. 5-0 
-.3o' 
CVL_$_ TEST-5- 0 5W-___ 
1 1 -





CVLSWP TEST 57 9 BIW1-15TI-55 
CVLSW 
T 













PAGE i d 
.25 
CONFIG. BUILDUP - LATERAL CHAR, ST. WING BASIC POS. V-TAIL=55DEG - BETA=-4 
. . . . . .. . .. ... . . . .













0 6 -4 a a 4 6 IG 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET SYnB . CCNFIGUATICft OESCRIFTICN FARAMETFIC VALUES 
tRC'O48I Q CVLSIT TEST 579-0 B1 BETA - 4.G00 
r;C1OA2, 12 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 61t1-I 
IC7003, 0 CVLSUT TEST 579-0 a1I-15T1-55 
(RC703 -% CVLSWT TEST 57T-U B1W15T71-55EI 
MACH 0.259 
18 20 2z 24 26 B8 
REFERENCE INFORMATIOI 
REFS 316.2304 So IN 
REFL 504l9g0 IN 
REFS 7 1500 1N 
XNRF 29 3920 IN 
YHRF a.0000 IN 
ZHmF GO.000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 




. M I 
.. a . . . 2 . . . 2 .. 4.. . 6. . .a . III .. IL. . 4. . . 1'82 . . . ' . ' . 2 . . 6 2 
.o 20BETA FARRE ! VAUE REERNC IFRAIO(.25
 
0 00. ... 
- -6 -4 -2 4 60 1 14 16 IS 20 22 .0 24 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. AL0 HA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCETFLET C VAL !ZSCALEFERENCE INFO PATION
 
V- S.2394.LT3 MACH B 2504 SQ IN
0 06REFL 5O.1 u0 ,o ooo IL 7 3500 IN 
XN&P ;¢392U IN 
ZMdRF 0 0000 iN
 
SCALE C Z175
REFEEEtNCE FILE CONVAIR TNT0-nE 12 
CVLSWiT TEST 579-0 21 CRC7080) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 1,2
 









- n29 ES 31.34 aI 
-B - - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 18 18 2 2 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTAC. ALPHAC DEGREES
 
5r1450 2STA F^. £tRIC /ALUES REFEREHcr INFORMATION 
- 000 MACN fl 9 REFS 316.2304 50 Iii 










REFE5ENCE F!LE CONVAIR TNZO-AE-12 SCALE i 115
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B (RC7080) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 13
 












.1 a- 2 Z 4 6 a 12 
-.45 " 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SrM.OL BETA FA-AMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
- .. Ca, 0125 REF 5 16 Z3U4 so IN
 
-60 ~ 2 ~ ~ 2 1 -2~ 2 2 2 6 2 ~ 40 ~ 1 ~1 -490 2 mq0 .500 9 EFL so 19ou INREFS 7.3500 -4
 




REFENCE FILR TN70-AE-IZ 
 EELAIR 0 N75
SCALE 

CVLSwT TEST 579-0 81 (RC7080) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 14
 















I1-I] l l l it I.L-t J.J4. .L4.mL .4.tL. .. l-L4 .L..L .J.i]t .- L L .. L.L. 4A.4 .l.L. 
-a -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 18 S0 22 2A 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYNd3. BE7A PARAMET IC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0 - .000 HACH 0.259 FLAFS 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
O 0.0 SPOILK 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7.3500 IN 
XNRF 29 3920 IN 
YHRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRE 0 0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TN70-AE-12 SCAL1 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15 (RC7042) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 
 15 












W -. 35 = __ L...
 
-' _ I _ _ _i 
Z 5-. - 6 - 4 - a a 2 4 6 a IQ 12 14 16 is 2- 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHIA, OEGRECS 
syMO¢- 6ETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 114FORMATION 
-0 - 4,000 MACH 0.259 FLAFS 0.009 REFS 316 2304 so IN 
0 o.000 SFOILR 0.00ro RE.FL so .1290 INREFS 75I500 IN 
XHRF 293920 IN 
YRF 0LH DEEin 
ZRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE a 0175
TU70-AE-12
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15 (RC7042) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 16
 
LATERAL CHAR. AF BETA 
.25 F.1 
= 0 AND -4 DEG. 
1 
- CONFIG. BII-15 
.15 







-. 05 REFL 0._I 
-,1 
-1 
-. 25 -_ _ 
.°40__--
-° 8- - OG - 4 
S'VF 
- 2 0 2 4 6 a i n 
--­




2 6 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
REF E REN CE N F OR A TI ON 
Sr " 0 . OCIA R IPA MEHT CVA LUES REFS 316.2 04 50I N S 0 00o 4.0 09 ACH D .259 FLA 
7.3500 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
RNF 0.0000 IN 
000''REFS SOL 
SCALE a 075 
CONVAIR THTO-AE-12REFERENCE FILE 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15 (RC7042) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 
 17 





















-O -6 -4 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 0 22 24 26 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. UEGREES
 
































REFEqENCE FiLE CCOVAIR TN7O-AE-IZ SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-ISTI-55 (RC7003) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 18 










Ld -. 05 
Uu





-°5. 2 4 & 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 4 6 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
YHBSL BETA FARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
o - 4.500 NACH 0.259 ELEVTR 0,.0O REFS 316 2304 S IN 













ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE CONAIR TnI'-AE-I2 
SCALE 0 0125 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15T-55 CRC7003) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 19 
LATERAL CHAR. AT BETA = 0AND -4DEG. - CONFIG. BIWI-45TI-55 
















- -8 - 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL 5ETA FARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 - .. G00 HACH 0.259 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 315.2304 SQ IN
 
REFL 50 1900 'N
o 0.005 RUDYTR 0.000 FLAFS o.a0 REFB 7 .3500 LN 
SFOILR 0 001 XNRF 29 3920 IN 





CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW1-15T1-55 (RC7 003) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 20
 
LATERAL CHAR. AT BETA 
.25 - _ 








a 6 -4 -2 IT 2 4 6 a la 1a 14 16 la 20 22 24 es 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S MSOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 4,900 HACH 0.a59 ELEVTR GocsQ REFS 316.Z304 so IN 
REFL 50.1900




SFOL OOOXMRPF 9 3920 IN
 
YMRP O.000O IN
ZIR P O .0O00 IN
 
REFEREMICE FILE CONVAIR AN?OATAK2 ACALE 00175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 81WI-15TI-55El CRC7039) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 21 
LATERAL CHAR. AT BETA = 0AND -4DEG. - CONFIG. BIWI-15TI-55EI 
.15 si __s 
.10 
z 
.2~~~ .E5 ___ 
___ 






____ ___ __I_ I___ 
. p i l l .. . . . . . . . .. .... J . , , I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
-. 5 6 4 z a z 4 a e 1 14 16 20 22 24 Z6 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYSBOL BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAMON 
- .959 MACH 0.259 ELEVTR 0.110 REFS 316 Z304 SQ IN 




0 . 5 ROVR UVvREFS 7o5500 IN
SFOI--R 0.010 
 XMRP Z9.3920 !IN
 




REFERENCE[ F!,E C0?qAsR TNMD-AE-le SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55EI (RC7039) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 
 22 










(2) -. 05 
'J-






I...*3~I 	 I-. 40 	 -- - ­
-. 30 	 . ..o ..
 
- 5 -06 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 28 29 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyHact S ETA E APAMETRIC VALUE5 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
- 4000 MANT 0.259 ELEYT 0.000 	 REES 31 2304 S INo 	 5.0 R.JSVTK 0.000 FLAFS 0.000 REEL 50.3.900 ZN 
5FIR 50 REFO 7.500 IN 
SPIS 0'~XNRF 29 3920 IN 
yNRF 0.0000 IN
 
ZNSP 0.000 IN 
SEPESENCE FILE CONVAIR TtI7O-AE-12 	 SCALE 0 0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 D1W1-15T1-55E1 	 (RC7039) 02 DCT 70 PAGE 23
 







L 	 -. 022 
-. 023 
-vi 
-. 010 1 1 1 Ut __ 	 __ __ a2 a  4 	 1 1 4 1 i 0 2 22 
-. 017_3_ 
ANGL:E OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 





CV15W T EST 579-0 31 ( VLSIT TE.T 574-0 BI1-5 
CVLSWTr TEST 579-r BIWI1-35TI-55 










(00793. L _'LW4.$ TST 579-5 31WI-1511-5f5El XPFP 29 3920 IN 
YHRF 0000 IN 
ZNRF a 6000 IN 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 24 
CONFIG. BUILDUP - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS. V-TAIL=55DEG1 
uj .008i 
co 







-o_f34 - - -___ 
1098-LJ 
--. 012 
LU-.008 2 4 6 8 2 2 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4 e6 _ 
K-. 010 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 It is 20 22 24 6 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, UEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMB CcrFIGUAAT!C 0ESCR1FTICW FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOFNATION 
(057109) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-G a1 BETA 0.000 REFS 316 .304 SO IN 
(061649, E CVLSWT TEST 579-D BII-15 REFL 50.1900 IN 
fs70 1 l CVLST TEST 579-0 B1,WI-ITI-55 REFB 735 00 N
 
AD-M,39,VLTWI TEST 579-0 81WI-1STI-55EI XNRF 29.3920 IN
 YMRF 0.000 IN
 






CONFIG. BUILDUP - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS.- V-TAIL=55DE6 
---- r -rrr rr,i --.J,r -r- -n- -rrrrrrrlf,,l
*QQ ,,i,- rr-____acs, r---,-  -- nb ,----
_ 
_ _ 
























[2 . . . . . . . 2.. . .. . . . . . . . . . 
.020 a - 0 4 - 0 6 a 10 iz 14 16 18 20 Zp 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SY BOL CCFIURATION ESCITION 
BETA 0.Coo REFS 316.2304 SO IN , 037079; CV-5wT TEST 579-0 81 
REFL so 1900 IN
ID570411 CVLSW T TES T 57:-0 alwi-I5 
 REFS 7.3500 IN
 
:valooll XMRF 2g.3920
0 CVLWT TEST 579-0 , 1WI-15Tl-55 IN09 7036, 6 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-12511-55EI 









CONFIG. BUILUP - LONGITUDINAL CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG 
1.5-
__ 


















::: L L l .­ , 'J Ml L I Lo II ,,,l  Mi ll I l 1 
- - a -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 i8 2G 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 







TEST 579-0 B1 
TEST 579-0 813A 











CVLSWT TEST 579-0 aW3A71-55
cV'sud TEST 529-0 BIW3ATI-55EI REFS XMRF 7 3500 29.3920 ININ 
YMRF 0.6vaC IN 
ZNRF 0 0000 IN 
MACH C.259 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 27
 
CONFIG. BUILDUP - LONGITUDINAL CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-IAIL=55DE6
 
4 







0- 2 4 6 8 1l 1 ; I 1 1 4 i s I8 E D 2 2 2 4 2 6 8 




I ECI717 A 
-ACH 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DECREES 
CCAFIOURATICN DESCRIFTION FARAFETRIC VALUES 
CVLSWT MEST 579-0 81 BETA 0.0110 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3A 
CVLSVT TEST 579-S BIW3AT1-55 
CYLS4T TEST 379-r BIW3ATI-55Ei 
0.259 1875 
REFERENCE INFOFHATION 
REFS 316.2304 so IN 
REFL 50 1900 IN 
REFS 7.3500 in 
XMRF 29 3920 IN 
YHRF a DOUG IN 
Z- I GOOD__ IN 
SALE a 
PAGE 28 


















*o00 	 ___ 
L
-. 02 IL 	 LI. 	 Ilk'iL ILWl ju w1tw .w# w. 11I-4. -tLit4-W 	 IWLW AL WLit .L.4-L .. W JLl 
a a -4 -2 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DTA SET SYMBQO CCFIGURATIc' CESCRIFTICN 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC7079) I CVLSWT TEST 579-0 81 BEtA 0.000 REFS 316.230 SQ IN 
(RC7VT6, C CVL tT TEST S79:0 81I%3A REFL 50 1900 IN 
ipC7CSGJ 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-V BIW3AT$-55 REFB 7 3500 IN 
C1711 A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 5I3AT1-SSE1 	 XNRF 29 3980 1.1
 





















1 .00 .05 .10, .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .30 .55 - .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 
ORAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 









C,.5.7 TcEO 579-0 81 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWA 
CVLSUT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 
CVLSWT -EST 579-0 BIW3ATj-55EI 













YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZIRF 0 0000 IN 
HACH 9.259 SCALE 0 0175, 
PAGE 30
 


















.0"10 .06 ,6 ,4 '.02 .00 -,2 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -,4 -. 1 -16 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLI
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C¢NF] URA: I DESCFIFTICN FA AMETRIC VALUES REFERENC¢E INFORMATION 
RCTD791 C) CVLSWT TEST 579-, 1 BETA 0.900 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN
 
ARC7G76; 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 801WA rEFL so 1900 IN 
IRC7G68J 0 CVL$SqT TEST 579-0 a 14ATI-55 REFS ? 3500 IN 
(nezoll, A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlWAT1-55Ez XHRP 29 3920 IN 
YHRF a 0000 IN
 
MACH 0 259 SCALE a 0175
 
PAGE 31 
















- 6 2 0 2 4 6 a IS 12 14 16 _1S 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE ,OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
sy-BO ELEVTR 













REFS 516.2304 SQ 
REFL 50.1900 10 
REFS 7.,3500 INXMRF 29 392U  
IN 
.SG°O 
Z .V 5 REFERENCE FLE 










CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B.W2-15 ST 5 CRC7033) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 32 








- - 6 -4 - 2 0 1 4 6 8 10 12 14 26 18 20 ?1 24 26 28 
I ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES I 
Y.rBCS ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERJNCE INFORMATio 
0 - 31.00 ACH 0.259 BETA 0.090 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
E - 20.500 RUOVTR 0.000 FLAP5 Goi REFL 50 1500 IN
 
10.V00 SPOILR 0 050 REFS 7.3500 IN
 
A co' YNFP 0.000 IN
 
ts soo ZMRP 0 0oo :N 
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TN -AE-12 SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 R1IWI-15TI-55 (RC7033) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 33
 














-0 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 a 10 1P 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, GEGREES
 
SY.S0 ELEVTR FAKAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o - MACH 0.259 BETA ,00 REFS 116 2304 s IN30.050 So 
- Z0.000 RUDVTR 0.a00 FLAFS oo0 REFL 50.190 IN
R REFS 7.3500 IN
 
0 - 10.000 SFQIR j.900 XMRF 29 3920 IN
 
°0.00 YMRF D 0000 IN
 




REFERENlCE FILE CQ VAIR TN70-AE-A
 












-oL 0 . 8 _ _ - - - - -
U 0.6 -­" '___-" 
Lal­
0.3
0.42 --- __ 
I-. 
- .°00 . 5 .10 .15 , 0 .2 5 30 . 5 4 0 .45 50 . .60 .65 .70 75 .80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
5 ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3,5000 HACH 0.259 BETA 0 coo REFS 316 23D4 so IN 
-2r.ong avl) TR 9.000 FLAFS 0.060 REFL 50.190D "N 
7.3500 IN 
.G 5GJR 00 XMRP 29 3920 NC 1OI 
;1h.10REFB 
a .005 YHRF 0:00-D :N
F I.00011.0-- ZM- IN
 
REFERENCE F!LE T SCALE E-AE-F
CCVAR TNR N 0 0175
 
CLSwT TEST 579-0 8WI-I5T.-52 02 OCT 70 PAGE
5RC7033) 35
 




















.10 .08 .06 .04 .02 .00 -.02 -.04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -.12 -. 14 -.16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM
 
Sy4B.. ELEVTR FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIOCN 
- 39.05 MACH 0.Z59 BETA 0.00 REFS 316.2304 so iN 
S- 20.F00 UDVTk" r.00 FLAPS 0.000 REFLREFS 50.19007 .3500 IN-N 
0 - 1G.06 SPOILr 0.Oj0 XNRF 29.392a IN 
0.00 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
1.0o 






CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 CRC7033) 02 OCT 70, PAGE 36 












a . -6 -7 -8 - -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SyNa RUDVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1G MACH DoZ59 ALPHA (1.000 REFS 316 Z304 SG IN 
0 10:900 ELEVTR 0o000 FLAPS 01090 REFL 50:1900 IN 









DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.11175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B-W1-15Tl-55 CN37002) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 37 












a -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -1' -8 - -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP AN3LE, BETA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE 14FORMATION
5y.30! RUDVTR FARAMETRIC VALUES 
RES 316.2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50.1900 IN
0.050 "ACH 0.259 ALPHA 4.000 

0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0 000 
 REFS 7.3500 IN0 20oGDo SPOILR OW05 XHRP 29.3920 IN
 
YN&F a.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
DATA MIST. COCE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15T1-55 (N37002) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 38
 








.05 1 a - - 2 -0 -1 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMB t RUoVTR FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 MC" ALFHA PEF5 2304 IN110 0.253 8.9r, 316 SO 
0 11O*0Os ELEVTR 0.900 FLAFS 0.000 R5FL 50 1900 IN
 
REFB 7 a5OO IN
 
S 26.1so SPOI LF 0.000 XHR F 2 93920 1N
 
Y !F 00DODD 
Z--- -0 DOG I 1N 
COSE i SATIDIST. SCALE 0 175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW4-15Tl-55 [N37002) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 39
 

















3 5 1 2 3 --. - 7 - t o -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
51.11O RUDYTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00 -oAtH 0.359 ALPHA 0.000 REFS 316 23G4 SG IN 
S la. V05 CLEVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0.O00 REFL s0.19o0 IN 
- .20o_~___ 
__XMR_ 7:35DO29 920 ININ
 




ZCRF 04 IN 
SCALE 0.0175
 
IDATA MIST. COD 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW1-ISTI-55 (N37002) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 40
 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POSITION - V-TAIL=55DEG 








ztL -. us 
C-
Z -. 10 
-. 35
 
-.- -- _ _ __.
 
1 A1 - 4 7 9 -10 1! -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
RFEREN cE INFORMATIONSrINC- RVDVT0 FAAANETR1C VALUES 
0 0.060 MACH 0.259 ALFHA 4.000 REFS 316.2304 So IN 
O 10.000 £LEVTa O.O0 FLAFS 0.000 REFL 50.1900 In 
XRF 29.35920 IN 
YNRP 0.000 IN20.006 SPOILR 0.060 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0175
 DATA MIST. CODE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 (N37002) I0 NOV 70 PAGE 41
 













-. 10 o- E_ .00 FAS 
-_91 
._--I 




-. 25 ___ 
£,3 0 -1 - 2 - 53 - 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. 
syftac RDDVTR PARAHETRIC VALUES 
O .000 NAOI 0.259 ALPHA .000 
O 10.000 ELEYTR 0.000 FLAPS 00 
0.0 FI~ 000REPO 
DATA NIST. CODE I 
£VLSWT TEST 573-0 BIWI-15T1-55 
- 6 - 7 
BETA. DEGREES 
(N37002) 
- 8 - 9 -to -11 -1 
REFCRENCE INFORHATION 
EFS 310 2304 %o IN 
EFL 50.1900 IN 
7.35Db iN 
Yl4PF 0 0000 ,IN 
74PP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0175 
10 NOV 70 PAGE 42 





















0 - 1I -2 -4' -1 GI I I 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES I 
MACH 0.259 ALPHA 0.00, 
ELEVTR 01000 FLAPS G VIGO 
-1 -2 -5 -4 -5 -G -7 
DATA MIST. CODE I 
-8 
-
- 9 -1-1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 SO 
REFL 50.190a IN73500 
XRP " 29.3920 IN 
ERF 0. ogo IN 




CVLSWT TEST 579-0 6IWl-15T1-55 (N37002) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 43 
LATERAL: DIRECTIONAL CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POSITION - V-TAIL:55DEG
 




















a -. 24 , HACH 0.259 A_30 	 S 
1 0 -v -2 -5 -4 -5 -6 -7 -O -9 -10 -1N 
SIDE 'SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
sv,.8c'. RUDvTg PARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
O .000 NACN 0.259 ALPHA *.ORO 	 PEFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
o 	 i0.o0D ELEVTR 0.00 FLAPS 0 000 REFL 50.1900 'N 
REPS 7 3500 IN 
o 2C.E300 SPOILR 0.000 	 XHffi 29.3920 IN
 




DATA MIS]. CODE I 
CrVLSWT TEST 573-0 BI1WI-15TI-55 	 CN37002) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 44
 
















1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -9 - -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
S-M8O- RUDVTR PAFADETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o o0.00 MACH 0,259 ALFHA .010 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 









?,350Q9 39 20 
IN1N 
1N 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP O.00o IN 
DATA MIST. CCDE I SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1WI-15TI-S5 CN37002) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 45 


















-- ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALVES RE'CRENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 86go HACH O.Z59 ELEYTR 0.o100 REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
0 - 4,009 RUDVTR 0.00D FLAPS 0.090 REFL 50.1900 1 N 0REF 7 3500 IN
 
0 o5*OOXMRP IN
5OI ?9 392a 







CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW1-15Tl-55 CDR7O02] 1.0 NOV 70 PAGE 06 


















- -G -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1? 14 16 18 20 22 Z4 26 pa 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
-NDOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORI{ATION 





















DATA HIS?. CODE tE SCALE 0.0115 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 21Wi-15TI-55 (DR7002) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 47 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL DERIVATIVES - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POSITION - V-TAIL 55DEG 
w .° .. . ..... . .. ... .. .. . .. .. . ,_.

















-1 6 6 4 -2 a z 4 6 a to 12 14 10 18 au E2 24 26 28 
0ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, CEGREES 
SyAI% BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) - .oa, BACH D.Z59 ELEVTR 0.00, REFS 316 2304 'SQ IN 
0 - 4.00, RUDVIR 0.009 FLAFS 0.000 REFL 50 1900 'IN 












CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlWI-15TI-55 10 NOV 70 PAGE 



















-40 -35 - as-2 -20 -15 -1D - 5 a 5 ic is 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















DATA MIST, COVE I SCALE 0 A0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 XNWI-15TI-55PAGE 49
10 NOV 70RN37033) 

_ _ _ ____ 













.1 . . I . t .I l .t .y .1 . .l .I[ I f I Ipl 1 ll # .I

-400 - 5 ___-15 0 5 10 15 

ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
S5PBO_ ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUESRE RNC IFOMT N 
, 9 . 01 MACH 0.259 BETA 5 050 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
4.0o0 RUU4 R CC5 FLAFS 0.00, REFL 50.1900 ,IN 
0 So-O$=!--R 0 090 REFB 7.35G0 IN 
XHRF
HRF 29.39200.00.0 INN 
ZHRF 00006 N 
MITO CDEE EAEA O SCALE 0 175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 N37033) 10 NOV 70 .PAGE 50 










1IJ .35 	 ____ ____o 





* 05 	 ___-----_­
.00 
40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -11 -10 - 5 0 5 10 i5 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTI?. DEGREES
 
SrNBOL. ALFIA FARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFEFENCE INFORNATION 
o 0.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.0 	 REFS 31& 2304 $Q IN 
05 REFL 50 1910 IN
 
XNRF 29 3920 IN
 
4.005 RUDV'R 0.000 FLAFS 




ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA HIST CODE I SCALE 6:0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 	 (N37033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 51
 

















. . . ..
hi .0045. 1. 
a0 - 6 4 z a 4 6 10 12 14 1k 1e 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
5sHmOL N.C. FAFAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 G°259 BETA O.oo0 ELEVTR - 30.000 REFS 316.2304 ' in 
RJDVTR ur.vou FLAPS C. 300 REFL 50.1900 IN0REFS 7.3500 IN
 
FIL , O.OOXMRP 29.3920 IN
 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZmR0 0 0004 fN
 
SCALE 0.0175
DATA MIST. CODE 4F 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlW]-ISTl-55 CDE7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE
 




















- .003. a .. 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 111 12 14 ' 16 is 20 22 24 26 es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
St-aBc MAC" FARAMETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.259 $EtA 0.00D ELEVTR - - coo REFS 316.2304 So IN 








YRF 000 IN 
ZHRP a coca IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *F SCALE 0.01T5 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 (DE7033)10l NOV 70 PAGE 53
 

















-~~~~YR 0 1 1 6 1 0 2 0 GOO2 6in 
ANGLE~CAL OF 0TA1APHDE5E
 
DATA COE 7M157. 

CVLSwT TEST 579-0 81WI-15TI-55 (DE7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 54
 


















7 1. ... ... 
-0 -0 4 -2 0 2 4 0 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, GEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVTR FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C) - 0.000 hACM 0.2S9 BETA 0.010 REFS 316 2304 so IN
 o 0.00 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAFS 0.ODO REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7.3500 IN
SFOILP 0.000 




ZMRF 0 0000 IN
 
SCALE 0 O175CONVAIR TH70-AE-12
REFERENCE F!LE 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 (RC7132) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 55
 
LONGIIUDINAL'CHAR. ELEVTE-JRtFFECTiVENESS.- STRAIGHt WNG AFT V-TAI=5DEG
 








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SvYoo EL6TA FARAHETRIC VALUES 1% RE FERNCE INFORMATION 
C - 10.000 MACH 0.209 BETA 0O,000 REFS 316.2304 5Q IN 
ri 0.00 RUOfra 0;000 FLAFS 0.000 REFL 30.3900 IN 
SPIA 000REFS 7.3500 IN
 
5P E .00XhRF 29. 920 IN
 
YHRP 0.0000 IN, 
2HRP 0.0000 IN 
REFEREN~CE F-LE CONVAIR TIM-AE-12 SCALE 0,117
 
CVLSWT lEST 579-0 BIWATI-55 CRC7132) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 56
 
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. - ELEVTR EFEECHVENESS - STRAIGHT WING AFF- V-TAIL=550EG
 
. 0­ 1r 




W.,3 4 4 2 1 i s . -2 2 2 6 g 
-.ii Ut 
ANGLE 13F ATTACK, ALPIAA, DEGREES I 























YhRpZMRP 0.00000.O00 IN1 
REFEECE FILE CONVAIR TMYO-AC-12 SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B|WATI-55- CRC7132) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 57 

















-0. 0 .05 .10 15 .20 .25 A0 .35 .40 .45 .50 .53 .00 .65 .70 .75 .S0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, Cfl
 
svySc CtEVIA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNIATION 
0 - 10.000 MACH 0.259 BETA P.000 REPS 316.2304 S3 IN 
ri 0.000 INfUOVTr 0.000 FLAFS 0.000 REFL 50.4900 IN .00REFS 	 7 $500 
SFQJLR 0.00 	 XRP 2.3 3920 IN 
YNRF 0 O00 IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE D.0175
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TNY-AE-2 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 	 CRC7132) 02 OCT ?0 PAGE 58
 
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. - ELEVTR EFFECTIVENESS - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG 

















-0.1.3	 ._ _ 
-0.211., 
.10 e .0$ .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -.04 -.08 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -a18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL ELEVTR FARAXETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 














CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 	 (RC7132) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 59
 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL- STRAIGHT WING AFT -V-TAIL=55DEG
 


















-,0 -35 -30 -29 -20 -15 -0 - 5 0 5 10 15 2 0 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SfyB4OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 O.ooo MACH 0.Z59 BETA 0.OOc REFS 316 2304 SO IN 
0 4.005 RUDVTR 0.00o FLAPS 10.00 REFL 50 1900 -IN 
REFB 7.3500 JN 
o S.o0 SO!LR 0 000 XNRF 29.3920 INYNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0 0000 INSCALE 1.0175IDATA H15T. COE 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 (N37132) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 60
 














.00 	 _7__5____ 
.CLE0.17
 
w -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 i 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
s5maBl- ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.055 MACH 0.239 BETA 0.510 REFS 316 2304 so IN
 
S 4 . ro G R U D TR 0 .0 0 0 F L A P S 0 .0 0 0 R E F S 5 U U
 






DATA CTE I DISTF ELELE DEGEE
 
CVLS T TEST 579-0 IW3AT-55 	 CN37132) 10 NOV 70 PAGE I1 
______________ 




_4 0_ 	 _ _ _ _ _ _.7  	 __ __ _ 
.25	 ot
 






o .25 MACH 0 9 A0E 	 1 4 S 
.20 
_ 
sLi0t ALPH PAAMTICVAUS EFRNC IFRMTIO 
. ± 15 
* -J--L-J-.t-J.--_L-.---J­
0 	 1 4.06 RDYR D.9 FAS .00REL so190 I 
-- 5 0 30 -2 --- - 5 
ELEVATOR 	DEFLECTION ANGLES ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SyLSaT ALPHA FARAETRIC.05F VALUES 	 __.____M REFERENCE IN6ORMATLON o .ooo MACH 0.759 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
o 	 400G UDVT2 000 FLAFS 0.000 REFL 30.1900 in
 
REFS 7.3500 IN
o 	 B.000 SFOILR 0.000 X1IRP 29.3920 IN
 
fl'RP , 0.0000 ,IN
 
ZNIIF 0.0000 IN 
DATA NIST. CODE I SAE 007 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 	 CN37132) 1"0 NOV 70 PAGE 62
 
Ld 
















0. 00 I 
ANGLE OF. ATTAC ALSCALE a0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 C0E7132) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 
 63 

















-o -o -4 -2 0 2 4 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
sYl0OL. MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0.259 DETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 10.009 REFS 316 2304 I 
RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS D.U9O REFL 50 1900 IN 
SFOILR 0.C0o XHRF 29 3920 IN 
YHRP a DOO hN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *P SCALE a 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 CDE7132) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 
 64 











-.004_ - - - 10 12 14 16 is 20 2z 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBO MAC" FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S .25l9 3ETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 10.111 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
R UDYTR 1o000 FLAFS O'cor IFIR 000REFB$FIL ,OOXHRF 






YHRF , o0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.000a IN 
DATA MIST. COVE F SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 1W3ATI-55 COE7132) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 65 






















- .L4--.-0.2 I l lt I ll I I [-I1 1 I l I -I ____ IIZ I [1 - ­
-a - -a-2 0 2 4 a 111 12 14 16 Is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SrM"S)i ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 30.005 MACH 0.184 BETA U.00 REFS 316 E304 SQ IN 
o - 20?00 RUOVTR 0.000 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50.1900 'IN 
REFS 7.3500 IN
 
- 1 0 05 SPOILR 0.000 XNRF 29.3920 IN 
O.ooo YMRF 0 0000 IN 
10 000 ZNRF 0 0000 iN 
SCALE a 0175
REFERENCE FILE COfVAIR TNO-AE1 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIIl-15T-55FI-45Gl CRC7022) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 86
 





210 12 14 16 i 20 22 24 26 Be 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
S -90! ELEVTR FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) - 30 50 MACH 0.184 BETA B.B00 REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
0 - 20.000 RUBVTR 0.090 FLAFS 5COREFL 50 190, 1 N 













15.011, ZMRF 0.0ooO IN 
REFERENCE F!LE CONVAIR TN70-AE-12 SCALE %[1175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlWI-1ST1-55FI-45G1 (RC7022) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 
 67 

















mI°LI r ____ _, _ __ __ _ _______ __ _, 
.. .4J. .. .-LtWZ t± L J . ..  -.LL .J 
- -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
5s71tC ELEVTR FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATIDN 
o - 30 .50 MACH 0.184 BETA 0 05 REFS 316 2304 SQ In 
0 - 2Eg,00 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50 1900 IN 
0 11.196 5POIR o0 a REF 7.3500 IN 
-. XHRP 29 3920 IN 
a 0.011D YMRF 0 0000 IN
 
10-000 ZRF a.0000 IN
 
REFERENCE FLE C NVAIR TN70-AEd12 SCALE 0G175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-fl BIWI-I5T1-SSFI-4561 CRC7022) 02 OCT 70 -PAGE 68
 





1..1 -____ . 
z 0.7 
Lii 























-1 1 1 T I I I l I-j-.J I 1 1 ( 
.15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .4a .45 .50 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.184 BETA 5.000 
0.000 FLAFS 45.000 
0.C0W 
F!LE CCNVAIR TN7O-AE-12 
l 
.55 
f i i i i l l I 
.60 .65 .70 .75 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 316 2a04 SQ 
REFL * 50 1900 IN 
REFS 7 3500 IN 
XMRP 29.3920 IN 
vRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 OL75 
.80 
IN 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlWl-15TI-55FI-45GI CRC7022) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 
 69 


















"0°10 .08 .06 .04 .02 Go0 ",02 -04 -. 06 -. 0B -10 -.1 -. 14- -. 16 -. 16 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM 
SYB-3! ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a - 3n.000 AACk 0.$04 BETA 0.000 REFS 316 2394 so IN 
0 - ZS,5D1REP RJDYT 0.090 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50 19007:35  IN 
.YRF .0000 IN 
10.000 ZMRF 0.0008 IN 
REFERENCE FILE TCOVA TH7 -A-F9 NCALE0.T175 
CVLSWT1IW0-ISTI-55FI-45G0TEST 579-0 CRC70223 02 OCT 70 PAGE 70
 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL - STRAIGHT WING BASIC PUS. - FLAPS AND GEAR - V-TAIL=55DEG 
















_ _ _ __t_ 
0.01_ 
_ _ 
-0.34 -35 -3 -25 -20 -15 -10o 0 5 10 15 2 0 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
srsO"t ALPHA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
o .0D MACH 0,184 BETA 0.100 REFS 316,2304 $a IN 
4.050 RUDVTR D.0f0 FLAFS .5.Goo REFL 50 1900 IN5FOILR C.050 REFS 7.3500 IN
 
XRF 
 29 3920 
 IN
 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZSRF 0.0O IN 
SCALE 0.0175DATA MIST. CODE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 81W-ISTI-55FI-451 CN37022) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 71
 
LONGI',UDINAL rONTROL - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS. - FLAPS AND GEAR - V-TAIL=55DEG 
-. 14 
-. 14 
S -. 10 
-0 
z 
o -- us____ 
LL" 
_ _ 
-. 0 1 ______10 NO 7 
. I I 
-0 
I Bf I~I . 
-35 
lIli I II .. F 
-30 
, I 
-25 -20 -15 
I 







ELEVATOR'DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES 
S MBC ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 . lo MACH 1.164 BETA 0.oGo, REFS 316 2304 SQ I1N 
0 4.090 RUOVTR 0.090 FLAPS 45.1100 REFL 50 1900 1IN 
REFS 7 35DO IN 
0 6o000 5FOILS 0.010 XMRP 29,59za IN 
YMRF 0:0600 iN 
ZMRF a .O DaGo I 
DATA MIST. CODE I SAE 
a.07 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TJ-55FI-45GI CN72)1 O 0 PAGE 72
 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS. - FLAPS AND GEAR V-TAIL=55DEG 















4 *0 33 3l0 -25 -20 -13 -10 -i 5 10 15 Di 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SyI4c ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















YMRP o.aooo IN 
D I N T ¢C ZMRFSCALE O.0OOO0.0173 IN 
DATA IST. CODE I 3.07 SCALE 7 
C"VLSWT TEST 579-0 2IWl-ISTI-SSFI-45G[ tN37Q22) 10 NOV 70 
 -PAGE 
 73 



























. 18 BE- - - - - - - - - - -
.. 
- - -3D00 - - ---
_I ES 31 34 
CVLSWT TEST 
DATA MIST. COCE OF 






































0 -.000 2 
VI -6 - 4 -2 2 4 8 	 14 16 
 is 20 22 24 26 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Sr"3OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 0 164 	 OETA 0.10, ELEVTR - 30.000 REFS 316 2304 5Q in 
RUDVTh 0.000 FLAS A5,0Q REFL 501900 INREFB 7.3500 IN
:50SPOILR 0.0DG"00 XMRP 29 392E IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175
DATA IST. CODE 4F 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55FI-45G1 	 (0E7022) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 75
 
LONG. CONTROL DERIVATIVES- STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS- FLAPS AND GEAR- V-TAIL=55DEG
 
-. 00120 i', n' '--~ r, rr ir~ -r ''-- r,---r /----' r------j-r 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -









oLI -.oos - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ 
-. 00155 
Li 
0o -. 00±65 TI--
LLI 
u I _ 
Q -. 00180 
2 r 
r: 
a 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 lo 12 14 16 la 20 22 24 i6 . 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 V.184 BETA 0.110 ELEVTF - 30.900 

SY BCL A' PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
REFL 50.1900 -NINRUDVTR 0.ou FLArS 5.9000 REFS 7.3500 

F 29 3920 IN5P 1L I * 0XR 
YRF .000 0N
 
ZMRP 0 GOODO IN 
SCALE a.01 75 
DATA MIST. CODE *F 

PAGE 76
CVLSWT TEST 579-o eiW-15T1-55FI-45G1 (DE7022) 0 NOV 70 













.Iq1 0 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 a 7 a 9 -10 -11 -12, 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMOCI- RUDYTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0 DOD10 00 MACHELEVTR 0.1$40.000 ALPHAFLAPS 0.00,45.000 REFSREFL 316.239450.1900 soin IN 
0REFB
-105 7 50029 3920 ININ 
YRF a -03 - IN 
oVSI T.E0T 579-0 SIDSLP5AGLEBEA.SCALEOAS45T-5F-GALP701A 100 N ZMRFEOV70 a DODD0 .0175.20PAG IN IN 
AETETAENEMIST.77TDEN 
.25 









-1SI 0 2 -3 4 -5 - 6 7 - 6 9 -10 -11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA. DEGREES
 
57.00t RUDVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0.005 MACH 0.284 ALrHA 4.000 REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
[] O.SU5 ELEVTR 0.000 FLAPS 45.000E REFL 50:1900730 IN 
0 20,00, SPOI L9 0.000 XMR P 29 .3920 1 N 
IZRF YRP 0.000a0 GOOD ININ 
DATA I SIST. GEE SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-020Wl-1570-55FI-45GI N37012 10 NOV 70 PAGE 78 
1 












- 2 4 - 6 7
 







0,164 ALPHA 6 Ono 
REFERENCE INFORHIATION 
REFS 316 2304 So IN 
0 10.500 ELEVTR ,.go0 FLAP 15.0"0 REFL 50.1900 IN 
555 SPCILR 01000 REF8 7 3500 IN 
XHRF 
Y-R. 
29 39200 000 ININ 
ZHRSP A L. OOD IN 
DATA HIST. CODE I SCALE 0, IT0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlWI-15T-55F -45GI N3702) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 79 
I 
LAT.-DIR. CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POSITION - FLAPS AND GEAR - V-TAIL=55DEG 
.10 	





I a 1 2 - 3 4 - 5 -6 - 7 8 -9 	 -10 -11 -1z 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
syUBOOL RODVTR FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 0.505 MACH 0.164 ALPHA 0.000 	 REFS 316 2304 so in
 
0 10.000 CLEVTP. 0.099 FLAPS 45,000 	 REFL 50.1900 IN
 REFZ 7- 500 IN
 
0 ZD.Dua SFOILR O. OU 	 XMRF 29,3920 IN
 
YMRP 0 DODO IN
 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. G.E0175
ISCALE 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 Bl I-15TA-55F1-45G 	 CN37012) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 80
 
LAT.DIR, CHAR: STRAIGHT WING BASIC POSITION FLAPS AND GEAR V-TAIL=55DEG
 
_ _- --- - -. 
z 
z 	 ___ 
-)2 r~r-rr-rI21t 3rrrr -4-rr 	 aI 9-- -1 -,r rr-r 
,VSTTS 7- II-5I-f143 	 N702 0NV7 AE 8
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
S HOV- PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
s 05, 14ACH 0.194 ALFHA 4.900 REFS 316 2304 SO IN 
0 IO 000 ELEVT R 0 .00, FLAF5 45.00D REF S 5 09Q IN 
0 Z91.11 5POILR 0.000 	 XMRP 29 3920 in 
YMRF O,6000 IN 
ZMRF a 0000 IN 
SCALE 0:0175
 
DATA MIST. CODE I
 












LS -. 20 
Z -.1S ____________ 
-.35
 
- 0 2 3 - a -_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. 8ETA DEGREES
 
DATA MIST. CODE I 

SYMSOL RUOYTS FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
-0 0.000 HACH 0.184 ALPHA 8.000 REFS 316.2304 (SQ IN 
0 10.100 £LEVTR 0 000 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50.1900 1IN 
0 za.vo SFOILR 0 0.000Z.OOO GDXHRP 5OIL REFB 7.350029 92  IN1N 
YMRP a.0000 IN 
ZHRP aGOO0 IN 
SCALE I.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55FI-45GI (N37012) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 
 82 









W- - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA.- DEGREES 
SYMBO RUDVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.,a MACH 0.104 ALPHA 0.509 
20.505 ELEVTR V.S19 FLAPS 45,000 
S0G FOILR U.CO 
DATA MIST. COD I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55FI-45Gl IN37012] 
- 8 -10 -1I 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 SO 
REFL 50 1910 IN 
REFS 7.3510 IN 
XMRP ?9.3920 IN 
YHRP 0 GOD IN 
ZMRP a Duo0 ;NSCALE a.0175 
10 NOV 70 PAGE 83 
-1 2 
IN 










-. 40 I 
.4 0 1-I 2 -3 =4 - 5 - 6 - 7 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SI.BOL RUDYTR PAAETRIC VALUES 
G.5OGO MACH 0.184 ALPHA 4,00D 
11 .191, FLEVTP 11.1151 FLkFS 45.99D 
0 Z.oGD, 5POJLR 0o000 
DATA MIST. CODE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55P1-45Gl [N37012) 
-8 -9 -10 -11 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 SG 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7 35 DO IN 
XMRP 29 3920 TO 
YMRP O.GO0OD I.N 
ZMRF a GOOD I., 
SCALE 0 0175 




LAT.-DIR. CHAR. - STRAIGHT UING BASIC POSITION - FLAPS AND GEAR - V-TAIL=55DEG 
.15 

















1 0 - 2 3 -4 -5 - -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -1a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYHBOL RUDVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 













YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.6000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE I SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15T1-55FI-45G (N37012) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 85 
















LI O 0 G 4 -2 
.0024000 
a Z 4 6 a to 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 ze 
41 
28 
-- ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SY-S BETA FARAHE791C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- CeOB MACH 0,184 ELEVTR 0.0D0 REFS F L  316 2304 _SQ IN 





O o'00XMRF SOI 29,39au ;N 
ZMRF 0:0000 -IN 
DANG HLE° CODE .F DG0R75 SCALE 
--VLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55FI-45GI (DRTO12) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 
 86 

















a 6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 is is 20 22 Z4 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES 
SYMB - BETA 
- ~ l MA50HCH 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.184 ELEVTR 0.009 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 So in 
- 4.solr RUDVTR 0. 01 FLAPS 45.,0 REFL 50 1900 IN 






Z. a-.Doan IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *F SCALE 0 .0275 
CVLSwT TEST 579-0 BIWI-13TI-55FI-45CI [OR7012) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 67
 






















-0 - 0 -4 -2 a 2 
~ANGLE 
BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- a.D55 MACH 1.184 ELEVTF 
- 4.r.00 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAFS 
D .05G SPOLL& 9.900 






6 a 10 12 14 16 
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
is 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 B9 in 
REFL 50,1900 IN 
REFS 7.3500 IN 
XMRF 29 39ZO I1N 
YHR- a DO IN 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
SCALE a (3175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 81Wl-lST]-55Fl-45fGl {DR7012) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 88
 

















-0.2 ~ wJ..a. .E...L .L LJ.....-.J4A.WL IL 4.W.LL.. t .. ~tW.. ... .

-a -6 4 -2 0 2 4 0 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET S,'400_ CctFIGUFATIc* DESCRIFTION FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D CTCTIIFLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE = 25 DEG (HACH 0.2591 5LTA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.oo0 REFS 316 2304 SO IN
 
(7C7004) U FLAPF DEFLECTIO ANGLE = 35 DEG (MACH U.Z59) RU0VTR 0.000 SPOILR 0.019 HEFL 50 19DU In
 
(TC7,011 0 FLAF OEFLECTI ON ANGLE = 45 DEG (MACH 0.184) REFS 7.3500 In
 
XMRF 29.3920 IN 
YHRF 0.GDCb IN 
















. 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1i ED Re 24 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES ,
 
DATA SET 5YMBOL CCNFIGUAfIC DESCRIPTON 
*TC'osG; C FLAP DEFLECTICW ANGLE = Z5 DEG 
C7C1004) C FLAP DEFLECTIC4 ANGLE = 35 DEG 














REFS 316.230' $1 IN 
PEFL 50 1900 IN 
REFS 7 3500 IN 
XHRP 29.3920 IN 
YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP U.0oo IN 




L9NGO CHAR. - FLAP EFFECTIVENESS - ST. WING BASIC POS. - GEAR DOWN- V-TAIL=55DEG
.o8~. ~~~. . . . . .. . ...~ ... .... . . . . . . .I. . . . .. . , 
.06
 






- 0 4 - 2 4 6 a 10 1a 14 26 16 20 2z 04 as 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyH10L- COflFIGURATI f DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHAT;ON 
T, 10101 0 FLAP CEFLECTI C ANGLE = 25 DEG (MACH 0.259) BETA 0.000 ELEVTF 0 000 REFS 316.2304 so in 
ITCIC041 0 FL.P CEPLECT1 C ANGLE = 35 DEG (MACH 0 Z59) RUDV7R S.DOD SFOILR 5.0,G REFL 50.tsop IN 
lyCloili * FLAP DEFLECTI O ANGLE = 45 DEG tMACH 0:184) REFS 7:3500 IN 
XMRF 29 3920 IN 





LONG. CHAR. - fLAP EFFECTIVENESS - ST. WING BASIC POS.- GEAR DOWN- V-TAIL=55DEG 



















Go .05 .10 .15 .20 a5 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCMFIGURATIf DESCRIPTION PARAMETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c,9C'015I Q CJLSWT TEST 579-0 SIWI-15TI-SSFl-25G1 BETA 0 000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 2 04 SQ In 
19CT00c 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BII-1STI-S,-3 S RUDVTR 0 000 FLAFS 2.o009 REFL 50 1900 IN 
fRc70u12 0 CVLSIT TEST 579-D 6IWI-15TI-55FI-45G1 SIOLR 0.090 REFS 7.3500 iN
.SBXvRP

























_ _ _ 






0.3 _ _i 
-0.1 
.10 .08 .00 a- .O .00 .02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 .10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET S'MBOL 
IRC7O1WI 0 
(R7041 C 
C0 FI&VRAJI0N oEsCRIFrIt 
CYLSWT TEST 579-0 SlthI-15T1-55F1-25G1 









REPS 316 2304 so IN 
REFL 50 1900 IN 
(RCOf1 0 CVLSUT TEST 579-0 8IW1-15T1-55F -. 5c1 SOL aas.REFIT 7 3500 IN 
SFIR 000 XNRF Z9 3920 IN 
YHRF 0 0000 ;N 
ZRP 0 0000 IN 
ITCHa0G59 SCALE 0175 
PAGE 3
 
LONG. CHAR. - FLAP EFFECTIVENESS - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG 
1.5 	 -_ f 
1.4
 
1 . 3 a, 
1.2 









4 2 2 4 6 a 12 14 16 is 20 24 26 280. 4a 6 0.0- - _F_ _O,_ _ -0 	 - _ _ _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA 5ET SYMBOL C bMIlU ITIC DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES -REFERENCE INFORMIATION 
(TC1132) Q FLAF DEFLECTION ANGLE = 0 CEO (MACH 11.259) BETA 0.1,10 ELEVTR - 15.000 	 FEFS 3I6.23154 so IN 
lIT71331 0 FLA- IEFLECTI O ANGLE =35 DEG (MACH 0.164) RUDVTR 009D SFOILR 0.000 	 REFL sio 1900 I'M
 
REFS 7 350a IEN
 















DATA SET SMO CFG ATCHC CIPCNPARAMETRIC 







REF 3 24 6 
REF s 1R INL 5 19 N 
REFS 7 3500 N 
XMRF 29 3920 iN
YMRF a .DODO IN 




LONG. CHAR. - FLAP EFFECTIVENESS - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG
 




la- 02 4 - 0 a 4 6 10 14 le is 20 Re 24 20 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET 51-BOL CONFJOURATION DE$CEIFTION PARA4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I fC7L3Z' r FLAF DEFLECTI O ANGLE = 11DEG NACH 01.259) &ETA 0.000 ELEVTR - U ODD REFS 316 2304 SO JN 
I T7133 ; FLAP DEFLECTI O ANGLE =35 DEG (HACH 1.184) RUDVTE U.,00O $FOILR a O o REFL 50 ISO0 IN 
REFB 7.3500 rNM 
XMRP 29 3920 ]N 
YMRP 0:O0009 
 N





















-0.2 _ LT7-9- 0 BT-4 
.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 ED 
VATA SET SY43Cj&A Cc.JF1&RAIIot OESCRLFTION[ 
(R713,C jcvtSWr TEST 519-0 51W3AT1-55 
IRC7$33j fl )CVLIT TEST 579-0 81W3ATI-55F1-35 
MACHt CIZ59 
.50 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.0010 ELEVTR -





.05, .70 .75.S 
REFERENCE INFQRNAT104 
REFS 3J6 2304 so IN 
REFL 5D.1950 IN 
REID 7 3500 In 
XNRP 9.3920 1i1 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZPIRF 0 0000 1l4 
SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 97 















-3.1 _______ _______ _ ______ ___ _,__[ 
.10 .05 .05 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 00 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SytBMC CCNFJGUFATICN DESCRIFri1n PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT1ON 
4RC7IIZ) 0 CVLSWI TEST 579-0 5I43ATI-55 5ETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 10.060 REFS 316 2304 SO IN 
EC71335 0 CVLST TEST 579-0 BI:ArI-55F1-35 RUOVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0 000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7 3500 IN­
5POILR 0.050 XMRF 29 3920 iN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
MACH S 259 

PAGE 98 








0.3 ------ _ _ _ _ - ­
- 0.5 
1u.2:-_ 






A0.0E OF TTACK,- AL DEGIE - - -A-
SYNSBt SP01LR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOiRHATJON 
fl 3.00 MACH 0l.25$ BETA 0.006 REPS 816.2304 50 IN 
0 60.000 ELEVTF 0.000 RUCVTR 0.0 REFI. 50.1900 IN 
FASF F$ .ooREFl,00XPIRF 7.350029,3 20 ININ 
ZHRF 0.0000 In 
REFEREiCE P!LE CONVAIR TN70-AE-iZ SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 RIWl-1TI-55S1-30G (RC7007) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 99 
__ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
LONG. CHAR,.- SPOILER EFFECTIVENESS- ST. WING BASIC POS.- GEAR DOWN- V-TAIL=55DEG
 
1.4 








-. 0.1 2 
0.0
 
-0.0 f° f 
0. .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
SYSBO- SFOILR FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 35.0100 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.010 REFS 316.2304 so IN O 61.000 ELEVTR 0.05, RUCVTF a 511 REFL 50 1900 IN 
REFS 7.350 IN
FLAFS 5.0r0 XNRF 29 3920 iN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175REFEkENCE FILE CONVAIR T70-AE-12 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55SI-3061 (RC7007) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 100
 















FLAES 0 .0P REFS 7.3500 IN 
FLAPS 0.050 XNRF Z9 3920 IN 
YNRF 0,000D IN 
ZNRF 0.0550 IN 
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TN7f -AE-I SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 RIl1-5TI-55S1-30G (RC7007) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 101 



















hl ff IlpWWltI . I iFI .. e WW I h1$ II 
0 5 10 15 20 25 50 35 40 45 so is 60 
SPOILER DEFLECTION ANGLE, SPOILR, DEGREES
 
SYBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0.00u MACH 5.259 BETA 0.l0u REFS 316 ?304 so IN 
O 4.505 ELEVTR 0.900 RUDVTR 0.00 REFL 50 1900 IN 
Bo LAP OO REFSXMF 7.3500' 9Bza ININ 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA MIST. COVE I SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW,I-I5TI-55SI-30G1 (N37007) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 102 










. 0 50 EL_ 




20 1* , 000 
Z -. 15 








XMR Z939 I 
-. 10 0 00 I 
-. 3 TEST 579-0 BI5 5-3 





10 15 20 25 30 33 40 45505 
SPOILER DEFLECTION ANGLE. SPOILR, OEGREES 
FARAMEIRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ELEJTR 0.oo0 FUDVTR 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
S oGD F Fo REFS 7.3500 IN 
OR.0 LF.0 MRF 19.3920 IN 
YNRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF 0,0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I A Dg7 
573-0 BIWI-15TI-55S-30G1 CN37007) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 103 
6 
















.1 -. 25 MACH 	
_AR 1 4 
-. 1 
-0:: 
0 5 13 15 0 25 30 35 40 43 50 55 60 
SPDILER. DEFLECTION ANGLE. SPOILR, DEGREES
 
srLSaT T FARAIW-TRIC RFERENCE INFOrATIONALFHA VALUES 
0.0°00 sACK 0.259 BETA 0.0 	 REFS 316.2304 SO ZN 
S 4.000 CLEYTRf 0.000 RUOVTR 000G 	 REFL 50.1900 IN 




ZI4RP 0 0000O IN
 
DATA NZ$7. COVE I 	 CL 007 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1WISTI-55S1-30G1 	 CN27007J 10 NOV 70 PAGE 104
 
















- - ­ - 4 10 12 14 16 1a 20 22 24 2G 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SyNBC 5FOILR FARAMETFIC VALUES 
0 9 15D MACH 0o1$4 BETA 0.1100 
El 30.url ELEVTR 0.009 RUDVTR 0.090 
FLAFS 45.00, 
REFRENCE FALE C NOVAIRTH71- A-12 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55FI-5GI CRC701!] 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 so 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7.35OU IN 
XNRP 29.39zo INY0 F 0 .0O 0 N 
Z0.0 00000 IN 
SCALE 00175 
02 OCT 70 PAGE 105 
IN 














F.S 7:3500 IN 
.0" .L .0 .15 .20 .25 .50 .55 .40 .45 .50 
DRAG COEFFIGIENT, CD 
StROt S#QILR PARAMETRIC VALUES 
O .000 MACN 0.184 BETA 0.000 
O 30.000 ELEVTR 0.000 RUDVTR 0.000 
FLAPS 45.000 
REFERENCE F!LE CONVAIR TN70-AE-I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-ITI-55FI-45G CRC701I) 
.55 .60 .6 270 .'S 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 315 2304 50 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
REF8 7.3500 IN 
XMRF 29.3920 IN 
YHRF 0.OOOl ;N 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
02 OCT 70 PAGE 106 
.00 
IN 



















r . . . . 00 .. .4 . .. .. . . I , i . . ..-. .4. .. .I W. . .. L. . . 
.-O0 .01 .6 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. a -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM 
51.80L SFOILR FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.000 HACH 0.14 BETA 0.000 REFS 316 Z304 SQ IN 
O 30.000 ELEVTR C.o1 RUnVTR oo0 REFL 50 1900 IN 
FLAF5 45.000 REFSXMRF 7.350029 3920 ININ 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0 O00 IN 
REFERENCE FILE CO'VAIR TNTV-AE-IZ SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55FI-45G1 (RC7011) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 107
 








5 la is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 Go 
SPOILER OEFLECT'ION ANGLE. SPOILR. DEGREES
 
SrYBOt ALPHA PARAMETR1C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 0.555 MACH 0.184 BETA 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
0 4.000 ELEVTR 0.000 RUDVTR 0 our REFS 7.3500 IN 
8.G00 FLAPS 45.000 XNRF Z9.3920 IN 
YZRF a 0000 IN ZMRP 0 0000 IN
 
SCALE 0 0175 
DATA MIST. CODE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55FI-45GI (N37011) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 108
 













.00 If 	 30 5 0 5 5 5 6 
hi -4015 	 5 0 40__ 45__ __ 50 
SPOILER DEFLECTION ANGLE. SPO[LR, DEGREES
 
51.5 	 ALP.a PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT10N 
C) 0.000 MACH rlo&84 BETA MUDb REFS 316.2304 so IN 
4,000 	 ELEvTg 0.Do a RUDYTR 015000 REFL 50,1900 IN 
avr FLP 4.00REFS 7.3500 11N
 8.0 LF 	 P IN00XMR 9 .3920 
YMEP a OOD IN 
zHRP a.:DOO IN 
DATA MIST, CODE I SCALE 0.0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1WI-1STI-55FI-45G] 	 CN37OI1) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 109
 
LATERAL CHAR.- SPOILER EFF.- ST. WING BASIC POS. - FLAPS AND GEAR - V-TAIL=55DEG
 
.15 -----	
_ __ __ _ 
.05
.J 125	 ____ 







~ ~ ~7T, .. ... 
- a5 5 la, 15 20 Z5 30 35 40 45 so 55 Go 
SPOILER DEFLECTION ANGLC, SPOILR, DEGREES 	 ;
 
syN-I ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 1o.000 MACH 5.184 BETA 0.990 REFS 316 Z3(14 SD IN 
0 4.50D CLEVTF U.po RUo 11TR 0 ODD REFL 59.190a IN 
7.3500 IN
S.0 LP 500REFB
0 45.50XKRP6GO FLF 29 39ea IN 
YHRP 0000Q IN 
-ZMRP 0.0016 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55F]-45GI 	 (N37011) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 110
 




















4 - 0 2 4 8 12 4 18 20 22 24 I 28
0.0000 26 

ANGLE (I AITADt ALPHA, nEGREES
 
CArA SET SY POC4 LCNFJ0URATIcU DESCPIFTICJ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENICE INFORMATION 
I C7034) - CvtSWl TEST 579-r 32W1-ISTX--55FI-45 ETA 0.000 ELEYTr 0.000 REPS 316 2304 SQ IN 
CCO 11 I i CVLSWT TEST 519-5 31W-15T1-55F1-43G1 RUOVTR U.000 FLAPS 45.000 REFI s501$ouj
 
OREF 7.3500 iN 
SFOILR 29 I0.000 3920 

ZMRF 0 .0000 IN 
NL C116F ATSCALE H 
 rE 0175 09 PAGE ill 
PAGE 111
 
LONG. CHAR- LANDING GEAR EFF.- ST. WING BASIC POS.- WITH FLAPS -V-TAIL=5SDEG 







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
51-BOL C FICUP IICN CESCFIFrion FARAMETRIC VALUES 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 51WI-15TI-55FI-45 8PTA 5.0911 ELEVTR 






REFS 316.2504 la IN 
REFL , 50 1900 IN­
7.3500 IN 
XMRF 29 .3920 1 N 
YHR F a 000 INZMRF 9:O000a IN 
SCALE a 0175 
'PAGE 1 1'2 




















- -6 - 4 2 a 2 4 6 a to 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
D TA SET S-HE C_ CONFIOURATION VESCRIFTION - FAPAMETRIC VALUES 
IRC753A) CVLSWT TEST 57S-0 EIWlI5T1-55Fl-45 ETA 0.lO0 ELEVTR 





20 22 2E4 26 28 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 so IN 
EFL ,10 IN 
7.,0Z93500 IN 
E 3920 IN 
YMRF Gorc0 IN 
zM, F ,0: IN 
SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 113 
















.00 .05 40 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 
'ORAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
DATA SET ST'BOL COUPF&URATIC4 DESCRIFTI&J FARAMETRIC VALUES 
UC03.4) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1WI-15TI-55FI-45 BETA 0 010 ELEVTR 






.65 .70 .75 .20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 40 IN 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFB 7.3500 IN 
XHRp 29.3920 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0 000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 11,4 









*s0 .08 a03 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 00 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 





CYLSWI TEST 579-0 SIWI-15TZ-55FI-45 
















REFB 7 3500 IN 






IRFZN P a.00000 coo IN  


















Li L -o -0 
-. 024 
-. 025 
2a. - 6 - 4 - 2 a z 4 6 a l0 12 14 Is is 20 2 24 26 28 
- ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBL CO'(UFI RfTI DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPATION 
(05703.1 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55FI-45 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
£071,) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-9 BIWI-15TI-55FI-4501 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50.1900 iN 
REFS 7 3500 LNSFOLR 0.000 XNRP 29 392a0 IN 
YHPF 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 0 0000 IN 
.ACH 0.184 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 116
 


















C 8 - - .-- - O 1 4 1 - ___ ___ __ _ _ 4m 
LI 2 4 6a10 12 1 16 is 20 22 24 26 2 
... ...

- .001 . 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SrNSOL CCNOrIURAT1cn DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REEENCE INFRM~ATION
 
406TS3A) -8 CVLSWT 529-9 2. 4 BETA ±L4 ELEVTR REFS SG
Q TEST BIWI-5T1-55F7-45 0.000 0.000 316.23040287 IN 
iDS70II' 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 8IwI-15T1-SSFI-454I RUOVTR D.000 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50.1900 EN 
7.3500 INSPOILR 0.000 REFSXNRF 29.3920 in 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 





-. 008 r l'I'r'rrE.- SIDESLIP DERIV.-- r ST. WING- BASIC POS.-WITH... . FLAPS-t rr V-TAILZ55DEG-- tr rr " 'rr rr r f- r ''r ' rr 
-. 09o 
LL] -. 011 _ _ 
ry
 
t- -. 012 -1 
m -013 _ 
0 









ii -. 020 __ 
U -. 021 
UJ -. 022 - - __ 
-. a 6 - 4 - a 22 4.- 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SrNBO CQNFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAPETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(a7P3.) C CVLSWT TEST 579-0 SIW-15T1-55F1-45 6ETA 0.G00 ELEVTR 0.000 FEFS 316.2304 So IN 
7DBrI) 0 CgLSWT TEST 579- 9I8fIST1-55FI-45G1 RUOVTR 0 000 FLAFS 45,000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7 3500 IN 
SPOILF .ODDU XMRF 29 3920 IN 
YNRF 0 0000 INZNRF 0 0000 IN 
MACH 0.164 SCALE a 0175 
PAGE 118
 
LONG. CHAR. - WING FILLET EFFECT - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POSITION - V-TAIL=55DEG 











-flu- t- lii ,_I-- _ 
-a -G 4 -a G 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 R4 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCdFIaUpATICft DESCRIFTI. PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LSC7s0I1 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 516.2304 so IN 
iRC7063 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1WIA-STI-55 RUDVTR C.000 FLAPS 0.0 0 REFL 50.1900 iN 





























0 .0II I 
00 .05 .. .15 .?a .2L 30 .. 5 .4L .45 .50 .55 GO L .65 . 70 .75 . 
ORAG COEFFICIENT, CO 





CVLSdT TEST 579-r BIWI-15T1-55 
















REFB 7.3500 IN 
SFOILR 0.900 XmRP 29 39Z0 IN 
YMP a 0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
.ACH r.259 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 120 
LONG. CHAR, - WING 
1.5 
















.10 Oa .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -.04 -.06 -.03 -.10 -.12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM 
T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIOUFA.I] DESCRIFIION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SC7001i
CRCTQS3 c 0 CVLSWT TEST 5710 9141I-5T155 CILSWI TEST 579-0 BItlA-15TI-55 BETA RUOVTR 0 000 0 000 ELEVTRFLAPS 0.000O.0o0 REFS REFL 316 2304 50 1900 SO IN IN 
REFB 7.3500 IN 
SPOILR 0.000 XNRF 29.3920 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF a 0000 IN 
MACH 5 ZSg SCALE 0.01?5 
PAGE 121 













-a -s -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
 14 16 16 20 22 24 26 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SMISL COFIGURAfION DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IRCT047, 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15T1-35 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 31m 2304 SQ IN
 
IRC7YA51 0 CYLSIT TEST 579-0 S1W1-15TI-45 rUDVTR 0.000 FLAFS 0.000 REFL 50 1900 iN
 
csC'Ocz) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW2-15l1-55 	 REF 7.3509 .N
 




ZNRP 0 0000 IN
 















I.,1J.. .. .L.....lC. t..4.14.I,[L........ ,.. .... . 
-8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 





TEST 579.0 BIVI-A5TI-35 














'$CTO) 0 CvLSTW" TEST 579-0 Bl1Wl-15TI-55 
SFOILR o'X 
REFSRF 7 35D09. 92  IN 
yMRF 0.0000 IN 


















-8 -G- 4 - 2 4 6 a 16 2 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SyI.OL CJFIGRATIt DESCELFTIC PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BSII4-1STI-33 --TA 0 000 ELEVTR 
CVLSWI TEST 579-0 SIW-T57-45 RUDVTR 5.000 FLAPS 





20 zz 24 26 za 
REFERENCE INFOPMATION 
REFS 516 2304 sQ IN 
REFL 50 1900 IN 
REFS 7 3500 IN 
S0XMRF 29.3920 IN 
ZNRF 6.:00a IN 
SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 124 










0.9 I ' . 








.00 .05 .10 .15 .zo .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 65 .70 .75 .80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET srtB4. CCMFIGURATION DESCRIFTICI PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC1,0*7) 0 CrLSUT TEST 579-0 BIWI-ISTI-35 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316.2304 So IN 
ISC745 [ CVLSUT TEST 579-0 BW-15T1-45 RUOVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0.06a REFL 50.1900 IN 





HACH .Z59 SCALE 0 0.75 
PAGE 125 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS -'V-,TAIL ROLLOUT EFFECT - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS. 
1.5 
1.3 











PITCHING MOMENT CCEFICJENT, CLII 
DATA SET SYH8C4. C0lFJGJRAT1C* DESCRIPTIONE PARAMETRIC VALUES iREFERENCE 1NF0R1AA110N
 
I a C7047) fl CVLSWT TEST 579-0D 8IWI-15TI-35 &ETA 0.000 ELEVIR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 abIN
 
IRCr0o51 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BW-kSTX-40
 
(SC760I 0 CVLSWT TFST 579-0 
 S~iJ1-1571-55 U R 000FASSFOILR 003 REFL 50.1900 20.000 RF 793950 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
DIRP 0.0000 IN 
IACM, 0.259 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE I G 
-V-TAIL06ROLLOUT EFFECT....SIDESLIP IDERIVATIVES.I- I II........STRAIGHT WING BASIC POSITION


















-. 0215 9 320I
 
-0 6 - 4 - 3 6 a 10 IS 14 is Is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY-50L CO IGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
7 7 0 CYLSWT TEST 579:5 BI1-15T -35 b&TA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.0 0 REFS 316.2304 so IN
 
ID370451 0 CYLSWT TEST 579-0 61W -15TI-43,RDT .OD FA DOO R L 5.90 I
 
10371011l 0 CVLSWT TEST 579- o Bll-UT-5 SO R 0.00Do FAS XRPF 509090 IN SI117-5REFS 7,3500 IN
 
YMRF 












1 P r .- ,, ,.. I--r--r


















-0 - 4 - a 2 4 a 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 e 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET srHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION , 
{D07047; 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-JSTI-35 BE TA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.009 REFS 316.2304 Si Ih 
103T04 ) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-1511-45 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0.0oD REFL s0.i9aa IN 
REFS 7.3500 INEvarDool 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-5- 5FOZI .,011 XMRP 2g 9zo 1N 
YMRF a000OO in
 
ZwRP - 0000 IN 
MACH -. 259 SCALE 0175 
PAGE 128 














-- -1-- -­ - a-- 4 6 10 14 16 18 20 22 24 6 28 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIW)RPTIO DE5CRIFTION PAPAMETRIC VALUES 
CVLSWT TEST 5579:9 861IISTI:35 BETA 0 000 ELEVTR 
CyLSVT TEST 579-0 IWI115T1-45 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 




REFS 316 2304 SO IN 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7 3500XMRF 2B.3 20 IN 




















0.4 ­(1 & __ ___ 
0.23z 
-0.1 
-0.2 . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . 
- - - 4 -2 0 2 4 a 8 10 12 14 to is 20 22 24 26 a8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 





CVLSUT TEST 579-0 81W3ATI-55 
















tRCIcriI 0 CVLST TEST 579-0 0IW3AT3-55 REFS 7 3500 IN 
SPOILR 0,009 XHRF 29.3920 IN 
YRP 0.a0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 









-! 1 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 







CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1lWA 1-55 
C.LSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3A7?-55 
























YMRF 0.90000 N 
ZMRF 0 a00a N 
MAC" 0.259 SCALE a airs 
PAGE 131 
-7 















-.02 '-.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .... ..
-a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 0 0 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET 5YMSOL CONF1GURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
IR¢7068 ) CVLSWT TEST 579-t BIW3ATI-55 SETA 0.000 ELEVTf 
fKC7i16, 0 CVLSWT TEST 579- S±8W3ATZ-55






. . .. .20 22 24 26 28 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
RF 5090 I 
REFL 50.,9007 35  IN 
XNRF 29.3920 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 9175 
PAGE 132 


















DATA SETSYMBOL C¢tF16URATION VESCRIFTION 
IFCT7@65 U CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWATt-55 
IRC7116) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATZ-55i 











REFS 316.2304 Sa IN 
REFL 50.1900 1N 
REFB 1.3500 IN, 9 92 :  
Y R P 1 0 000 IN 
HACH 0.259 SCALE U.0175 
PAGE 133 
______ 


















1_ 1 4 1 . . , , __ _.. . L-0.0 
.9 .04 -. - 0 .06 .02 0 -. 02 04 -. 06 -.08 -. 10 -,fz -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHLNG MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATIVN DESCRIFTION PARAETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
LRC 0 6 ) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 SIWIATI-55 
 BETA 0 000 ELEVT 0.000 FEFS 316.2304 SOT INCRC116;' 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 81W3AT2-55 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS O.Ogo REFL 50 1900 IN,fRC?1fld 0 CVLSIT TEST 579-0 BIW3AT3-55 EFU 7.3500 IN, 
SFOI LR 0.000 XHRF 29 3920 IN' 
YHrp 0.0000 IN 
ZRF aoon I0000 
MACH 1.239 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 134,
 

















-. 0101 ... I . .. T ., 
l 
-09. 0 ..6 4 2 0 4 6 10 12 14 is I18 20 P.2 24 26 za 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET 5YNBOLCU07681 C.16ATI-55 CO"FIGURATIOU DESCRIPTIONCVLSWT TEST 579-C BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 0.000 ELEVTR 0.020 REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS 316 ?304 SO IN 
ID871191 0 CVLSwT TEST 579-0 81WAT3-55 RUDYTR 0.000 FLAPS a.ao0 REFL 50 1900 IN 








YRP 0.000a IN 
ZHRF a 0000 IN 
HACH V.259 SCALE a .0!75 
PAGE 135 
























o a- 0 




6 - 4 2 a 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CVLSWT TEST 579:0 SIW3AT1-55 
CILSWT TEST 579-9 BIWSATZ-55 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0Dl8W3AT5-55 
4 G l aI 1 2 ' 1 4 1 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
EETA 0 600 ELEVTR 




2 0 z e 2 4 26 z a 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS 316.2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50 1900 NH 
REFB 7 .3500 14 
HAG O. 9SCALE 









< -. 0085C 
Ld .0 ,090cJ 






! -. 010 
-. 0135 
C -. 010 
a -6 4 -­2 (1 2 4 6 a IQ IS 14 16 is 20 Rz 24 26 Be 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
BATA SET SYMBOL CON}FIGURATIONI¢ DESCFIFTIONI PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
037066:) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-6 BIW3AT1-55 S'TA 0.GD9 ELEVTR 0 000 REFS 316.23D4 so IN 
DB7116) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATZ-55 RUoVTR 0.000 FLAPS a 000 REFL 50 1900 IN 








THEP 0.9000 IN 
ZMIRF a 1000 IN 
MACH D.259 SCALE a a 175 
PAGE 137 
COMPARISON OF V-TAIL=55DEG WITH HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG. - ST. WING BASIC POS.
 











w 0.7 	 _ 
o0.5 	 _ 
a03 6 - 4 - a 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 le 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SEt 5 CONFIGURATION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONSIBOL DESCRIPTION 
SC 
D 
, 7 T S BETA 0 DDO ELEVIR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 PQ IN ­1VS 579-0 BIWI-15TI-35 

ElZ49CYLPWT TEST 579-0 al l-15TI- 9OVI RUDVTR 0.00, FLAFS GCq 	 REY so 19OO ,IN 
REFB 7.35D0 INSFOILR 0. 090 




ZMRP 0 GOOD IN
 




COMPARISON OF V-IAIL=55DEG WITH HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG. ST. WING BASIC POS.
 









-S -G -.... 7L... L. JL0 I 2 4 2 _jJ...A4 
a -1 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 Z4 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
OATA SET SrsBOL CCfF1U=ATIt OESCnEPTIO4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IsC70Q0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 1W2-15T -55 BETA 0.00& ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 







SF0112 , 0.000 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN
 
SCALE 0 0175MACH 1.Z59 
PAGE 139
 



















-0 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 ' 2R 24 as as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SV4BOL CGNFIOUFATICN CESCRIPTI f PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SOTOsl; 0 CVLSTTS 579-9 51WI-15TI-55 BETA 0 OGU ELEVT- 0.1390 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 










ZHRF .00 , N 
5.Z1 6ACH 2 SCALE 2 0175 
PAGE 140
 












0.3 05 .10 - .2 .25 .30 .35 .4 45 .6 .70 .75 .80 
DRAG COEFFIC[ENT, CDO 
VITA SEt SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S5CFODI 
.V 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55
-t 8W!-1TI-9!VI B-TA 0.910 ELEVTR 0.000O.Ogo REFS'REFL 316.239450 1900 So INN 


















COMPARISON OF V-TAIL55DEG WITH HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG. - ST. WING BASIC POS.1 .6 -rn-i- --- J -i-,-* -1---1 i -T---r- -r-r- -r--y rr-r -r--r- rrri~ .rnrirnrrr 

















0.0 	 ___ 
-0.1 
-0.3. . I....	 j
-0.2m 
.10 .08 .00 .a4 .G2 .60 -. 12 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -1 -.1 8 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET STXBC. CCF1GvRATlC DESCFIFTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CSC70olj 0 CYLSWI TEST 579-0 SIWI-15TI-55 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 so IN 
RC70491 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 8IWI-IST-9DVI RUOVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0.000 REFL 50 1900 to 
REPF 7.3500 IN 
SFOILR 0.000 	 XMRP 29.3920 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 lI 
SCALE 0 0175 
MACH 0.259 
PAGE 142 
COMPARISON OF VoTAIL=550EG WITH HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG. - ST. WING BASIC POS. 
















LLI -. 0190 
o - a - 6 - - 2 - 4 6 8 10 IS 14 16 is 2- 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SIFBOL 
C57o111I' 
DTa49) El 
CCNFI URATI t DESCRIPTION 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-ISTI-S5 
C .SWT TEST 519-0 SIWI-15TI-91VI 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
AFTA 0.000 ELEVTR 





REFS 316 2304 so IN 
REFL 50 1900 I 












COMPARISON OF V-TAIL=55DEG WITH HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG. ST. WING BASIC POS.
 
.017
























-0 -6 -4 - a 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 





CvLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 



















SFOILR 0.000 XMRF 29 3920 IN 

































-. 1 - 6 -4 - 0 4 6 0 1 2 14 16 18 20 2 24 Z6 28 
DATA SET 
ID7049) 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYhS CcrIGUFRAF1C DESCFIFTI0 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CD701) CVLST TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TT-55 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 





REFS 316.2304 so In 
REFL 50.1900 EN 
REFS 7.3500 IN 
XmRP 29.3920 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
0.59 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 145 
LONG. CHAR.- ELEVATOR EFF.- STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS.- HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG.
 
1I* I* nn-i -t-r r II- rrri- -r-r- -rrr r- I Irr.- n-ii -r-r- II-r rr- r--r III­r- -rr-
I
 


















-9.*3 .. W.4-L.-.S4..... W. J~&I L.L .4.....LL.. i .. I Iiii-.--J1.t tj.Lt,4 L2 

-V0 -6 -4 -' 0 2 4 8 8 so 12 t4 16 isa no 2a 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SY-3Qt ELEVTR PARAMETIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) - 10.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.s000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
0 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 FL.APS D00REFL 50.1900 It4 
0 10.51a SFOILR 0.000 REFS 7 3500 1i4 
?MRF 0.0000 IN 
ZN&F 0.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TN7O-AE-1l SCALE 0.0375 
S-VLSWI TEST 579-0 f31W1-15T1-SOV1 CRC7OSI) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 146 
LONG. CHAR.- ELEVATOR EFF.- STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS. - HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG. 






-z -I -4 -2 0 2 4 6 $ 10 12 14 16 18 z0 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Sy .3s ELEVTR FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















YHRF 0 0000 IN 
Z"RP 0.0000 IN 
ELFERENCE F!LE CONVAIR T7F7-AE-12 SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0,B1W1-15TI-90V1 CRC7051) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 147 
28 











0 0 4 2 0 o 4 6 a .0 12 14 16 is 20 2 24 26 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 























1 SO I N N 
N 
I N 
YRA 0.0000 IN 
ZRF 0.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FTLE CNVAIR TR75-AE-12 C 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWl-15TI-90VI (RCYOSI) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 148 

















-'00 .05 .10 .o5- .20 .25 ,3u .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
51830c ELEVTR -ARAN5TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I - 11.* O ACK a.z5s BETA 0.0%0 REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
0 Olcoo FODDER alg FLAPS 0.000 pEFLR0F. 50.1900 7.3500 IN IN 
0 lo Oro SPOILR 0.015 XMRF 29.3920 IN 
YRF 0.0000 IN 
ZRF a DODO IN 
REFERENCE FILE CAIVAI TN7R-AE-E SCALE N 0,017 r 
CVLS T TEST0RC7051)579-0 BIWI-ISTI-90V0 02 OCT 70 PAGE 149
 
LONG. CHAR.- ELEVATOR EFF.- STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS.- HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG.
 
























0 .1 ~ l t l I I l 1 _______________ 1 l1 ] 

.10 .00 .00 .04 .02 .0 -. 02 -.04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM
 
SYfBC- ELEfVR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR1IATION 
o - .u.0o MACH 0.259 BETA 0.500 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
o .000 RUDDER 0.00 FLAFS 0.000 REFL 50.1900 INREFS 
 7.5500 





REFERENCE FILE CQVAIR TNIO-AE-12 
 SCALE 0:0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlWI-15TI-9OVI (RC7051) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 1'50
 





















-40 -5 -30 -25 -2051-1 - 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
5SYBOt ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















YMRF 0.00o0 IN 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.0175 
.VLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW1-ISTI-9OVI (N37051) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 151 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS. - HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG.
 
-. 2 Jl ,i--r-flr rrr-r -r-T-r-r- 1fl-f rr, -rJ -,-- ,t1i-I .rII . 
-. 18 ___ _ 
-. 12 








-. 02 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
S 
ELEVATORDEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
syMa ALFRA FARAMETFIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
r 1.6cc: v-.CH O.Z59 BETA 0.goo REFS 316 2304 §Q IN 
REFL 50.1910 in
0 4.190 RUDDER 0.019 FLAFS 0.59D0REF 7 3500 IN
 





ZMRP a O00, IN
 
SCALE a.0175
DATA HIST. CODE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW1-15TI-9OVI (N37051) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 152
 
















s 430 501a 
o 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
REFERSNCE INFORMATION
sn.BOL AL~hA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
R EFS 316.2304 SO INo .0OO KACH U.259 5ETA 0.0 
REFL 7500O in4.15r RUDDER 0.050 FLAPS 0.0jo 
o 	 SOVO0.00 SP4L& XHRF 29.3920 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 	 a 0000 IN 
AE 0.17 
DATA MIST. CODE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 D1W1-15T1-90V1 	 (N37051) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 153
 





















.0050 a - 6 
SyMSL MACH 
"'__ 
4 !111~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ i i e:I I 1 I I I l l -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
is 
II II p l ' lIl 
20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
28 
D.O259 BETA 0.015 ELEVTR _ 10.100 REFS 316.2354 90 IN 









Z.R0 0 O0009 -. 000O 1&IN 
DATA HI]ST CODE F SCALE 10.0175 
,CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-90VI CDE70SI) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 154
 
- - - -- - - - - - -
LONG. CONTROL DERIVATIVES - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS.- HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG. 
W
 



















- - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 1 14 16 Is 20 22 ?4 26 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
STNSCfl MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C O.259 BETA 0.00 ELEVTR - 10.005 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
RUDDER 0.00 FLAFS 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
SFOILR 0.00, XHRF 29.3920 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZhRP 0.000 IN
 
DATA HIST. CODE *P 
 SCALE 0.0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-ISTI-9OVI (DE7051) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 155
 
LONG. CONTROL DERIVATIVES - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS.- HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG.
 
-. 00210 	 -
Li -. 00215 










f -. 00270 
a 6 -4 -2 IT 2 4 6 IG 12 14 16 	 is ED 22 24 z6 ze 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, A(-PHA, DEGREES
 
51.50L MACH FARAMET C VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
0 O.59 Be- U009 FLEVTR-Q - 10.000 REFS 316.23-4 IN 
RUDDER 0.090 FLAPS D.009 	 REFL 50.1990 IN
 
REFS 7 3500 IN
 
SFOI'R 0.O00 







DATA HIST. CODE F
 
CVLSGlT TEST 579-0 81WI-15TI-90.VI 	 COE7051) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 156
 
LONG. CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS. FLAPS DOWN- HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG. 
n- ,-r , -ii - -i--i n-ri ,rrj*, J -1-D ,i , -ni ,--,---r -,--rr-1-1-i , *n ,,r rrr -1­












0.-4 - 2 6 12 is 22 24 26 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
S"MB - ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - ID.050 RACK 0. 184 BETA 0.100 REFS 316 2304 SQ I N 
1. cal RUDDER 0.000 FLAPS 45.0 0 REFL so 1900 Im 






ZMRF a 0500 IN
REFEREKlCAF!LE CNGALR T 7 ATACKA . SCALE 00175
 
CVLSVT TEST 57E-0 BIW-15TI-9OVIFI-45 RC7054) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 157
 









CVLSWT TES T 
- 0 2 4 6 8 1 12 L4 16 18 2Q 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
NGGACH 0.164 BETA 0.000 REFS 316.23D4 Sl 
0 .55 UCE000 FAS 5.19 EFL 5a 1900 IN 0.05 RDCR 500FLFS 4 .90REFB 7.3500 IN 
oaO XMRF 29 39e0 h 
YMRF a 0060 INZMRF a 0900 IN 
SCALE .0175 
REFERENCE F!LE CONVAI TN70-AE-12 
579-0 BIWI-1STI-90VIFI-45 (RC7054) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 158 
28 
IN 











a- 60 4 a1 1 8 2 2 2 6 2 








P AAMTRIC VALUES 
HACH 0.184 BETA 0.000 
RUDDER 0 090 FLAPS 45.000 
SPOILR 11.O0O 
REFERENCE F!I-E C ,VAIR T,,70-AE-IZ 
NREFEREN CE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 So 
REFL 50 1990 IN 
REFS 7 3500 IN 
XMRF 29 3920 1 N 
YHRF 9 ,000 IN 
ZMRP 0.0000 in 
SCALE 0.9175 
I N 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1W1-15T1-90VI1-45 [RC7054) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 159 



























.0 .05 ,10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .713 .75 .80 
















REFS 316 2304 SQ 
REFL s0 1900 fN 
7.350029392  IN 
IN 









.VLSWTTES  579-0 BIW-15l-90VIFI-45 RC7054) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 160 
___ 
___ 
LaNG. CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS. - FLAPS DOWN - HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG. 















.10 .08 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
syrBO- ELEVTR FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S- 1 HA BETA 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SO INM.C0 0.184 









0 10.000 SFOILR 0.01 
SCALE 0 0175 
aEF FENCE F!Lt CONVAIF TN7O-AE-12 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-90VIFI-45 CRC7054) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 161
 
LONG. CONTROL- STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS.- FLAPS DOWN- HOR'IZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG.
 loGJ. .ii .	 , .I .i . .








____ ____ ___ _ 












____ __ __ 
-40 -55 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SYMB- ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.0 5 HACH G.184 BETA Goo 	 REFS 316p2304 SO IN 
0 	 4.550 RUDDER Qo.Os FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50.1900 IN
 
REFS 7.3500 IN
0 	 . Li .000 XHRF 29.3920 IN 
YNRP 0.000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175DATA HIST. CCCE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-ISTI-90VIFI-45 	 CN37054) 10 NOV 70 'P-AGE 162
 
LONG. CONTROL- STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS.- FLAPS DOWN- HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG.
 



















-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR; DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORIIATION 
0 0.000 HACH 0.184 BETA 0.G0o 	 REFS 316.Z304 so IN 
O 4.000 RUDDER 0.050 FLAPS 45.000 	 rEFL 50 1900 IN 
RFB . 7.3500 IN 







DATA HIST. CODE I 
CVLSWT TEST 573-0 BIWI-15TI-90VIFI-45 	 (N37054) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 163
 











.05 K I I 
-40 5 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
S3r18. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 


















YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP a.00o IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-90VIFI-45 (N37054) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 164
 















































-3 4 .4 -2 0 2 4 8 0 1z 14 111 Is 20 2e 24 2 Be8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SY*.BOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C 0.104 BETA 0,00D ' ELEVTR - 10.000 REFi 316 2304 so IN
 
Ru0D"R$FOIL: 0.000 43 000
 FLAPS REFL s0.1900 IN
REFB 7 ,35DD0 N 
XNRF 29.3920 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP O.000 IN 
DATA MIS7 CODE *P SCALE 0.0175 
CVLcWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-ISTI-90VIFI-45 (DE7054) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 165
 
LONG. CONTROL DERIV.- ST. WI,NG BASIC POS.- FLAPS DOWN- HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG.





















.0011 	 / 










* 0004 --	 ' ' ~ ~ ~ ' 
_ -6 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOc MAC. PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
) 0.184 	 BETA 0.00 ELEVTR - 10.000 REFS 316 2304 $0 IN 
FUDDER 0.000 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50.1900 In 
SFOILR E.000 7.3500 IN5O ff DOgXmRF 29,39au 114 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0175DATA MIST. CODE *F 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1W1-15T1-90VIFI-45 	 (DE7054) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 166
 
LONG. CONTROL DERIV.- ST. WING BASIC POS.- FLAPS DOWN- HORIZ.-VERT. TAIL CONFIG.
 






















- 8 6 - 4 - 2 0 a 4 a a to 12 14 16 is ED Ea. 24 26 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
5YRBV.
Sr MACH .1 4 BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES 0.D0 ELEVTR - 10.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
RUDDER .. D02 FLAS 45.4O0 REFL so.1900 IN 
FOLR 0.009 REFS 7 3500 1N 
XMRp 29.39zo ZN 
DATA VIST. CODE *F SCALE a .0175 
CVLS T TEST 579-0 B1WI-15TI-90VIFI-45 C1E7054 10 NOV 70 PAGE 27
 
LONGITUDINAL CHAR._- EFFECT OF WING INCIDENCE - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG
 














- 3 - G -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
STBOt Lw FARAIETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I .00 MACH 0.259 BETA 0,00 REFS 316.2304 5 IN 
f 3.00, CLEVTR 0.00o RUDVTR o.o00 REFL 50.1900 INREFS 7,3500 I
 
6.010 	 FLAFS 0.010 SFOILR 0o106 XRF 29.3920 IN 
YNRF a.0000 IN 
ZRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
DATA MIST. CDE H
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BI'W3ATI-55 	 (IW7064) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 168
 
LONGITUDINAL CHAP, - EFFECT OF WING INCIDENCE STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG717
1.5 
1.4 





-o 0.8 	 _ _ _ _ 











-0.t _ _ 
-0.2 
CIO .05 .10 .15 20 .23 .30 ,35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
srna. 1W rAAAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O .000 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.005 	 REFS 416.2304 SQ IN 
3. 00 ELEVTR 0.000 RUOVTR 0.00* REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7.3500 IN o 	 6.000 FLAFS 0.000 5FOIL U.0 XHRF 29 3920 IN 
YIRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHF 0.0000 INSCALE 0.0175 
N
DATA HIST- CODE 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 	 (IW7064) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 169
 




















-° if J... 4..W..SJ--­
.10 .08 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM
 
Stia c ii FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORIATION 






















YZRF 0.0000 IN 
flIP 0.0000 I/4 
DATA H17. CODE 4SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 (IW7064) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 170 







__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
1.6 rrr -rr rr 4r- --1 1r,- 14--r-r0- 16- Isr prr 22r 24r r 28 
-0. 1 0 
z."UA REF RENCE IN 
XM50KRP 29.3920 IN 
YMRP 0. 00 N 
ZMRP 0 N 
CA7A MIST. CODE 
SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlW3A CIW7OE5) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 171
 
















.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .00 
ORAG COEFFICIENT, CO 
Sr,.so 1w FARAXETqIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
o .o SACH 0.Z59 BETA 0.00 REFS 336 2304 SQ IN. 
s.ooo FLAPS 0.000 SFOILR 0.o00 FEFLREFB 50.19007 3500 ININ 
0 6.050 XHRF 29 3920 IN 
YMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
DATA KIST, CODE H 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3A CIW706 ) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 172 
___ 














0.4 	 - • 
0 3 
'3.2 
0.1 	 ' 
-0,11

- 01 - --	 - ________ _ _ 
.0 I . ... o . . 
.04 -. 12 -.04 -.06 -.08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -PI8 -120 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
SYNSUL Iw PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0.010 HACH 0.59 BETA 0.050 	 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
0 	 3.00S FLAPS 0.000 SFOILR 0.00; REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFB 7 3500 IN
.000 






DATA HIST. CCOE N 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3A 	 (IW7065) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 173
 











-0 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1S 0 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 






CYLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 
CVLST TEST 579-0 S4W3AT:-55 



































 2 0 2 4 6 8 Is 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 28 
-- 4 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREESDATA SET SYMBOL CONFI UR TION DESCRIFTIO3t 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
(Ac7D69 0 CYLWT TEST I REFERENCE INFORMATION579-0 BIW3ATI-55
IRC7122; 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTH U.aUUCV SWT TEST 579-0 84W3AT1 55 REFS 316 2304 so IN
19C7124) RUDVTR CI.(MJ0 FLAPS 

JgC7131 
0 £VLSWT TEST 579-D 65WAT-55 U °5o0 REFL 50 1900 1HA CVLSWT TEST 575-0 BGW3AT1-55 
 SFOILR a.000 REFS
XRP 7 35DO H29 3920 IN
HRP 














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 





CVLSwT TEST 579-0 BlW3AT1-55 




















CVLSWT TEST 579-S 85WSATI-55 







YMRF 0 0000 10 
.ACH 0.259 SCALE 0 0!75 
PAGE 176 
LONG. CHAR. - EFFECT OF AFTERBODY SHAPE - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG 
* -- IT- -1-n-,-,.,-r ,n--' ,n-I-, ,-rr -rr rrrr, J rr-rr fllJ, r rr-r ,r-rr, 

























DATA SET SYMBOL CC4FIGUFATICJ DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRC75O$) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 BErA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
RC7j22I 0 CVLSWIT TEST 579-0 BSW3ATL-55 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0.00C REFL 50 1900 IN
 
(RCIZ24 0 CVLSIT TEST 579-0 BSW3ATL-55 REFS 7 3500 IN
 
(RCTSO3, a CVLSWT TEST 579-0 SSW3ATI-55 SFOILR 0.00 R9EP 23900 IN
 
YHRP 0 O0D IN 
ZmRP a.0000 IN 
HACH 0.259 SCALE a 0175 
PAGE 177
 
















0.1 - ______ ______ 
0.0 
-0.1 
-0.2Z ______ ___ ______ 
-0.3 
.10 0 .06 . .02 .00 -. 02 -. 014 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -12 .14 -. 16 -.18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SY"B3{ CtFIGURATION DESCR1IFIN FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CC7068, C CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 BET. 0 001 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN
 
(gC71z2J 0 CV.SWT TEST 579-0 94W3AT-55 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAFS M OoD REFL 50 190 IN
 
7124; 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 SSW3ATI-55 REFS 7.3500 IN
 
RC730 A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B6W3AT1-55 SFOILR 0.000 XNRF 29.3920 IN
 









EFFECT OF AFTERBODY SHAPE - SIDESLIP DERIV. STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG 
a:l
 














-..01 0 B p I I lI 
a a 4 - 4 10a 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL LOFIOURATION DESCR PIFC PARAMETRIC VALUE S 
IIs, 6S, 0 CYLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3AT1-55 BETA O.ODO ELEVTR IOBT122 0 CVL$WT TEST 579:9 84W3ATI-55 RUuR000 LP 
(OS1Iz4: 0 CVLSW I TEST 579-1 85W ATI-55§VR 0.0 LP 







20 22 24 26 ?a 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
REFL 50 1900 IN 
REFS 7,3501 IN 
29,3920 IN 
yHRF a OODO IN 
ZMAF G.nona IN 
SCALf 0.0175 
PAGE 179 















<-J -. 000 ___ 
.00 
S-A0o20 - _I 
S- - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 









CVLSWT TEST 579-0 SlW3AT1-55 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 84W3AT1-55 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 053ATI-55 























YNRF 0.0000 iN 
ZNRP 0000 IN 
.ACS v Z5g SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 180 
-. 
EFFECT OF AFTERGODY SHAPE - SIDESLIP DERIV. -STRAIGHT 





LUJ -. 11105 













- a a a 2 2 4 6 a IQ 12 14 16 1, ?a 22 24 26 29 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET S5MSCL 
, 0, 71681 0 
I D57LZZI 0ID57124} 0 
1057130, a 
CCNFIGURATIC DESCE1FTION 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3AT1-55 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 134WATI55CYLSWT TEST 579-0 65W3ATI-55 
CVLSWT TEST 579-' 86W3ATI-55 













REFS 315 2304 SQ IN 
RFL 50:1900 IN 
REFS 7 350a IN 
XMRP 29 3920 IN 
ywR- 01000 IN 
ZU -I a 0NN IN 
PAGE 181 







-0.3 0 - 6 - 4 -. 2 0 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 





CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3A 












qC71Z6, 0 CVLSVT TEST 579-0 BISA REFS 7 3500 IN 
IRCTZ$' a CVLSJT TEST 579-0 BSW3A XHRP 29.3920 IN 
YMRF 0 GO00 IN 
HACH O.Z59 ZHRFSCALE 0 00000.0175 IN 
PAGE 182 






- z a a 1 9 4 i 1 02 





SYMBC CONFJORA-ION DE5CRIFTION 
0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3A 
[3 CVLSwT TEST 579-0 84W3A 









REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50 1960 IN 
REFB 7 3550- IN 
XMRP E9.3920 IN 
ynR 0 oc0O IN 
ZMRF 00O0 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 183 











- -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is ED 22 24 26 z8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 





CYLSwT TEST 579-0 BIW3A 












,PCIZ61 0 CVLSW TTST 579-0 B5W3A RB 7:3500 IN 
IPC7120 A CVL SWT TEST $79-0 06W3A XMRF 2g.39zo IN 
YMRF a O000O IN 
MAC" 0 259 SCALE a 0175 
PAGE 184 
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. - EFFECT OF AFTERBODY SHAPE - STRAIGHT WING AFT - TAIL OFF 















- 00 .a5 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 Iss .60 ,5 .70 .75 .89 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LRC7576) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 8IW3A OEIA 0.000 FLAPS 0 000 REFS 316.2304 so IN 
RC71205 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 84W3A $POILR 0.G00 REFL 50 1900 IN 
RCIZ6) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 85W5A REFB 7 3500 IN 
(rCiz8s, A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BEW3A 	 XMRF 29 3920 IN 
YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN














0 .3 -___ ___ 
-a
 
.10 05 .05 .04 c0Z .00 -0z -.04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -112 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEF[CIENT. CLM
 
tATA SET SYMBOL CCNF14UATION CESCRIPTIO$ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I C7076; 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3A -- A 0.000 FLAPS 6.00C REPS 316.2304 S IN 
1AC7120, 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 34W3A REFL 50.1900 IN 
iRC7ZZ6 0 CVLSwT TEST 579-0 05W3A SPOILR 0.000 REFS 7.3500 IN 
ACllzaCVLSWT TEST 57S-0 86W3A XNRF 29.3920 IN 
YHRF 0 00oo IN 
ZNRF 0 0000 IN
 












0 -. 000 
Ld 
LU 








- -. a -4 -2 a 
SYMBOL C4FIGURAJIYO 0ESCRIFTICN 
0 CVLSWT TEST 579-9 S4W3A 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 85W3A 
0 (VLSWT TEST 579-0 B6WSA 
MACH 01259 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 




20 22 24 26 28 
RE;ERENCE INFOR1ATION 
REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
RFB 7 3500 IN 
XMRF a9 3920 IN 
YHRF 0.D0o IN 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 187 
EFFECT OF AFTERPODY SHAPE - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES- STRAIGHT WING AFT - TAIL OFF 



























-160 - 6 4 2 a 2 4 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SEI SYT1-B CcNFICUFATI. DESCRIFTION FARAHETRIC VALUES REFEFENCE INFORMATION 


















YMRF 0.GOOD IN 
ZMRF 0000 iN 
SCALE 0 0175 
MAC. 0.Z59 
PAGE 188 



































-a 4 2 0 
 2 4 6 8 I0 12 14 is is 2o 22 24 26 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5SrH3L CONRIOURATION DESCRIPTION 








CVLSWT TEST 579-0 64W3A 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BSU&3A 















XMRP 29 3920 IN 
YMRF a.oo0 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
MACH 9.259 SCALE a 0175 
PAGE 189
 










(. 0.4 ___ 
I 





20-038 -±-L -- - ''-4 -±ti -i--it'-. 0 10 12 14 10 18 20 22 24 
-II -4 -4 0e 2s 204 4Z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SrTBSO g FAFA'ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.Z40 BETA 0.090 ELEVTR 0,000 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
S 1.750 RbDVTS 0.00D FLAFS 0.000 RErL 50.s1900 IN 
REFB 7.3500 IN 
2.31 SFILR .0 XMRP 29.3920 IN 
YIRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.5175 
DATA MIST. CODE M 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15T1-55 CRN700I) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 190
 




0 1 4 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SNBCL 'RN PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFOR ATION 
z.4o BETA D.,0 ELEVTE 00 R£FS 316 2304 SQ In 
1 7 5 RUOVIR D.Sor FLAPS 0,600 IEFL 50.1900 IN 





ZmRP 0 0000 IN 
DAA 15, OC NSCALE O!a75 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 [RN700]] 02 NOV 70 PG 9 
EFFECT OF RN NO.- ST. WING BASIC - V-TAIL=55DEG - MACH NOS 0.184,0.259,AND 0.318
 


















-08 - 6 -4 2 0 2 4 8 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL 9N PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















ZMRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0175 
DATA MIST. CODE N 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 (RN7001) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 192
 












-0.a .05 .1a .15 .20 .30 .535 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
srHBc FARANE7RIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0 1.24S BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.090 REFS 316 2304 SO IN 
1.750 RUDYTR 0.519 FLAPS Cc60 REFL 50 1900 IN 
REFB 1 3500 IN 
0 2.155 SPOILR 0.000 XMRF 29.3920 IN 
YNRF a.0000 IN 
ZmRP 0:0000 IN 
DATA HIST. COVE H SCALE 
0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWl-15T1-55 CRN7001) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 193 



















.10 .0B 6 .04 .02 IOU -.02 -. 04 	 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM
 
SYNBC Rh 	 FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
0 1.240 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.0o 	 REFS 316.2304 'o IN
 
0 	 1.755 RUDVT 1.0050 VLAFS 0.0D0 PEFL 50.1900 IN
 
REF9 7.3500 IN
o 	 2.150 SPQILR 0 .00 XNRP 29.3920 IN 
YRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNPp 0.0000 IN
 
DATA HIST. CODE m SCALE 0.0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-ISTI-55 	 CRN700I) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 194
 
1 










4 2 a 2 4 6 in 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYsB CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
£SC7051I 0 CYLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15T-55 "CIA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
'R;C'3B C CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW-15TI-155E RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0 00 REFL 50 1900 IN 
LRC7361) 0 CVLSIT TEST 579- 51w -5TX Z REFB 7.3500 IN 
SFOILR 0.000 XNRF 29.3920 IN 
YHRP 0.000D IN 
ZHRF .oO000 IN 














- -6 " .. -21 1 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 Z6 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET aY.-4OL ¢CNFJGURA ,JO OESCRIFTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
JSC¢'BIj 0 CVLSWT TEST 1 79:0 BIWI15TI-55 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 so IN 
lJ 
RC7GGJI 
T D 6Q C V S T ST 5 9 
0 CV 5WT TEST 579 
- 1 T 1 50 
81WI-15 1-53E3 
RlIUr V T ff 
FIR 
0 .9 0 0 
.0 
F L A P S 0 .0 0 0 R E L 
REFB 








a U000 IN1. 
.ACH O.Z59 SCALE 0.9175 
PAGE 19,6
 









_ Li. . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . _ ._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-. a 
< .01 
a 6 -4 2 a z 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
D4 JA SET SYMBOL CONFIOwRATION VESCFIXTON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ISC711011 0 CVL5WT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 BETA D.P00 ELEVTR 0.60C, REFS 316 2304 59 IN 
1900361 E3 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlWl-15T -55EI RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0.0O, REFL so 190,0 IN 
IRCTCS1) 0 CVL$WT TEST 579-0 31W-15TI-5SE3 







yMRF a 0055 1 N 
ZmRF 0 .0000 IN 
MACH D.259 SCALE 0.017S 
PAGE 197 
IONG. CHAR. - CRUISE ENGINE EFFECT - STRAIGHT WING BASICPOS. V-TAIL=55DEG 
1. 6. i . . . . . . . . . . . . JJ , ,i .,, . . . ii•iJ ii ,., , --r-77, 















.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .?0 .75 .80 
ORAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SET SYNOL CC6FIGURArICN DESCPIPTIOt FARAMETRIC VALIES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SCTOCXS 0 CVLShT TEST 579-0 B!I-ISTI-55 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0 000 REFS 316 2304 so IN 
1ACTQ38, 0 CJLST TEST 579-0 $1WI-15Tf-55EI RU0VTR 0.000 FLAPS G DIN REFL 50 1900 IN 
JRC7Q6EI 0 CYL50T TEST 579-0 8iW-15[1-55E3 REFL 7.3500 iN 
SFOILF 0.000 X.RF 29.3920 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.6000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175fAC. C.219 
PAGE 138
 
LONG. CHAR. - CRUISE ENGINE EFFECT - STRAIGHT WING BASIC PUS. - V-TAIL=55DEG 
1.5 






-I • 0 . 5 







03 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -136 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET 5TMBO COFIOVRATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION(SC70o1, 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-r BIWI-7- 55lf LTA 0,000 ELEVTR 0 ODD REFS 316.2304 SQ IN
0.RC7038) 0 0 TT T-SFOILCVLS EST 579-9 BIWI-15T-55En RUOVTR 0,000Rcosy  FLAPS I,Coo REFL 5D 190a IN
- CLST ES XR 293920 IN













CRUISE ENGINE EFFECT SIDESL-IP,,DERIVATIVES ST. WING BASIC POS. V-TAILZ55DEG
-.DIGS° .. ... . . . . . . .. . . . .

















-. 02300U -. 0225 - ,__ 
- 8 - 6 A - 2 a 2 4 6 a IS 12 14 1 6 IS a0 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET STM3 CONFIGURATIO.N DESCRIPTIONJ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, cal0vll 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-IST1-55 BETA 9.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 so IN 




Y-RP 0.0000 IN 
Z-RP - 0000 IN 
8ACH 2.219 2CALE 2.0175
 




























6 -4 0 4 6 6 to 12 14 isa is 20 22 24 26 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





CVLSWT TEST 579-0 811W-15T1-55 
















REFB 7.3500 IN 
SFOILR 0.000 XMRF 29.3920 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 




CRUISE ENGINE EFFECT - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES - ST. WING BASIC POS. - V-TAIL=55DEG
 















6 1 1 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 2 8o- 6 - 4 - 2 0 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOL COFIGURATION DECRITION ARAETRIC VALUES REFRNCE INFORMATION 
fD a7ool l 0 'CVLSW T T ST 579- r B IW -15T -55 L TA 0 .000 E LEVTR . 00 REF S 316 2304 s o IN 
1 -55E I RUDVTR 0 .000 FLA PS . 000 REFL 50 1900 IN(D 70 38) 0 CVL S T TE ST 79-0 B I I 7.50
.REF8 

5 OLR 29.3920 IN
OOOXMRP 

YHRP 0 GOOD IN 










- . - _ - - - - - - - - - - ­
0.9 








a G - 4 - a 2 4 6. 8 10 12 JA 16 is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF AT-TACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 0.0~AG- -- -- - 20--
GATA SET 5STHSOL CO>NFISUR TIO.N DESCRIPTION;' PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATJION 
6ETA 0.000 FLEVTR 0.006O REFS 316.2304 ' SO 1. 
EC7,T36I ' CYLSWT TEST 579-0} BIWI-15T]-355F-45E1 RUDVTR O.D50 FLAPS 45.0]00 REEL 50,l9v0 IN 
SFIR 

RC7G34: O CvCSWT TEST 579-0 BIW1-15Tl-55FI-45 
7.3590 IN
 




YHRF 0.000 IN 
ZHR0 .. 2000 IN 









-s - 6 - 4 - 2 0 Z 4 6 a 16 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 i6 26 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 





CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW1-15Tl-55FI-45 






















YMRF a 00OO IN 
ZMRP Go.uOO ;N 
MACH *.184 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 204 


















-. 0_ -_ 2 0 4 6 0 10 IS 14 16 IS 20 24 26 So 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
0ATA SET SY)B(L CONFIGURATICtN DESCRIFTION FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORItATION 
fRC705*4 
IACTO7G6I 
0 CVLSwT TEST 579- BIWI-15T1-55FI-45 





















YHRF o.000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 









































-0.3 . . . . .4a.LJ.Wt L.4. ttJ. . . . ... L. L.J.J W± ±t...d-W..S.. 4. 
.00 .;s .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .0 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCJFIC-URATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE,INFORMATION 
*IRC7O, 0 CVISWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15T1-55F1-45 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316.2.304 SQ IN 
RCIDQ36 Q CV15147 TEST 579-0 B1W1-Z-5T1-35F1-43E1 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 45.000 REFL so 1900 IN 
REFS 7.3500 IN 
SFOSIR 01000 XNRF 29 3920 IN 
/1 YNRF 0.0000 IN 
- ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
MACH 04 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 206
 








0.0 5__ I _ __ _ 
I­
10 .,0 8 06 .04 .02 . 0 -.02 - * 4 - , 0 .6- , 0 - 1 - 1 . 6 , 8 - 2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM 




CvLSwT TEST 579-0 BIw:-15TI-55F1-45 









REFI 316 2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
S.ILR .000 EFBX R F 7.550029  9  
ININ 
YMRF 0 0000 IN 
. AC0 0o84 ZI4RF
SCALE 0 00000 75 IN 
PAGE 207
 























CV4$wT TEST 579-0 BIWI-L5Tj-SSFI.45 
CVISWT TEST 579-D 51W-ISTI-55FI-45E1 
ANGE 
FARAN4ETRIC VALUES 
-SET" 0.000 ELEVIR 
RUvVTR 0.000 FLAPS 
FALHA EGRFE1 0.000 
41 000 
R~EFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 SQ INl 
REFL 50.1900 INl aTAKa 
SPOILR ~~ ~ ES-. 0P 00073 00.00  INN 
SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 208 


















g ,	 L I 
T--a - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 4 16 Is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMC CCHFIGURATI. DECRIFTIP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CD7034) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWl-15TI-55F1-45 BETA 0.000 ELtVTR 0 000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN
IDBT0361 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55F1-45E1 
 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 45,000 	 RECL 50.1900 IN
 
REFB 7.3500 IN










CRUISE ENGINE EFF.- SIDESLIP DERIV.- FLAPS DOWN- ST. WING BASIC - V-TAIL=55DEG
 
-. 009 








o -. QZj _ 
-o01 
12 -.014 _ 
I 
LL 
o -.0z1 '__ __ 
_.z 
- 4  4 /,28 2 16 t 1 s 




-. 023 C\ T 
-. 023 - - ­
-o8 - 6 - 4 -2Z 0 2 4 6 S 10 12 14 16 18

-oR .... 
ANGLE (F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSOL CC FIGURA.I]k CESCRIFT1ON FARANETRZC VALUES 
T
 
ID8703., C CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BZWI-15T1-55F1-45 BE A 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 





2 z 2 6 2 
REFS 5 IN
 



































- -s -4 - 2 a 2 4 a0 10 12 14 16 1 20 22 Z4 26 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET STnBOL 
tACTO69) C 
CCNFtQURATIEZ DESCRIPTION 
CVLSWT lEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55 BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 







TEST 579-D SIW3ATI-SE1 














YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN 
MACH 1.259 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 211 
LONGITUDINAL CHAR. - CRUISE ENGINE EFFECT - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG10 -i-ri -r, i-i-,, ,,ri ,i--- n--i- -i-rn -rn-i -1-r ri, ,li r-r-rr,, II, r ri-,rri­
0 2 




a-40 4 z 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 es ze 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





CVLSWT TEST 579-0 IW AT - 55iE1 





FLAPS a Bog REFL 
REFS 
XMRF 




YMRF 0,BO0 I1N 
z MRF O:10011 IN 
SCALE a 0175 
PAGE 21,2 
LONGITUDINAL CHAR,. - CRUISE ENGINE EFFECT - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG 
TT.17 

.06 __ __ __ 

















- - 4 - a z 4 6 a 10 12 14 is is 20 22 24 26 ED 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 51.00L CCNFIOURATION DESCAIFTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCT066) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579- 0 BIW3ATI-55 BLIA 0.909 ELE'VTR 0.000 REFS 316.2304 so IN 
fRC76711 0 CVLSWT TEST S79-_ Bl 3A/1-55EI RUDVTR 0.090 FLAPS 0.010 REFL 50.1900 IN 
?RCTGTG) 0 CVLSWT TEST 519-5 61WATI-55E3 REFS 7.3500D IN 



























-a..... 5.I.W tL..L LtL ... L.L. iW LL± 4L±. t.L.J t L .J. . . .L. . .4 LL .LLL . .~t± 

.00 .5 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 
 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
DATA SET StaB C4FJIURATICW DESCRIPTION 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RC706I 0 CVLSWT TESr 579-0 BlW3AT1-55 BETA 0.000 ELLVTR 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SU IN1KC707j 0 cvLSWr TEST 579-0 IW3AT1-55EI RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN
IKC1G66 0 'CVLSWT TEST 579-0 SIW3AT1-55E3 RFREFS 7 3500 IN 
SFOILR 0.000 
 XMRP Z9 5920 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN
 
.ACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0115 
PAGE 214
 
LONGITUDINAL CHAR, - CRUISE ENGINE EFFECT - STRAIGHT WING AFT - V-TAIL=55DEG 









o 0.5 -- ______ - ___0.7 
z 
Lii 
o 0.4 ____ ____ 




0.2 I I 
"001.0:7 LT .02 -02 -,04 -. 05 -. 08 -. 10 -.12 -.14 -.16 - -.20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATIat DESCRIPTION FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCTO6i 0 CVLSWT TEST 679-0 BIWSATI-55 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0,OO REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
1RC7071) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3ATI-55E1 RUDVTR 0.000 FLAFS 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
4RC'0'Q) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlWATI-55E3 REFB 7.3500 IN 
SPOILR 0.000 XMRP 39.390 IN 
YRP 0.0000 IN 
ZRF 0.0000 IN 





LONGITUDINAL CHAR. - CRUISE ENGINE EFFECT - STRAIGHT WING AFT - TAIL OFF













.1. __ ___ - - ''__ 7 7 7 -.. ... -- _ _ ._. . . 
0 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 2 2 4 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
tRCTDT6, 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3A BLTA 0 000 FLAPS 0.000 REFS 316.2304 So IN
RCT072; 0 CLSWT TEST 579-0 SIW3AEl
(AC77S 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BRI3AES SPOILR 0 Qua 
 REFL 50.2900 IN
(RC774 A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 8113AE4 REFS 7 3900 IN
 








LONGITUDINAL CHAR. - CRUISE ENGINE EFFECT - STRAIGHT WING AFT - TAIL OFF
 
- -2 G 2 4 a 10 12 14 is 18 20 2- 24' 2 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA ST SYMBO CCWI6URAT:ON DE3CRIFTICM FARANETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AC7076) 0 CYLswr TEST 579-0 BIW3A BETA O.6DO FLAPS 0.000 REFS 316.23040 SO IN 





CVLSWT TEST 579-0 SB 3AE3 







fAC70751 t CVLSWT TEST 579-9 BIW3AE5 YMRP D.0000 I1I 
ZRF a 0000 IN 
MACH 0.2$9 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 217 
















,,-. 01 4 1 LL 
-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . .. . 
- - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 ED 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF&URAT:CN DESCRIFTIN FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC0T76 C CVLSWT T95T 579-0 h 3A BETA 0 000 FLAPS 0 000 REFS 316.2304 So IN 
6707Z) 0 eVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3AEI 5FOILR B.ODG REFL 50.i9a0 IN 
'RC73Y * CVLSUT TEST 579-0 BIWIAE3 REFL 5500 IN 






















.00OO .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .3$ .40 .45 .50 .55 .G0 .65 .70 .75 .80 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA 55T 5THBOL C¢wFIGU9ATI Cf ESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRC70761 - CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlTJ3A 

















CVLSWT TEST 579-9 8 IW3AE3CVL5wT TEST 579-0 IIW3AE4 











ZHAPSCALE 0.0000 a 0175 IN 
PAGE 219
 
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 















.1 o08 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -,is -i's -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET 5T1B&1 CCMFIGURATICM DESCRIFTICV PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{AC70T76 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW3A BETA 0.000 FLAPS 0.00D REFS 316.2304 S IN
 
tRC7U72J C CVLSWT TEST 579-0 SIW3AEl SFOLR 0.009 REFL 50 1900 IN

IRC07T3J 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BW3AES REF 7. 3500 IN(RC7074) A CVLSUT TEST 579-a 8SW3AE4 XNRF 29.3920 IN
 
CRC715, CVLSW TEST 5r9-0 914AES 
 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
.ACM 0.259 SCALE 0.0(175 
PAGE 220
 
VERTICAL TAIL EFFECTIVENESS - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES - STRAIGHT WING BASIC P0S. 











mj -. 019 lr~l 
U -. 020
-. 018! 
S-.020 l -I~1 I I 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
gooro 9) 0 
ItD6757) i 
PAC" 
6 0 2 4 6 6 ITT 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONF16UFATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CYLSWT TEST 579-0 Bl I IST1-99VI SLT 0.000 ELEVTR 






20 22 24 26 28 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50.1ava IN 
REFB 7 3500 IN 
XHRF 29 .3920 IN 
YR. 0.0210 IN 
ZMRP -2 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 075 
PA2E 221 




























-o -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 Is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C fI&URYIt DESCRIFTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
VQ57049, C CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-90VI BETA 0 000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SO IN 
fD7057El CVLSWT TEST 579-5 SIWI-15T1-90 RUDDER 0.OO FLAPS 0.o00 REFL 50 1900 IN 
REFS 7.3500 IN 
SFO!LR 0.000 	 XMRP 29.53920 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 'IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 























-o0 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 2, 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBnt COFI6URA71ON DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
007?049) 0 CVLS.T TEST 5 79-0 BIWI-ISTI-95VI BETA 0.000 ELEVTR a can REFS 316 2304 SO IN 




























o -. 05 ___ 
I-.­
1 0 -4 -2 -3 -4 -5 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S.000 MACH 0.Z59 FLAPS 0.010 REPS 316.Z354 SO IN -
o 4.505 SPOILR 1.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
6.0 REFS
XHR 
7 350029 3920 ININ 
YHRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 I*N 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15 (N37041) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 224
 
________ 


















hI C VALUES .. STA iIt. FSt_YNSQIALh$ *. FARAHE, SLIP ANLEifff INFORMATION . 
S-1 -2 -3 -4 -5 - 7 a 9 -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
syNBO.L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 MACH 0.259 FLAPS 0.95, REFS al_6 2304 SQ IN 
O 4.090 SFOILR 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
0 S.Goo REFBXNRF 7.350029.3920 IN IN 
YNRP 0,0000 IN 
ZHRF O.DO0 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.D175 





















S 0 1 2 3 -4 -5 6 - 7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 v0.l0 MACH 0.259 FLAFS 0.05 
 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN
 
0 4.00 SFOILR 0.015 REFL 50.1900 IN
 
REFS 7.3500 IN0 8.15XNRP 29.3920 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0D175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15 CN37041) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 226
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - BODY TAIL DATA - V-TAIL=55DEG 
1.6 rr-r I-III -II -'I Ifl -,-I ,-l -rl-r -rI II II I I Il
111 














- - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SyN-sOf BETA FARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o - 4.000 MACH 0.259 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SO IN
 
o o.00 RUO/Th 1.19 
 REFL 50 1900 IN
 RE S 7.3500 IN 
XNRF 29.3920 IN 
YHRF o.0000 IN 
ZIRF 0.o000 IN 
SCALE .o01T5REFERENCE F!LE CONVAIR T70-AE-12 
CVLSWT TEST 379-0 BlTl-55 (RC7078) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 227
 












0.2 _ _ 
0.0 
-0.1 - - - - - - - - -_ _ 
-0.2 DA 
.DO .05 .10 1 2 .25 .30 .3 0 .5.5 
DRGCOEFFICIENT. CD 
SYMBOL- BETA FAARETRIC VALUES 
O - 4.051, HACH 0.259 ELEVIR 0.Gog 
0 1.170, RIJDVTR 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR 7N70-AE-IZ 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BITI-55 CRC7O7S) 
.0 .5 .0 .73 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 00 
REFL 50.1900 I NREFS 7.3500 IN 
CNRP 29.3920 IN 
flIRP a.GODS IN 
ZNRF 0.000 IN 
SCALE 0.0175 
02 OCT 70 PAGE 228 
.0 
IN4 



















.10 .00 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 06 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBCL BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o - 4.00, MACH 0.259 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 316 04 SQ IN 




XMRF 29.3920 IN 
YMRF 0,0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TNlO-AE-12 SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BITI-55 	 (RC7078) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 229
 
RODY-TAIL DATA SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES V-TAIL=55DEG
 



























-.015 6 4 -2 	 4 6 12 14 16 is 2a 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
STm8- MAC. FARAIETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 0.259 BETA 0.100 ELEVTR 0.Eo0 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 






YHRF 0 OD0 IN
 
ZNFP 0 0000 IN
 
SCALE a 0175
DATA MIST. CODE F 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BITI-55 	 CO87077) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 230
 
BODY-TAIL DATA - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES - V-TAIL=55DEG 
w 




















- -s1 - - 4 -2 0 2 4 081 0 12 24 £6 ±8 20 22 24 26 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5M3'- IIAH RAXE1RJC VALUES REFERENCE JNFORNATION 
-o0010 TET590BT-5\B07)1 O 0 PG 3
0 .259 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 3±$.2304 so IN 
Rd¥R OQ 0 REFL 5041900 IN 
O~0 E4YR INEFO 7.3500 
XNRP 29.3920 IN 
YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
BAI $57.COE SALE$ 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1T1-55 C0B7077) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 231
 






















-- 0 4 a - 6 -­4 -­ a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 A2 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
-
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.259 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.o11 REFS 316.Z304 A IN 






XRP .9 3920 ;N, 
YHRP a GOODQ IN 
CODE AATA AISTT .F ZmRPSCALE 0 OOD0DE0175 IN 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BITI-55 (EB7077) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 232 






















-6 -4 -2 0 2 
STMBOL CCNFIURATION DESCRIFTIt 
0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 111 
0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7615 
0 CVLSWT TEST 519-0 37WSVI 
A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 S7SVIE2 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 67W5VIE2 2 
MACH 0.259 
4 6 3 10 IF 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ftTA 0.000 
1 20 2z 24 26 28 
IEFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
REFL 50.1900 iN 
REFS 7.3500 IN 
XNRF 33.9090 IN 
Y.RF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF a0000 IN 
SCALE 0.075 
PAGE 233 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING
 
. I6 4, 2 9I 2 4 6 4 1 is ,2. 2 '24 . . 4i 
-
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CfFI4URA1IG* CESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES RErEREM(E INFORMATION 
InC7'11, C CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87 0.TA000 REPS 316.2304 SO IN 
.RC7I09) 
ARC?0G3' 0 
C CVLSWIT TEST 579-0 87W5 







cRC,:oz, A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VYE2 XIRP 33.9090 IN 






MACH 1.Z59 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 234 















- -- _ _ - - _1_ 1 14 16 18 20 22 ?4 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO COWFGURATION DESCRIJPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
.0C7130 CVLSWT TEST 579-r B7 BA 6.00D REFS 316.2304 S IN
)RC7110 CVLSWT TEST 579:0 871 REFL 5 1900 IN
 
6C07031 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0rT SVI REFS 7.3500 IN
 
(RCT1Z a CVLSST TEST 579-0 75VIEZ XHRF 33 9090 IN
 
' IRN CVlSWT TEST 579-0 B7WSVIEL2Z YNRP 0 0000 IN
 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN
 

















-00 .05.10 .15 .20 
DATA SET SYMBOL CtFIOURAIcN DESCRIPTION 
IAC71:31 C CVLSWT TEST 579-0 17 
fRC7109J 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5 
LRC70S3I 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87USV1 
(AC7j0Z) A CvLsu TEST 579-0 87W5V1E2 
(KC71N01 b CVLST TEST 579-0 .7W5VIE202 
MACH oZ59 
.Z5 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 
CRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 
.60 .65 .70 .75 .80 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 316 2304 aG IN 
REFL 50 1900 in 
REFS 7.3500 IN 
XMRF 33.9090 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHFf 0.0o0 IN 
SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 236 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- DELTA WING 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 ___ / 
-
















Z 7 V dIIIIA llOA UIl II III l lItr rIII 
-10 .03 .00 .04 .02 .00 .02 -.04 -.06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 2 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CC*FIOURATIc* DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tRC71131 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7 SEA 0.t00 REFS 316 2504 SO IN 
&C7$09 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 8?W5 REFL 50 1900 IN 
tRC7G83, 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-S TW5VI EFO 7.3500 IN 
(RC?1O2I A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 STWSVjEZ XMRF 53.9090 IN 
iRC71l0C CVLSUT TEST 579-0 7 5V1E2G2 YHRP 0 0000 IN 



















4 2 a 2 4 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET 5$NBOL CNFrIUFArION CESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC7II4 
LSC7QSA4 0 
CVLSW7 TEST 579-5 87 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W3V1 
















ZHRP 0.0000 IN 
MACH OIZ59 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 238 





















- -4 a 0 2 6 a 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES 
18 Zu 22 24 26 ze 





CYLSWT TEST 579-0 B7 
C 5 T TEST 57:-6 8TW5VI 







REF8 7.3500 IN 
XHRF 33.9090 IN 
YHRF D.GDOO IN 
MACH U.25 ZMR PSCALE 0 50000 0175 IN 
PAGE 239
 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP- LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING - BETA=-8 DEG
 











-. 8 6 -4 - 0 a 4 a 10 1 2 14 16 B8 20 22 24 26 za 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFJOURATIN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. RC71141
*C70841 
Q0 CYLSWT TEST 379-0 87 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BTWSVI 






R;FB 7 3500 IN 
XHRP 33 9090 IN 
YNRP a-0009 IN 
ZHRF 1 0000 IN 













a 6 4 z a 2 4 6 a Oto 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 










CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87 
CLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5 
CYLSWT TEST 519-0 B7WSVI 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W6VIEZ 
CYLSWI TEST 579-0 87WSVlE2 2 















ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 241 
.15 








hi-.05 - _ __ 
-.35 
6 4 a G 2 4 6 1 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 





CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87 
CvLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5 







R cloo51 0 CVL "T TEST 579-0 BTWSY1 REFS 7 3300 in (RC7103J a CYLSWT TEST 579-0 5714SVI{E XMRP 33:9090 IN 
(QC%-Oz' t CVLSWT TEST 579-D BTWSVIE202 YMRP 0.DODO 1IN 
ZHRF a 0000 IN 
.ACH 025 SCALE 0 017 
PAGE 242 
__ 
CONFIG1JRATION BUILDUP- LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING - BETA=-4 DEG 














-5. B ..6 4 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 Is ia 20 22 24 as 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET STM30L CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R<71153 CVL$WT TEST 579-0 67 BET4 - 4.00D REFS 316 2304 SG IN 
(RC1108) CYLSWT TEST 579-0 07W5 REFL 50.1900 IN 
fRCTOSS; 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5VI REFB 7.35DO IN 
(RC71C3) CVL5WT TEST 579-D 87W5VIE2 XMRP 33.9090 IN 
(RC7101) CVLSWT TEST 579-1 S7W5VlE2GZ YMEF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF O.0000 in 
MACH C.259 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 243 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP - LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS -DELTA WING - BETA=O DEG 



















-.05 - __ __ 
-. 10 
- 6 -4 - 2 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFISURATION DESCRIPTION 
iRC7113l CVLSWT TEST 579-0 57 
RC71093 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5 
(RC7?G5J 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BTWSVI 
(Rc71 Z A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5VIE2 
(RC710 ) b CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BTWVIEZG2 
MACK, 0.259 
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0 000 
1a E2 24 26 28 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 5Q IN 
REFL 50 1900 IN 
REFB 7.3500 IN 
XNRF 33.9090 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 244 












.. . . . . . . . 
- - -4 0 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 426 11 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF3 I.ATION DESCRIPTION 
(RCYI131 0 CVLSWT TEST S79-0 B7IRC7$0DIT CVLS TEST 57-9 875 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES a0.000 REFERENCE A FORHATION REFS 316 2304 SG INREFL so1900 IN 
-.C70031 0 CVLSWT TEST ST9-0 5?W5Vl REFB 7.3500 in 
'RC71SIS N CVLSWT TEST 579-D B7WETUIEo XRF 33 9390 IN 
(RC71S10 h CVLS'T TEST 579-0 875VlE2GZ YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0a000 IN 













Z -. 15 
__ __ 















_ _ I_ 
-a -e -4 - z 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET StfCI. CC"FIOAUA1ION VESCRIFTICn FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RCT11j3 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 67 
 BETA 0 000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
R(17ug91 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 a7 W5 REFL 50 1900 IN (RC10S33 0 CVLSW TEST 579-0 87W3VI REFB 7.3500 IN
IKClUOZI A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 SWSVIEZ XMRF 33 9090 IN
,AC71 1 OCVLSWT TEST 579-0 85V1E262 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0 SITS 
PAGE 246
 






C .10 EF 190 
-.15 5_10_I 
ANGLEXmRAIHNDGRE 33 9TT9g 
YHRF O.OO0O IN 
ZHRF 0:0000 IN 
REFERENCE F!LE CVAIK TN7S-AE-LZ SA 007 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 67 CRC7114) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 247 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS 
.15 
-_-
LLI~~ - .0 












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREESI
 
SY.BO"L BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
5 9  0 - 8.0"5 MACH 9.2 REFS 316 2304 SO IN
0 - ZEFL 50.1900 in 
0 .RO EFS 7.3500 IN 
0.50HRP 
 33 9090 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 10 
ZMRP O.O0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TN70-AE-12 SCALE 0.0175 
VLS-T TEST 579-0 B7 (RC7114) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 248
 
--
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS 


















-. 30 7 
-. 55__3__ 
-.40-- 	 - - I-__ 
-.4 -6 -4 -2 0 a 4 6 10a 12 14 16 1 20 22 24 26 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
syNSOI. BETA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o - 0.000 HACH 5.259 REFS 316 2304 SO IN 
REFL 50 1900 IN 
REFB 7.350 IN 
- 4.0 
o 	 0.G0 XNRP 33 9090 IN
 





REFERENCE F!LE CON'.AIR TH70-AE-12 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87 	 (RC71143 02 OCT 70 PAGE 249
 














_ _ _ _ 
.t..LW .L~ {4i tLL iitJ. J. J..Li 4..X- Wi .LLL A LL 4.4.LI t.t-W 
6 4 z 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 $s 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF AT-TACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Y.50. 	 SETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q _ 4.0o HACH 0.259 ELEVON 0.00 REFS 316 2304 So IN 
0.500 AILRCN 0.0s0 	 REFL 50 1900 INREFB T.3500 IN 
XMRF 33 9090 IN 
YHRP 0 o0 IN 
ZNRP a. 0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TU70-AE-12 SCALE 0.0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5 	 (RC7108) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 250
 
LATERAL CHAPACTERISTICS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS
 
.15 





-o3 - - 4 -Z a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 2& 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYHBCri. BETA FAFAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORiFATION 
o - 4.055 NACH O.Z59 ELEVON a "o REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50 1900 INO 0.000 AILRC*I 0.000 REFS 7.3500 IN 
XNRF 33.9090 IN 
YNRF a.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0 0O0 IN
 
SCALE 0.0175 
FEFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TN70-AE-12
 




.30 * i-r1 -11 -.­ r-r- - DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS-'-i- -r-ll,-ijIr- -,- J iJl~-rl plfl l l rrl 





-. 10 I II 




-. 25 F in 
REF 7.350 I 
-,- - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 13 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
-.40 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 0.00 1 
VSMBOLBETA FA5AETF1C VALUe5 REFERENCE INFORAION 













REFER£nCE FZLE CONVAIR 1N70-AE-I2 SAE 007 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5 (RC7I08) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 252 










L -.,.I~2...W WS -6 -4 -2 
- L. LL2 4 6 . LL..L-.CL 12 . 14 16 20 22 24 26 280 8 10 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SrPS&- SETA FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S .500 NACH 0.259 ELEVO 0 000 REFS 316.2304 50 IN
 
- 4.55 AiLRON S.000 RUDDER 0 O REFL 50.1900 IN
 






ZNRP 0 0000 IN
 
REFEFENCE F-LE CONVAIR TN7N -AE-IZ SCALE 0 0175
 




 DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS
 
'20 .......... . ...
... .... J....




















-a - 4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 i8 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
SyIMS BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES RFERENCE rNFORMATION 
- 6.015 MACH 0.259 ELEVON 0.100 REFS 316 2304 S9 IN 
4.050 AILRCU 0.000 RUDGER a 009 REFL 50.1900 INREFS 7 3500 IN
 
9.000 XNRF 33 9090 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE a 0175 REFERENCE FLE CONVAIR TNI-AE-12 
1 TEST
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI CRC7084) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 254
 


















Z-.35-. 40 _ _­
S-.45
 
.-5 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 25 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNS5t SET. FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORlIATION 
0 - 9.000 MACH 0.259 ELEVON 0.009 REFS 316.2304 SQ EN 
0 - 4.105 
oo 









YARF 0 . 090a IN 
ZRF a.6060 IN 
REFERENCE F!LE COhVAJR TN70-AE-12 
SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5V1 (RC7084) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 255 
02 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS 





_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ - _ _ _





- 4 2 
 2 





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DOEF-ES
 
REFERENCE I-FOR-ATION
4.055 ACH 0.259 ELEVC, 9.000 






REFB 7 .3500 IN 
XMRF 33 9090 Im 
THRFZoRF a 00000.05o :NIN 
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR T1470-AE-12 SCALE 0.0175 
ZVLSWT TEST 579-0 7W5VIE2 (RC7103) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 256 
tATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS 
.15- __ 






-a - - - a a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 i s 20 22 24 26 2 
ANGLE [IF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL. ,TA PARA-4ETRIC VALUES REERENCE INFORMATION 
-4.11 5 HACH 0.259 ELEVOt/ 9.15u REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
O.SV0 AILRON C.015 RUDDER 0.,at" REFL 50 190D IN 
REF 7.3500 IN 
.MRF 33,9D90 IN 
YHRF 0,0000 IN 
ZMRF a noun IN 
REFEREN;CE F!LE CONVAIR T'N70-AE-12 SCALE 0 .0175 
Z:VLSWT TEST 5179-0 B7W5VIE2 (RC7103] 02 OCT 70 PAGE 257
 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS
 
U 05.10 


















__ _ _--_ _ .20_ _ 
-j - 25 Ba-
-. 40___ 
AC 5 EL____ -. RES 31 34 oI 
c .B65 A!.RCN 0 "a, RUDDER 
REFERENCE F!LE CNVAIC 








































0 2 -14 1 is 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SIMB - ETA 
-.O ACn 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 259 ELEVON 0.00 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
o 0.r0 AILQd. 0.g0o RUDDER- 1.000 REFL 5.1900 IN 
REFS 7.3500 Im 
XNRP 33.9090 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
FEFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TNT-AE-Ia SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87WRVIE2G2 (RC7101J 02 OCT 70 PAGE 259 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS
 
.15 _ _ -­
_ _ _ _ _ __ I 
.10 
uI 
_ - _ 
z










SVSTT'T5908WVEG RTO}0 C 0 PG 6 
S-.4 




-2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA," DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH o259 ELEVON 0.515 
AILRON U*n RUDDER C 050 
REFERENCE F!LE COUVAIR TH70-AE-12 
is 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 SG 
REFL 50.190, 1 N 
REFB 7 3500 1 N 
XMRP 33 9090 1 N 
YMRP G.OD30 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0 175 
IN 
8 



















-t58-4 -6 - o 12 14 16 18 21 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 



















REFB 7 3500 IN 
AMRF 33 9090 IN 
YMRF 0 0000 IN 
Z4RP 0.0000 IN 
REFEFENCE F!LE CONVAIR TN7 -Ag-12 SCALE 0 0175 
CVISWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VlE2G2 (RC7101) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 261 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP -SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES - DELTA WING 










.. 026 ' 
- -. 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 0 12 14 16 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF' ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL, CONFIGURATI4 DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORIATION 
DS7±13 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87 SETA r.000 REFS 316.2304 50 IN 
037109 0 C.L5W TEST 5f9-0 B7W5 REFL 50.1900 IN.
 (D67053) 0 CVLSIT TEST 579-1 87U5V1 REFB 7.3500 IN
 








































-64 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL ,ONFIOURATION DESCRIFTION FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I87113) a CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87 EETA 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN
 
'08',O9' 0 CLSWT TEST I79-0 57W5 REFL 50.1900 IN
 
71093) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87WV1 REFS 73500 in
 




































6 - 4 - 2 
SYNSO{ CNFIGURATIC* DESCRIPTION 
0 CVLSWT TEST 519-0 57 
0 C LSWT TEST $79-0 07W5 
0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 67WSV1 




a 10 1z 14 16 
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
6ETA Oo.GQ 
1C, 2 '2 24 26 28 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 S-0 IN 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7 3500 IN 
XMRP 33.9090 IN
Y3RP 0 DODO IN 
ZMRP G .Ous IN 
SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 264 











-0.1 ___ _ / 	 __ ___ __ 
-a.3 a -6 -4 -2 0 2 0 8 104 	 1 14 10 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5.80L £LEVcm FARAUETIIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o -	 25.5o MACH 0.259 BETA 0.out REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
3 - 10.000 AILFP 0.S05 RU00ER 0.000 	 REFL 5.1900 INOSOREFG 	 7:3500 1Ih 
o 	 0.500 XMRF 33.9090 IN
 




REFERENCE FILE COhVAIR TN70-AE-12 
 SCALE D0075
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7WSVI 	 CRC7093) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 265
 




± r 1 pr r I-t __/__ flrfrlrrn.r-r--r '--­
- - -_______/-







-- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 to 20 zz 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Sy.ilse ELEVON FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - Z5.01 MACH 0.59 BETA 0.P00 REFS 31 2304 SQ IN 
O - 10.0 0 AILROt 0:.00 RUDDER 0 000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7.3500 IN0. 0.000 
 XMRF 35.9090 IN
 
Z5.000 





REFERE CE F!LE CONVAIR TN70-AE-12 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5VI CRC703) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 266 
















a 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 20 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 16 Be 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S PNMX CLEVO'N FARAMETRIC VALUES REECEIFORMATION 
5 all0G HACH 0.259 BETA 9.009O REF 316.2304 SQ IN 
1- 000D AILRON 0.000 RUDDER 0.100 " EFL 50 1900 IN 
0 OO REFS 7o31 D0 iN 
0 a00XMRF 33 9090 in
 
Z5 s°oG YHRF a .000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
REF£qECE FILE CONVAIR TNIO-AE-lZ SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5V1 (RC'7093) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 267
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS - DELTA WING 























.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 b55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
SYMBOL ELEVON PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - a,.00 MACH 0.Z59 BETA 9.000 REFS 316 2304 SO IN 
-0 - 10.000 AILROJ 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 50.1900 INREFS 7.3500 I1N
0 0.010oXRP 
 3.9090 INA a0oo YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TN70-AE-12 SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI (RC7093) D2 OCT 70 PAGE 268
 















-0.3. .QS .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 .24 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
SYIDOL ELEVC4 FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o - 25.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 . REFS 316.2304 So IN 
0 - 10.000 ILRON 0.000 RUDDER .000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
rEFB 7.3500 IN
o o.ooo XMRF 33.9090 IN
 








CVLSaT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI (RC7093) 02 OCT 70 PAGE 269
 
!INGITUJINAL CONTROL- DELTA WING"
 







1.1 -- - - -­















0.3 - _ __ 
-0.2
 
-G"4 -3; -30 -25 -EU -15 -10 -5 
 0 5 10 15 20 5 3U 35 40
 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SNBSO ALFhA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ol 0.000 4ACH 0,259 BETA 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SqIN 
ET 4.000 AILRO& 000 RUDDER REFS0.D00 REFL 50 1900 IN
7.3500 IN. 
o 8.00 XHRP 33 9090 IN 
A 11.o00 YHRF aoa000 IN, 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0175
 
DATA 17WI. I 7)E 

CVLSVT TEST) 579-0 87W5V1 CN4703) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 270
 














..40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 .15 20 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SY-3Ot ALFHA FARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
4,0D AILRCf 0.09 RUDDER c.CO0 REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7.3.00 IN





DATA f sr. CE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5V1 	 (N47093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 271
 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL - DELTA WING
 














o U.2 - ____-_ 
.10 
40 -33 -0 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
Sr'BC' ALFHA =ARAhETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 0.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 REFS 316.2304 $0 IN 
0 Sol AILRN 0.091g RUDDER 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
o s*or REFB 7.3500 IN0 MRF 3,.9090 IN 
A 12.00 YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZRF 0 0000 LN 
DATA MIST. CO E I SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-U B7W5VI (N47093) 10'NOV 70 PAGE 272
 




















4 2 14- a 4 6 10 12 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYBO- HACH FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.259 BETA 005 ELEVON - 25.000 REFS 316Z304 SQ IN 
0.000 REFL 5oL900 INAILRC . R 

'REFB 7.35D IN 
XNRF 33 9090 1N 
YNRF 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 0 0000 IN 
SIST 0 0175
CALE
DATA COD *F 
. 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI (DE7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 273
 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL DERIVATIVES - DELTA WING
 
. 070 . l. I .. . = , .. l J j , 

























- a - a 4 - z a 4 6 8 0 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 za 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5 3O MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5 .259 scTA 0-090 ELEVON - 25.000 REFS 316.Z304 So in 
AILRON O.Doo RUDDER 0.000 REFL so 1900 IN 
REFB 7:3550, A 
XHRP 33 .9090 :N 
YMRF 0 .cocaO l
ZH.0 0.O30O IN 
DATA MIST, C-E F 0.0S75SCALE 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87WV DE7093 10 NOV 70 PAGE 274
 
CVLSTST 79-0B7VVI 0E703} 0 NV 70 PAG 27
 







o -. 0020 





> -. 0032 







- -4 0 2 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 0 22 24 26 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH rAEAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




XMRF 33 9090 IN
YMRF 0 -20 IN 
'MR F 0 0000 INDATA COA *F GIST. C 	 SCALE .0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7WSV] 	 (0E7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 275
 








Li.~Z _ _ _ 
L_ 
.10 -­ 3 - 4 --­ 8 -9 -10 - -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
Sy.B _ AjLRC PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o O.VD° 10.100 MAHa CLEYC 0.259 1o.00 ALFHA RUDDER 0.0000.00) REFSREFL 316.230450.1900 SQ ININ 








a 0000 ININ 
CAE I SDTA SIST, SCALE 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI CN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 276 














1 0 - - - 3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -S -9 -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
sTrB"O AILRO. FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, .500 NACH 0.259 ALFHA 4.000 REFS 316,304 SO IN 
1O.Dol ELEVN C.DUO RUDDER o.0O0 RErL 50.1900 IN 
25.0" ZSG9'XMRF REF 7.3500533.909  IN 
YMRF D.0f00 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA HIST CODE I SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1W5Vi CN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 277
 














-. 10 579-0 BT_5V 1N47085)10 NOV 70 PAGE 278 
1 -10 -2 4 5 -6 -7 -O-81 	 1 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SY"3C1. AILROi 'ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORMATION 
o C.000 MACH 0.259 ALFHA $.000 REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
O 10.000 ELEVcOi 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
2500XMRF 	 33 9090 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 LN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I 	 SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5vl 	 (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 278
 







Li< -. 0 
.- 1 
-.. 15 	 . .i. l. L.. I..I--... .LL L i L.l l .. l L I A III.l.LLW.--	 ± 
0 1 -2 - 3 4 5 6 - 9 -10 	 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
STrBCE. AILR9C rARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O aO00 MACH 0.259 ALPHA 12.000 REFS 316 2304 So IN 
o 10.005 CLEVON 0.003 RUDOER 0.000 	 REFL 50.1900 IN REFB 7 3500 IN 




ZN F 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0175
DATA HIST. CODE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1 	 (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 279
 







2 5 4 - -6 - 7 - -9-1 i 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYN3Cq. AILRC" FARAMETRJC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORNATION 
o 5.D95 MACH O.259 ALFFIA 0 CIO 	 RE FS 316.2304 SO IN 
o 	 10.1150 ELEIctj "'GOD RUDDEF 0.oo0 REFL 50.1900 IN 
C 500REFS 7.3500 IN
o 	 5.00XHRP 33.9090 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 INl 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA nISr. CODE -SCALE 
C-VLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1 	 (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 28P
 
0.0175 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS -AILERON EFFECTIVENESS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATION 
.15 ____ ____ ___ _ 








-. 05 _ _ 
0 .1j 0 
-o 
I~ -. 10 
CLEVOW_ 0150 RDDR .10RFL so190 
__ _ 
0 Z5.GuD 















CrVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI CN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 281 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - AILERON EFFECTIVENESS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATION
 
.20 ,-.- , -	 I I I . i I 
.15 
z 







W 	 .0 . . . . . . . . . 
-. 35 1 -_ -_ -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -111 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SfMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 MACH 0.259 ALPHA S. ocil 	 REFS 316 2304 So IN 
0 	 11.001 ELEVON 0.0o RUDDER 0.000 REFL 50 1900 IN 
REFS 7:3500 IN1 
0 Z5.050 XHRP 33.9090 IN 





DATA H ST. CODE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BTW5V] 	 (N47085) 10 NOJV 70 PAGE 282 
LATERAL rHARArTCD ISTCS AILERON EFFECTIVENESS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATION 
-ii I 
JI .05 










-1 - -, 4-0 6 -r - - 9 -:0 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYNBOL A1LRC FARAI4ETfIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 0.000 MACH 0.259 ALFHA 12.000 REFS 316 2304 SQ iN 
o 0.0000 CLEVON 0.00a RUDOER 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 






DATA MIST. COVE I 

oz.ooo 335.9so0 IN 
SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5v1 CN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 283
 
_ _ 







_ _ _ _ ____ 
-1 .05 
c(l 
z (-3 .20-. 0 








_5__I RF-.35 7 

zMRF a 0iiI IN 
1 0 - - 2 - 3 -4 - 5 -G6 - 7 -O8 - 9 -10 -11 -Is 
o4F .... a- SIDE SLFP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES IN 
sysfi-- A1L c* PAaAHEThJC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.OOI MACH I.0T0 .259 ALMHA REFa 316.2304 S IN 
o E.STo LEVO 0.000 RUDDER 00001 REFL 50.1900 INorREFS 7 3500 INS 25.450 XNRP 33 9090 IN 
YMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZHRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA HIS?. COVE I SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 573-0 67W5V1 CN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 28 4
 




















.4-0 1 - 3 4 5 6 9 l-1 -2
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
sy.30L Al LRON FARAMET91C VALU55 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .150 MACH 11.259 ALFHA 4 100Q REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 








YMRF , ODO IN 
ZMRF 0,Gaao IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0,0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7WSVI CN470B5) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 285
 












Z -. 15____ 
z
 






___ 7.350__ IN___ 
(2HR .. 





CLSWT TET590-75I(N78)10NV7 	 PG 8
i
-.40 _ '-.' _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 	 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
- 14 0 -1I -2 -3 - 4 -5 6 -7 -8B -9 -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SINBr-". AILROn FAEANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C .900 WACe 0.259 ALPHA 8.000 	 REPS 3±8.2304 SQ IN 
C 	 19.900 EtEVOfl 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN
 
REPS 7%3500 IN
0 25.000 	 XMRF 33 9090 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IS 
ZMRP 0.0000 15 
DAA |S* O |SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TESI 579-0 87W5V1 	 (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 286
 

























____ _ I~ I l __i __ I ll_ I I___ __1 1 
I 
I___l Il Ill l I I I I l i lI 
S0 - - -35 - 4 - 5 -60 - -28 -9 -0 1 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SfLSB A TE 5LR- F V VALUES10 (NA47ETR85 REFERENCE 2NFORNATION
 
o o.oso MACN 0.259 ALFNA 12.000 REFS 316 2304 SO IN
 
0 10.000 ELCVCJ 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 RErL 50.1900 IN
 







DATA MIST. CODE I AE 0o7 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI tN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 287
 



















a 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAT MST CDE *FSC4LE 

SIMBOL BETA ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4-000 MACW 0.259 ELEVON 0.190 REFS 316.23C4 SO IN 
0.00, AILROW 0.000 RUDDER 0.0u, REFL 5 .1,900 IN 
EF8 7.3500 IN 
XMRF 33.9{190 IN 
YMRF 0 00OO IN 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 67W5VI (0A7085) i0 NO V 70 PAGE 288 









w 1.000o .0040 0 RUDR- vL __l - -~f 5 -.:90 I 
.0030 
.005 
R E B 735O I 
o .0045 
.001LE - 0 _7 
wAAHS.CO 
CVSTTS 7- 75o(078) l O 0 PG 8 
.003B TEST 51 
5yNDATA A HIE CODAETI* AUE SCAL NE0 NFR1,, O 
L -. 004 
w
 




























-. 01 a --6 -4 - 0 4 6 - a 0 I 14 i 18 20 2 24 26 
ANGLE OF yATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
51.00L BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 4.000 MACH I.29 ELEVO 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SO IN
 
0 	 0.000 AILRC*N 0.000 RUDDER O.000 REFL 50.1900 IN
 
REFO 7.3500 IN
XMRF 33.9090 IN 
YNRF 0.000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.07
DATA MIST. CODE * 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI 	 (DA7085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 290
 

















10 15 20 30 -5 35 40 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON, DEGREES
 
S,.fO& ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.090














ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE I SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 27W5VI (N47083) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 291 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS - AILERON EFFECTIVENESS - DELTA"WING CONFIG. - BETA=ODEG 










10-. 00 25 30 35 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, AILRON, DEGREES 
51.80t. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0 M*OACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 REFS 316.2304 so 
4.00r, C'EVOW/ 0.050 RUDDER 0 009 REFL 50.1900 IN 
0 8.01, REFS 7.3500 IN 
XMRP 33 9090 INlz. oo YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0000O IN 
DATA MIST. CODE 1 SC4LE 0.0175 


























-1 20 25 30 35 40
 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, AILRON. DEGREES
 





























ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0 aT's 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 27W5VI (N47083) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 293 











AILERONBEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON, DEGREES
 
SY50tC'. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















IN IZ.o00 YMRF D.0000 IN 
ZMRF O.OaOO IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TE5T 579-0 B7W5VI (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 294
 














.35 0 t5 20 as 3o 35 40 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON, DEGREES
 
SyNa ALF.A FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a C.DOD MACH 0.259 BETA - 4.059 REFS 316.as 4 so IN 
0 4.0115 ELEYON 0.901 RUDDER 000 REEL 50 19U0 IN 





iz.050 YHRP G.0000 in 





CVLSriT TEST 579-0 B7W5V1 (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 295
 























0 5 10 20 25 30 35 40
 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, AILRON, DEGREES
 





























IZ.900 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST, CODE I SCALE 0.0175 
:VLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI CN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 296 
DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS - RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATION
 
- P 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. eETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL RUDDER FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ID 0, 50 MACH G.Z59 ALFHA 0.0r, REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
2SZ.10C120.05 ELrVON 0.09D AILRO 0.100 REFLREFB 50 19007 3500 ININ 
XMRF 33 9090 IN 
ZoRP 0.0000 IN 
DATA HISTo COE I SCALE a 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7WSVl (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 297 
_ _ __ _ _ 
_ _ 













.0 0s EEO 10.0 IRN 90uRF 
1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 50 -6~ -7~ -8~ YR I or 1 IN 






O 0.59AD AEN .0RF 0 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE I 
ZVLSWT TEST 579-0-87W5V (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 298
 







-. 15 Lt . L_ 
S 0 -1 -2 -3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - a - 9 -12 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
slTaCL RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0oG' 5 ACH 0.259 ALPHA e.991 REP$ 316.2304 SQ IN 
0 10.01 ELEVON 9.000 AILRON 0.9DO REFL 50.1900 I 
2G.OGD REFS 7,3500 N 
XMRP 33 9090 IN 
YHRF a .0900 IN 
ZMRF 0.O000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0 0175 
.VLSWTTEST 579-0 B7W5V0 CN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 299 











0 -1 2 -3 4 - -. - 9 -10 -12 -12 
SIDE SLIVP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
5Y5" RUDDER FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOKHATION 
0 5°.o0 MACH 0.259 ALPHA Iz.00 REFS 316.Z304 SO IN 
o 10.000 ELEVCN 0.000 AILRcJ 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 7.3500 IN






SCALE 0:0175DATA HIST. COOE I 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI CN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 300
 















-.35 1 0 - z 3 -4 - - -7 - -9 -1-! -2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL RUDDER FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 5GS MACH G.Z59 ALFHA 11.900 REFS 316.Z304 SQ IN 
0 1O.090 ELEVONl 0-090 AI LEON 0.000 REFI, 50.1900 IN 





YHRF 6.00aa I N 
ZMRF a DoaO IN 
DATA HIST. CODE I SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI CN47085) 10 NOV 70 .PAGE 301
 


















1 0 -7 -2 -3 4 -5 -6 -7 -a 9 -1 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
srnDCt RUDDER FARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0.'000 HACH 0.a259 ALPHA 4.000 REFS 316.2304 so IN 
10o,500 ELEVOft 0.000 AILkON 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
o ao.ooo rEFDXHRF 7 3500 a3 9090 IN IN 
YHRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF O.O00 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.075 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 a7WsVi (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 302 
-33 










I -. i 
-08
 
.4.-I-.&.J...~~~~~~~~~~~~A.. a [.A Lt W .4 LS.tI tL.L .. JJ.L I- . . .Z .A . .t.. .. . S. .±4 . ... . .I

S 0 -I - 2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
5ymOc RUDDER FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 00 MACH 0.259 ALFHA 8.000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
0 10.000 ELEved 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFL 
0 I REF 
50.19007 3500 INI  
XMRP 33.9090 IN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1 IN47085J 10 NOV 70 PAGE 303 
__ 







u-I 10Ia -. 05 








- .2 1_____4, 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
5Y143 RUDDER FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o O.000. MACH 0.259 ALFHA 12.000 REFS 316 2304 SG IN 
O 1G.0 ELLC* 0.090 AILRCN 0.00a REFL 50.1900 IN 
ZO.SOO SXMRP REFS 7.350033.9090 ININ 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA MIST. COVE I SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5VI (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 304
 





U -. 05 
U-
IL 
o -. 1s 




a 4 5 7 9 -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SyMBOL RUDDER FARAMETRIjC VA'.UES REFERENCE INFORMATION 












YHRF 0.000 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA MIST. COCE SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7WSVI (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 305 
.20 
I 
DIRECT;4ONAL CHARACTERISTICS - RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATION 
Lii 




ZD -. 15 A E E Gw 
.j -. 25 
n­
~j -. 25__ 
_ 
SYMBO'L RUDDER 
- . 00D.399 ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES AL H A 1 0 -i-2 -3 4.00 04 5 OZ- -
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 36 2304 so 
- 0-j -g1 N-1 




a 000 1 NIN 
I SATADMEIST N SCALE 0.075 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BTW5VI CN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 306
 
DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS - RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS - DELTA WING CONFIGURATION 
.20 
-15 










0o259 ALPHA 8.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
.1.0D°O 
ZV.5,00 
















CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7A5LV F N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 307 
.25 














1 0 - 1 - 2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -6 -9 -10 -11 -1z, 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
STHS- RUDDER FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 r.000 MACH .259 ALPHA 12.flO0 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
o 1.00 ELEVC 0.000 AIL$0 e30oo REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFB 7.3500 IN 
21.ou XMRF 33.909D IN 
YHRF a.1000 IN 
ZNRF 0.0100 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I 
SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1 tN47085) 10 NOV 7-0 PAGE 308 
U-I 
















- .00295 - - ­ ,

.00270 
o w .00275 
(3 
.J - 6 4 2 z 4 111 12 14 16 is 20 22 04 26 28 
~ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 



















XHRF 33 .9090 1 N 








CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI LDR7085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 309
 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL DERIVATIVES -;DELTAWING CONFIGURATION
 
m-. r m mn r i-r 
-. 0050 . . . . . . . . . . . 







O -. 0050 
0 








O -. 0051 
- .00 1" -­
SYa-6 4 a 2 4 a a 10 12 14 16 18 20 2 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
$¥MO_ BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o - 4.59B MACH 1.259 ELEVON 0.00, REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
0.0D AILROfN 0.000 RUDDER 0.0ti REFL 50.1900 INREFS 7:3500 IN 
XNRF 33.9090 IN 
YNRF 0.000 IN 
ZNRF 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0175
DATA HIST. CODE *F 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5V1 (DR7085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 310 
- - - - --

























- a - -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 to 20 22 24 26 a8 
C 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
5y7 B& SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
' - 4.0O, MACH 0.259 ELEVON 0.0o0 	 REFS 316. 2304 SO IN 
REFL 1.51900 INo C.00 AILROt 0 00 RUCOER 0.000 	 REFS 7 .3500 IN 
XMRF 33.9090 IN 
YHRP a.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
DATA HIST. CODE *F 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1 	 (DR7085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 311
 
______ 
_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 












_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_
.4 0 lo 15 
 20 25 30 35 
 40_____ 
- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
 
RUDOEROEFLECTION ANGLE, RUDDER, DEGREES
 
SNBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
O 0.00 MACH 0.259 BETA fl.Oro REFS 316.2304 so In 
4.000 ELEVON 0.00 AILRON 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
o .50 REFS 1 3500 IN
 
XNRP 33 9090 IN
A ,Z.o00 YHRF 0.0000 IN
 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE I SCALE O.Oi±7 
CVLSWT TEST 5-79-0'67W5V1 CN47083) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 312
 














-. 30510 is 20 25 30 35 40 
RUDDER DEFLECTION ANGLE. RUDDER. DEGREES
 
SYHB -L ALFMA FARAPETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMIATION 
0 9 050 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 REFS 316.2314 Sa IN 
0 4.0o9s ELEVON 0:000 AILRON G.000 REFL 50.1990 IN 
S 8.000 REFS 7.3500 IN 
A 12.650 XMRF YHRF 30 9090 0.0000 IN IN 
ZMRF a.0000 IN 
DATA HIST- .ME I SCALE 0:017, 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI CN47083) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 313 
--















.- -. 25 
-.35
 
-. 40 i__ 
_ 
-45 510 15 20 25 30 35 40
 
RUDDER DEFLECTION ANGLE. RUDDER, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S 0.00 HACH 0.259 BETA 0.0 REFS 316.2304 so IN 










ZNRP 0 00O IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7WSVI (N47083) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 314
 





_ _ __ __5_ __ _ _ _ _ 
.05 
-. 10 
O .03l t l t t i 
5 0° 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
RUDDER DEFLECTION ANGLE, RUDDER. DEGREES 
SYM 
B L ALFHA FARAJ4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0. 00 MACH 0.259 BETA - 4.000 REFS 316 2304 so IN 





0 GOOD IN IN 
ZMRF BOaOOO IN 
DATA MIST. COGE I SCALE 0.0175 
VLSWT CN47085 10 NOV 70 PAGE 315 





.20Lii -. 05 
_ _ _ _ 
Lo. 





5 20 25 30 E15 40 
RUDDER DEFLECTION ANGLE. RUDDER. DEGREES
 
SINDOt A4FNA PARAMETRiC UALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0.00 MACH 0.259 BETA - 4.000 REPS 316 2304 30 IN 
E 4.000 £LEVOJ 0.000 AILROC 01060 REFL 50.1900 IN0 s.ooo REFB 7.50 IN0 $00XMRF 33.9090 IN
A Z.000 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0175DATA MIST. CODE I 
CVLSWT TEST' 579-0 BYW5VI (N47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 316
 





















0 5 10 15 2D 25 30 35 40 
RUDDER DEFLECTION ANGLE. RUDDER, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0.000 MACH 0.259 BETA - 4.000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
0 4.00g ELEYCN 0.010 AILRON O'cou REFL 50.1900 IN REFB 7.3500 IN
 
o 0.000 	 XNRP 33.9090 IN
 






DATA MIST. CODE I 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 27W5VI 	 CN47085) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 317
 
1 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR DELTA WING CONFIGURATION 

















l 1 I I I I 4~ " '. I l I , ~ I aI I I _ _ I _I 
s - 6 -4 2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 2826 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET STMB CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT1ON 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
£RCI0BS, 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BtWSVI DETA 0.60 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 













LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR - DELTA WING CONFIGURATION 
° ­
8 




10f 12 14 1 2 4 6 2 
- 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CcNF IGIURATOM, DESCgIPT1O FPARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ACaTs3) C CVLSWT TEST 579-0 sGW5V1 BETA 0.000 ELEVO 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 




XMRP 33 9090 IN
 
YHRF 0 0000 IN
 




























z"- 6 -4 - a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyMSO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC-7831 0 CVLSWT TEST 579:0 87W5VI BETA 0.1090 ELEVOR O.V00 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
{Rc -9) 0 1 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW5VlGZ AILRON 0 00, RUDDER 0.000 REFL 50 1900 IN 
REFB 
XoRF 
7. 350033 9090 ININ 
YMRP
Z.R0 D.00sa _.'00 ININ 
.AC" 5.Z59 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 320
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR -DELTA WING CONFIGURATION

























. 00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SET S..aBt CO IWURATJON DESCrIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
RCT183; 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-r 57WSVI 9ETA 0.000 ELEVON 0 000 
 REFS 316.2304 so IN
 
K~C7~09 CVL-SWI TEST 579-0 B7W5YIG2 AILRON O.OaO RUDDER 0 DOO 	 REFL 50.1900 IN
 




0MR0 0.GOOD IN 
MACH 0.559 SCALE a 75 
PAGE 321
 
























o10 0O .06 CIA .02 .00 -. 02 .0Q4 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -.12 =.14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT. CLM 
DATA SET SY4SO- CONFIGURATI D DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCT'831 
I , 01g961 
0 CVLSWT TEST 5179-0 87W5V1 
















REFS 7 350, IN 
XHRP 33.9090 IN 
YMRP 0.0OO0 I[N 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
HACM 1.259 SCALE 1.0175 
PAGE 322 



















- -6 - 4 - z 4 6 a la 12 14 16 is 20 22 Z4 A 26 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMaCL CCNFIOUPATICN' DESCRIFTIC/ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(097003) 
1 V 711" 1 
0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 57W5VI 














REFS 7 3500 IN 
XMEF 33 saga IN 




































o .00@ 0.25 -__ SCALE 0.011 
_ -1 tl e l 1l l i - I - - - __ ___ ___ __ 
- -4 ­ 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SE? SY"BOL cC irGURAnC* CESCRIFTI t FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3 T 0 CYLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5V1 BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0O.000 REES 316.2304 SQ IN 
,0D706 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7WSVI&2 AILRON 0 000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 50.1900 II'N 
REFS 7 3500 IN 
XNRF 35 9090 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 frn 
ZNRF 0 0000 IN 
MACd 0.259 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 324 
0 
EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR 
-o.4005-r rr1r r 
- SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES ­
-r-r r--___ 
















0I-.01355 - . ___ 1 2 1 6 $ 2 2 2 6 
007 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET 





COFIGUR ATION DESCRIFTION 
cv-sw EST 57-nB V ! 









REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
REFL 50 190O0 





ZMRF O.ODOO IN 
AAGH F.ZC9 SCALE O.DRT5 
PAGE 325 
LONG. CHAR. - EFFECT OF LANDING,GEAR WITH ENGINES ON - DELTA WING - BETA=ODEG 














E l 1 ... .1 '1
-0.. 
3 0 -. 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSQ COFIGURATION DESCRIFTIcN FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RC7083 0 CVLSWT T5 6,9-0 B7W5V1 BEIA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 316.23U4 50 IN
 
RCflOD) [ CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1E242 AILRON 0.D0 RUDDER 0 0,0 REF 50.1900 IN
 












LONG. CHAR.- EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR WITH ENGINES ON- DELTA WING - BETArODEG
 
IS 
6 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 s 20 22 24 6 28 
ANGLE OP ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET STME CCIFIGURATION VESCRIFTI~i 
kcT003 C) ICVLSWT TEST 579-0 5TW5VI 
(RC7.-053 0 jCVLSWT TEST 575-0 57WSVIE2GZ 
SYHRF 
SZ 









REFS 316 Z304 SO IN 
REFL 50.Igoe IN 
REFS 7.3500 IN 
XMRP 33.9090 in 
a O000 IN 
R F a. 00" 1 " SCALE a 0o 75 
PAGE 327 












-6 4.. -4 - aS.4 6 a 111 12 14 16 18a 20 22 24 26 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 





CVLSW4T TEST 579-0 STWS5VI 
















REFB 7.3500 IN 
XNRF 33.9090 In 
YMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 328 















-0:.E I -, _ __ 
.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 
DATA SET SHSQL COtFIOURATI ON DESCRIFTION 
FUC70831 Q CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7WSVI 
*RClZOis 0 CVLSIT TEST 579-0 BIW5V1E2ZC' 
HACH 
.25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ELEVON 




.65 .70 .75 .60 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS 1.3500 IN 
XMRF 33.9090 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 

















___ ID _____ 
0.0 
-0.1 
-0.".10 fs .136' .04 .2 Don -.0 -.04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -.16 -.18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM 








,RC7903.BETA 0.000 ELEVON 










REFB 7 3500 IN 
XMRF 3 9090 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.000 IN 
MACI 0.239 SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 3 O 















-0.1 '.al . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. 
-B -0 -4 - 320 
DATA SET SYMOn CONFI0URATICN DESCFIFTION 
tRCIOS5 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1 
rRC7101 0 C'LSWT TEST 579-0 87W5VIE.22 
MACH 0.259 
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA - 4.000 ELEVON 




20 22 24 26 28 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFB 7 3500 IN 
XMRF 33.9090 IN 
YMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE a 0175 
PAGE 331 







I- - ____ 
3 
-J2 
c6 -4 __2 a o 1 1 6 l D z 2 6 
-5 -6 .- - ---­ 4 6 --- ___ 12 1 -4 _8__ 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET Sr' C0L CONFIGURATION CESCFIGfIQN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C70$51 
ivC7101,1 
0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 97W5VI 
















REFS 7.3500 IN 
XMRF 33.9090 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF a.900 IN 
MACW D.259 
PAGE 332 
.06 rrI-- -v-r-r 1i' -r-r-
-v-i-, -r-r-LONG. CHAR. - EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR WITH ENGINES ON - DELTA WING - BETA=-4DEG-rr -r-r- ,r-r -r--r 
-rrr rfl-rI rrr 






















DATA SET SYMBOL 
fR e85 / 0 
IXC71011 0 
CCNFI URATIIt UE CRIFTION 
CVL $WTTEST 579-0 a ?w,VI 
CVLSWT TEST $7 -0 7W ViEZ02 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
ARA HTRIC VALUES 
BETA - 4.000 BE L ON 




REFS 3LG 2304 SG IN 
REFL so 1900 IN 
.MR F 33 909a 1 N 
HACH 0.259 
YHRFZoRF .. DOOO0000 IN IN 
SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 333 
























SYMBOL CcFIURATIt DESCRIFTIO f 
C CVLSWI TEST 579-0 STWSVI 
0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5VIEGZ2 
MACH 0.259 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BE T A - 4.000 ELEVON 




REFS 316.2304 50 IN 
REFL 50.1900 IN 
REFS T.3500 IN 
XHRP 33.9090 IN 
YTHRP 0.0000 IN 




1.6 rJ .l o. .i .i .l .~ 
1.5 
EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR WITH ENGINES ON 
l J.i ., ., .l .l . . . . . . 
__ 





















-".3.10" 0 .00 Oe 04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 0a -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATI O DESCRIFT.QN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















REFS 7.3500 IN 




0 o0.o IN3N 
HAC 0.59SCALE a 0175 
PAGE 335 
EFFECT OF LANMO1NG GEAR WITH ENGINES ON - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES - DELTA XING
 
-0244Z 





< -. 0252 -1 
L -. 58 










-.- 2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET Sr4B CCFNIGLRATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
UDBT083 CVLS 
0zaribCVLST 
TEST 579-0 87W5Yj 














Er8 7 3500 1I 
XMRF 33.9090 IN 
YNRP 0 D00 IN 
ZMRP 0.00 0 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 3 
















ANGE F TTCKAPH , EGEE
 
.0070000 I 
OATA SET StiiSQL CCFICURATIe 0E5CR1FTI J PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(051O3I 0 CVLSWT lEST 510-0 OTWOVI SFTA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 316 2304 50 IN 
rO;tI=fli C CVL5WT TEST 570-0 87W3V1E202 AILRON 0.000 RUODER 0.000 REFL 50 1900 IN 
REPB 7.3500 IN 
XNRP 33.9090 IN 











IL -. 0040 
­







n -. 0048 
Lu -. 0052 
-. 0054 
-. 00 -58 0 z 4 6 a 10 14 16 18 0 22 24 26 8 
-.008.400 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES ; 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO¢NFIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERNCE INFORMATION 
1097083; 
l aT Ga 
0 
E3 
cvLSWT 1 57 579-0 87wsvl 














REFS 7-350 IN 
IMRF 33 .g 90 N 
ZYRF 0 00O IN 




















- - -4 2 2 4 6 8 !0 12 14 16 1a 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





CVLSWT TEST 579-0 S7W5V1 
















ARC71041 0 CVLSUT TEST 579-0 87W45VE4 RES 7.3500 IN 
IRC7106, A CvLSWT TEST 579-0 87WVIE6 XMRP 33.9090 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
MACH O.Z59 SCALE 0 G17S 
PAGE 339 
LONGIIUD1NAL CHARACTERI-STICS OF CRUISE ENGINE CONFIG. DELTA WING
-EFFECT 

I I I I j I 
tor2rr 1----l --- r,- r--r-r---iI, r- rT- ,--- -r -- ---.r -rr 
-o 3 
6 2 0 2 4 6 a__ 11 12 14 IS 18 22 4 26 za 
ANGLE OF XTTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 





CYLSWT TEST 579-0 87V5VI 
















C 71111 0 CVL5WT TEST 379-5 BTW5VlE4 NEFB 7 3500 In 
.IC7106; A CVLSWT TEST 57S-O B7W5VIE6 XMRP 33.9090 In 
YHRF 0.000D IN 
ZMRF a 0000 IN 
PAGE 340 
i 








a 6 -4 Q 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 is 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5THS CC FjGUFATICN CESCRIFTION PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IFOROATION 
(ECT90) 
'RC 710a , 
C) 
r 
CVL$ T TEST 579-9 67WSYI 
















(R¢II04; g CVLSWT TEST 579-S BTSVI'lE4 REFS 7.3500 IN 
fRC7156) CVLSHT TEST 579-0 S7W5 IE6 XHRF 35.909D IN 
YHRP a O000a IN 
ZMRF 0,O000a IN 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 341
 













-O 00O :05 .0 15 .20 .23 
CATA SET SYMBOL CCFIGURATION MSCRIPTIC 
(RC7003) 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 STW5VI 
{KC71oz) 0 CVLS5i TEST 579-V 6TW5VIEZ 
RC71VA; 0 CVLSW TEST $79-1, 8TW5VIE4 
fRedID61 A CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BT 5VlE6 
MAH .25SCALE 
0.PAGE .0 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 
CRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
FARAMETR[C VALUES 
BEITA 0.000 ELEV0N 




65 .70 .75 .80 
REFERENCE 1NFOPMATION 
REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
REFL 50.19o0 IN 
REFS 7 35G0 IN 
xmRP 33 9090 in 
YHRF 0.0000 IA 
Z0Rp 00000 N 
0.0175PAG 34259 
342­
_ _ _ _ _ __ 
_ _ _ 
.,- .i '- . . .	 .. '1 6 	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - --. . . - - . . . . . ..- . .. fl l ri- ' '14LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - EFFECT OF CRUISE ENGINE CONFIG. - DELTA WING 
4 	 I I II I I I-
1.2 	 - fr -___ 




_1 3 7 -_ 
0.4 0 T. 5	 
_ 
-0. 
.1 .00 .0 .0 0 i .2 -0 .6 -9 .0 -1 .4 -1 .8 -2 
0.2 	 SCL . 
0.1 	
_____ _ I__ I_____ ___ 
0.0 , - I . .. 	 .­
-0.: -	 -"- _I______ 
',. 	 i,::t 	 S , i I 7 
.O .03 .8 .04 .02 .00 -. 0Z -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 - .14 -. 16 -. 1 -.2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
OArA SET SYNSOI C *FIUEAUI4 OESCRIFTI n 	 FARANETR!C VALUES REFERENCE INFORtMATION11 
(2C70933 C CVLSWT TEST 5/9-U WWS VX OETA 0.1300 ELEVON 0 000 REFS 3:6.2304 30 IN 
(~CTJ02I C CW.SUT TEST 579-0 B7IJSVZEZ AILRON a 000 RUnnER 0 000 REFL 50 1900 IN 
12C70O43 0 CVLSI4 TEST 579-0 87W5V1E.. REFS 7 3500 IN 










EFFECT OF CRUISE ENGINE CONFIGURATION - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES - DELTA WING 















o - .4 -2 0 2 4 6 8-12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTAC, ALPHA. DEGREES 










CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1E2 
CYLSWi TEST 579.- 875V4 






























































- -e -4 - 2 0 2 4 8 a 10 12 14 16 to 20 22 24 26 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyDOiL CC(FIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
i 0aBS33 CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5VI BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN
 
98104 , [I CVLSWT TEST 579-V 'E75VIE AILRON 0.000 RUDDER 0.o0o REFL 50.1900 IN
 
1D0t504, 0 CVLSWT TEST 579-9 57W3V1E4 REFB 7.3500 IN
 






























> -. 0100 
u 
-.01151 1 
-. _ a 6 .- 4 -2 a 4 a IS1 la 14 16 is 20 "22 24 26 ze 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAT4 SETI SYMBOL CONFIOURATICN DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(007083) 0 CVLSWT TEST 5i79-0 S7W5VI ZCTA 0,000 ELEVON 0.00D REFS 316.2304 SQ INID671o }, E CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BTS~wVIE2 IRN 000RDE RRFL 50.1900 IN
(057104 0 0 CVLSWT TEST 579- STW5VlE4 D EFS
UDE _oLRO R.O 7.3500 rN 











COMPARISON OF CONFIG. 1B7W5CONFIGB7W5VICCONFIG 2.)
.) AND B7W5V2(CONFIG 3.)
 




oI.L 05 .3 4 5 __a _1_1_ 
,­
-oI 









1 0 -- 20 -± 
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. 
FARAHEThIC VALUES 
NACH 0.259 ALFH4A 0.000 
ELCV0 0.000 AaRON 0 0'J0 
DATA HIST. CODE IH 
BETA. QEGREES 
9 -1000 - IN 
REFERENCE INFORNAIION 
REFI 310.2304 50 
PEFL 50 1900 IN 
REED 7.3500 IN 
XMRF 33 9090 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
IN 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 27W5 (P47108) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 347
 















1 0 1 -2 -3 -4 5 -6 7 - 9 -10 -11 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
sYrBOL CONFIO rARAHETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 1.O00 MACH V.259 ALFHA 4.000 REFS 316 2304 sQ IN 
o Z.o, ELEVG4 0.09 AILRON 10.00 REFL 501900 INREF 8 7.350D :N 
XmRP 33 9090 IN 
0 3:GO 





DATA HIST. CODE IN 
















-. 05 ____ 
I - 4 -6 - -10 -1 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
s'HOt Cc.lo 'RAIIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 1.000 MACH 0.259 ALFHA 8.000 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
o Z.oos 
3.Go, 









ZMRF 0.000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE IN SCALE 0.0175 
nVLSwT TEST 579-0 27W5 (P47108) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 349 












__ __ _ __ __ _ 7 9- 10­
0 
1 0 -Ca - - 4 - 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. 
$Y MBOL CC FIG A ANETh1C VALUESO 1000 HACN 0.259 ALFIA 12.000 
2.000O ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
3.000G 
DATA fIST. CODE Jfl 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 27W5 
- 6 -I7 
BETA, DEGREES 
(P47108) 
a 000 I0_,, 
-
REFERENCE INFOR ATIONRErS 316 2304 80 
REFL 50 1900 IN 
XNRF 33 9090 IN 
ZHRF 00000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
02 NOV 70 PAGE 350 
IN 






































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREESFAIRAMETPIC VALUES 
01259 ALFflA 0.000 





REFS 316.2304 $0 
REFL 5 81900 1 NREF 8 7.3500 1 N 
-12 
IN 
DATA MIST. CODE IN 
XMRPHRP 33.90900.00 88 
1 N 
1N 
CVLSWT TEST 579-o e7W5 SCALE 'U.0175 
(P47108) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 351 
COMPARISON OF CONFIG. - B7W5CCONFIG 1.) B7W5VI(CONFIG 2.) AND B7W5V2CONFI G 3.)
 
.15-	 -___ _ 
.10 	














. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ...I 	 I 
1.00 MACH 0.259 ALFHA 4.06 REFS 316 2304 SG IN 
0 2.00, MLVON 0.023 AILRO 0.00 REFL 50.1900 IN 
0 	 3.000 REFS 5500 IN
 
YNRP 0 0000D iN
 
ZNRF 0 D00 IN
 
DATA HIST. CODE IN 
 SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5 	 (P47108) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 352
 
COMPARISON OF CONFIG. B7W5(CONFIG 1.3 B7W5VI(CONFIG 2.) AND B7W5V2(CONFIG 3.)
 
.15 















- 0 - -2 -5 -4 -15 - -7 -a -s -sO -1i -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMOOI, C0NFIG =AFA4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.000 HACH 0.259 ALFHA 8.100 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
o 2.000 EEVON 0.000 AILRON 0 00 REFL 50.1900 IN 





YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA hIST. CODE IN SCALE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5 (P47108) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 353 
COMPARISON OF CONFIG. - B7W5(CONFIG 1. B7W5VI(CONFIG 2.) AND B7W5V2(CONFIG 3.) 
4!i 











-. 10 a4a 
_1 
Z -. 15 ____ ____ 
- .23 ____ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
sYMrSo- ccF.lo PARAMETRIC VALVES 
1 V.ol, MACH 0.259 ALPHA 12.000 
Zo0D5 ELEVON D.ODO AILRON . O.O 
0 S.9oQ 
DATA HIST. CODE IN 




REFS 316.Z304 SO IN 
RE l 50.1900 IN 
XMRF 35.9090 'IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0175 
02 NOV 70 PAGE 354 






- .10 a - 4 5- a11 
(2 
Z -- ___ 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
Stn00T CCTIS rARAETRIC VALUES 02EFERV70 PE 3N55MAT1ON 
o 1.000 MACH 0.259 ALPHA 








o .CO0.0 L~MI~M 000REPS 7.35CC IN 
S G XNRP 33 SCOC IN 
YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
DATA H'ST. COVE IH SCALE C 0175 
uVLSWT TEST 579-0 97W5 (P47108) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 355
 
COMPARISON OF CONFIG. -




r11r *l i 
B7W5Vl(CONFIG 2. AND 87W5V2(CONFIG 3.) 
, , r lf,, ,-n- -r-r-r fl-m I.i r ,rr, 
__ _ 
.15 ____ 


























0 1 -2 -3 -4 5 6 - 7 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
HMCH 0.259 ALFHA 4 00 
ELEVOn 0.009 AILRON u.Doc 
DATA MIST. CODE In 
- 9 -10 -11 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 so 
rEFL 50.1900 IN 
REFB 7.3500 IN 
XNRF 33.9090 IN 
YHRF 0 0000 IN 
ZNRp 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175 
-1? 
IN 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5 (P47108) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 356 















_ __ __ _ 
- 0 310 0RF .5O I 
-.49 1--­
1 0 - 1 - 2 - 3 -A4 - 5 - 6 -17 - 8 - 9 -10 -1, -n2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SrNB-- Cc'FIG PARANETR1C VALUES REFERENCE INFOM$ATION 
O 1.000 IACN 0.259 ALFHA 6.00 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
o 	 z.ooo ELEV f 0.000 A1LRQN 0000D REFL 50 1900 IN
 
S 3G REFB 7.3500 IN
 
XMRF 33 900 IN
 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0 0000 IN 
DATA IST. CODE IS 	 SCALE 0 0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 07W5 	 (P47108) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 357
 
COMPARISON OF CNFIG. - B7WSCCONFI5 1.) 87W5VI(CONFIG 2.) AND B7W5V2(CONFIG 3.)fD
.30 rrrr -rl---n- -rr , r,-J lrrr -rrrr rflrr -'---r' r-r-r -n--r-, -x---r-­
.25 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ­
.20 
















0 1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 - -9 -D -1 -12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
S .­80t CcMFIl PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 











XMRP 53.9090 IR 
yHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE rK SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5 CP47108)' 02 NOV 70 PAGE 358 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS - EFFECT OF BODY LENGTH WITH ENGINES - DELTA WING 
























I 1 E It Lt.L .tL4 IllI 4. t Ilt ll IluI .11-- -I~.Ll .1l t Al.I..Il J t.L .rE&.
 
-0.3 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 IS is g0 22 
 24 26 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOL CCNFIOURAT4Oh DESCRIFTI+ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 CI CVLSWT TEST 579-6 87f5V1Z2 BETA 0.000 ELEVCN 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SO IN
 
CRC708( CVLSWT TEST 579-r 51W5V1E4 AILEON 0 000 RUDDER U aoo REFL 50 1900 IN
 





















.4...I.t-LIlt.L..... it.. WJ L.L..... ~...JW...L. .L...L..L ... L..I4. , IW.L.J ...LL..L.I 
- 6+ 4 -Z 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 





CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWSVIEZ 






























.08 .. -J,-r ,-r-- -r-r -n--I -r-r--
-
rrr 
EFFECT OF BODY LENGTH WITH ENGINES 

















a c 4 -2 a z 4 6 1 li 12 14 16 Is 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET STRB CrFIGURATIC OESCRIFTJ PARAMETRIC.VALUES REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
















REF8 7 3500 IN 
XMRF 33 9090 IN 
zy IF a GOOD I 
MAC .}9SCALE 0 0175 
PAGE 3GI 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- EFECT OF BODY LENGTH WITHENGINES - DELTA WING 




















ILWL.JJJ-0. ,I I I WtI
 
.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .0 
ORAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SET SYMB- CfFIGURATJCN DESCRIPTIfi 
 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOqNATION
 
CRCTI02; 0 CVLShT TEST 579-5 B7ISVIEZ EI 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 316 2304 S IN
 
,RCIOBII C CLSUT TEST 579-0 BIWSVIE4 AILRON 6.UOD RUDDER D cOo REFL 50.1900 IN
 
REFS 7 3500 IN
 















__ ___ _ 
0.9 
o 	 GA 











.10. .0 .04 .02 .0 -.02 -.U4 -.06 -.08 -. 10 -. 12 -L4 -16 -. 18 -.2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFICIENT, CLM
 
CATA SEf S--n0t COfFIOURATIN GESCRIFTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ACZO$I, 
CRC71GZ- CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BTWSVIE2 
















REFB 7.3500 IN 
XI-RF 53.9090 IN 
yURP aonano IN 




EFFECT OF BODY LENGTH WITH ENGINES - SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES - DELTA WING 
w I 




LL -. 0944 






-. 0202-- 4 -6 -2 a 2 4 6 111 1 4 16 11 20 22 24 26 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET STHBOL CCFI UFATION DEECRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















XMRF 33 9090 IN 
YMRF a.00,02 IN 
ZMRF .0G000 IN 









EFFECT OF BODY LENGTH WITH ENGINES 
.008 
•.006 b-I___ 































1 0 72 
SCALEK 
2 '0 0 IN6 
PAG 3659 
EFFECT OF BODY LENGTH WITH ENGINES -














ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET 5 mBCL 
ID57JazI C) 
1037051) cl 
C FIO RITION DESCRIFTIC)N 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5VIEZ 




0 000 ELEVEN 




REFS 316 Z304 SQ IN 
REFL 50 1910 IN
REFw 7-3500 IN 
XMRP 335.9190 IN 
YMRPZMRP OaOO.0. OO0 I0NIN 
MACH 0 259 SCALE V 0175 
PAGE 366 
--









"1 40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 1o is 20 25 30 35 40 




REFS 316 2304 

sl MX ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SO IN
 
0.259 BETA O.Doo 	 OVaB.oo0 MACH 	 REFL 50 .19 N





XMRP 31.3990 IN 
YMRP 0 BOBO a IN 
0 °G 
a !.G 
ZMRP 0 coca IN 
DAT "IT. ~aE SISCALE 	 0 .0175 
CVLSWT- TEST 579-0 B7WSV1 	 (4X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 367
 
















"4Q -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 a 5 10 15 2a 0 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
5t'B4_ ALFHA FARA1ETR1C VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1o05 HACtH 0.259 BETA 0.100 	 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN REFL 50.1900 IN 
RUDDER 	 REF 3500O 20.000 AILR* 0.010 0.090 	 REB 7 510 IN 
0 24.50O 	 XNRP 31.3990 IN 
YNRF 0.OO IN 
ZMRP 0 0000 IN
SCALE a 01,75
 
DATA MIST. CODE SI 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5V1 	 C4X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 368
 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING - X/L = 0.68
 
'.5 - -- _ _ 	 _ _ _ _ 
1.2
 








t 	 I 
0.1 
. Ja.-.±. .,is.ai.. .t~. . . 
-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
5y4- ALF.A 'ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1o15 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.005 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
4.OSD AILROf av RUDDER 0 Cur REFL 501900 IN7:3500 iN
0 .1.REFS
o 	 0.000 XNRF 31.3990 IN 
1z.ooo YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0 O000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175DATA HIST. CODE 5[ 
.VLSWT TEST 579-0 e7W5VI 	 C4X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 369 











40 -35 -30 5 -20 - 10 5 0 5 10 15 20 2 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
S .bCL ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 6.1 9 MACH 5.259 BETA 0.0 REFS 316 2304 so IN 
z0.0 , 0.05-- - - 0.0- - REFL 50 1900 NRUDDER - 

REFX 7 500 IN
 
0 	 . 35- X-R0 3- 39 0 3N
 
YHR 50 190 IN
 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175
 DATA MIST. COCE SI 
CVLSWT TEST 570-0 B7W5V1 	 C4X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 370
 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS -DELTA WING- X/L 0.68 
















__ •I.- _ 
.251 
1I0-3 5 2 15 -I0 -5 a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
CLVNDEFLECT IGNANLE 'V .DGR S 
SYNBC4. ALFHA PARlAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN4FORMATION 
S .SDI MACH 0.259 BETA 0.0 REFS 316 2304 so rN 
1.0c0 AILflC 0.05D RUDDER a 000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
o.ooo RIEFS 7 3500 IN 
A Z.05O YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA H157. CODE SI SCALE 0 0175
 
--VLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1 (4X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 37t 
---


























.00 4 5 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40
 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SrBO- ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
o 16.OrD MACH 0.259 BETA Dago. REFS 316 3304 SQ IN
 o 2.D5 AILROf 0.505 RUDDER 00D0 REFL 50 1900 IN
 










DATA MIST. CODE SI 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5V1 (4X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 372
 







l____I__lII 	 ll l l___l_ __ i~i~t _____ 	 I ___ __lI I -I - Hill_ lt l 
. 0 
- 40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 o 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
sY,40- ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 	 .o MACH 0.Z59 BETA 0 o0 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
00 -.5"ALO r.0 RDE - . 900 REFB 7:3500 INREFL 57.1900 IN 
0 O*G1o XNRF 33 9090 IN
 
A .aCS5 YHRF 0 Ba00 1N
 




DATA MIST. 	CO E 0 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI 	 (5X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 373
 

















-3 _311 -23' -20 -15 -to - 5 to 15 20 25 30 35 To 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
S'MaDc ALF.A FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 16.050 MACH 0.259 'ETA U.000 	 REFS 316 2354 SO IN 
* 	 Z5.50 AILRON 1.05o RUDDER 5 DUD REFL 50.190, IN
 




Y.R0 n DODO IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE I 	 SCALE U .0175 
CVLSWT TEST 57a-0 B7W5V| 	 C5X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 374
 
____ 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING - X/L = 0.73 





w L W T..(.-N 	 7G1 .4 o MACH_ D-5 'EA 01 	 RF 36234 soI0.It//
 
IS 1.11 _ _ YMR_ DODD I__N
 
0 S. 	 XMR051 	 3399
 
(3R 0. 	 GOOD I 
07
DATA MIT CV ISAL 

-. 40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON. DEGREES
 
S" BL ALFIIA ARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORI4ATION 
o .oos HACH 0.259 OETA 0.000 	 EFS 316 2304 SO IN 
4.000 AILRCA 0.000 RUDDER o°50 	 EEFL 50 1900 IN 
o e6ooo 	 XNRF 33 9090 IN 
A 	 1o.00 YNRF 0 0000 IN
 
ZNRF 0 0000 IN
 
5AX I5. OG ISCALE 	 0 0175S 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 8TW5V1 	 (5X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 375
 













- r. j ..L.C...~IIILII 4.~.JJ.w t-.......~.J.4LLJJA.. .. JWLS
- W. 
- 40 -55 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -b 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
5y"50t. ALFMA FARAMwTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 SO INO.Dvu
C- 16.000 ACH 0.259 BETA -. 
REFL 50.1900 IN a.o AILFC 0.005 RUBDER o.co9 REFB 7.3500 IN 
o 24bDO XmRF 33.9090 IN 
YMRF 0000 IN 




LVLSWT TEST 579-0 B7WSVI (5X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 37G
 













o D -3 -3 2 2 1 t 5 5 2 3 5 4 
IL~EF 35 ___ 1990__ o . -253o -2- _ -z - __ _ 5 1 5 o 4 
T01
 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVOh,. DEGREES
IDAAHS.CD CLa07sSOL ALPHA PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 0 05 NACH 0.259 BETA 0.00 REES 316.2504 SO IN 
R 7 3500 IN o 0.000 XNRP 33.9090 IN
 
A 12.00$ YNRP 0 0000 IN
 
ZM&F 0.0000 IN 
DATA NiSI. CODE I SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 573-0 B7WSVI C5X7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 377
 
___ ____ 










-co 25 4 
.25
 
40 -55 -30 -25 -zo -15 -10 - 5 a 5 l0 15 0 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
5S80L ALFRA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 16.ao0 MACH C.259 BETA 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
0 20.500 AILRON 0.000 RUDCF 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN0 .. So REFB 7.3500 INXoP2 3 9090 IN 
YM F 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF a 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCAIF 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1 (5X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 378
 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS -DELTA 
-. 20 ,-rr rnr-rr-- '-rrrr -J-r- l,----rr r rr 
WING- X/L
t -,,-rrrrbl -~lrrrr 
0.78 












40O -35 aB -25 -zu -15 -10 -5 a 5 10 15 ia 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYB-ALPHA FAIIA-ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5.100 MACH 11.259 BETA 0.9c, REFS 316.2304 so IN 
4.505 AILRON 0.00 RUDDER 0.090 REFL 59,1900 in 
PFB 7:3590 IN 
O .0BXNRP 36.4180 IN 
IZOGYMRF o.0ouo in 
ZmRP a 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE 51 'CL 107 
UCVLSWT TEST 579-0 BTW5V1 (6X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 379 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING - XIL = 0.78 
-. 18 
-. 16 _____ 1~ 
-. 14 
-. 1? ___ 









iu z 30 40o 40 - 35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 1 5 is 5 35 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SY.M2- AL MA F. AHETRJC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 6 Do MACH 0.259 BETA 3 oo REFS 316 ?3D4 so 'In 
0 z":5111 AIR , 0.55 RUDDER 0 00, REFL 50 1909 IN 
lEFB 7 3500 IN 
XIRP 36 4180 IN 
24. 50 

. RF a_ 000 IN 
ZNRP DOOuo IN 
SCALE r 0175
DATA MIST. COVE sl 

CVLSWT EST 579-0 87W5Vl (6X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 380
 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING - X/L 0.78*".. .. .... .... .... .... .... .... n--n ~I-ir i - ---r i r r .... .... .... '....- - n- ... .. .. .. .... .... 












0 . n MAH 0.5 _BT_._0__S 	 36 34 OI 
-0.2 - k4t. .-Lj 444i..~..JI2lL....LLL 	 1.J. tWL 4444.44..Ak L 
-0 -35 -39 -25 -20 -15 -10 - O 5 1 5 	 E 5 5 5 4 
ELEVON DEFLECTIOJN ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
S54DO'. ALYNA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE iNFORMATION 
O 5oOD NACN 0.259 BETA 0.000 	 PEFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
o 4.5O1 ALRON 0.050 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
EF8 7.3500 IN 
XNRF 36 4180 INIa.OD 	 YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0175
DATA MIST. CODE si 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5V1 	 (6X70g33 10 NOV 70 PAGE 381
 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING - X/L = 0.78 
























Innli IIl4J.h iiii~ii .J.XJ.lLilLJ.W 11 II~jWiWL: .WW '4fI.L±.tI WL.L 
-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 5 0 5 10 i2 20 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SMBOL ALFHA CARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
16.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SG IN 
2o.000 AI.RCd 0000 FLDDER 0.010 REFL 50 1900 IN 
0 24.000 EF8 7.3500 INXNRP 
 36.4180 
 IN 
YNRC C 00CC . 
Z0P 0.0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE SI SCALE C.0175
 
CVLSVIT TEST 579-0 B7W5VI (GX7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 382
 













0 C, .30 
-j 
.215 
.05 	 I 
.40 - 5 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 51 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
5y4B01 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 0.500 MACH P.Z59 BETA 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
O 4.000 A!LRON 0.OO RUDDER 0,0oo REFL 50.1900 IN REFB 7 3500 IN 
o .00 	 XMRF 56 4180 IN 
A 	 . G. *HRF 0.000 IN
 
ZRP 0 o00 IN
SCALE 0 0175SICODEDATA MIST 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 87W5Y] 	 (6X7093) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 383
 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS - DELTA WING - X/L = 0.78 
o-r-4,-r rl-rr -rl-r rrr n-n ,rrr -rrrr Trl-rr rrrrll rrrr rrrr rrrr rrtr rrrr rtrr 












7T__ 17_o: F, --
40 -35 -30 -25 -2 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SrtSC ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 !500 MAC. 0.Z59 BETA 0f.Eoc REFS 316 2304 so IN 
2S.515 AILRCI 0400aO O0 RUDDERC  0 ao 	 REFL 50.1900 ININ25.05 A1L a O0REFS 	 7 35
S 	 24.G15 XMRF 36:4160 IN 
YNRF 0.00o0 IN 
SCALE 0 0175
 
DATA MIST. COE S1 






















-0.3 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
FLAPS
 
SYMBO ALPHA rARA4ETSIC VALUES RE-ERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 a.vol MACH S.Z59 BETA 0.010 
 REFS 316 2394 so IN
 
0 4.0 ELEVIR 000 RUDYTR 0.110D REFL 50 1990 IN 








DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.0175 
0VLSWT
TEST 579-0 BIWI-15T -55FI-25G 105N37010)OV 7  PAGE 385
 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POSITION - GEARS DOWN - V-TAIL55DEG 
-. 2 -,,r- -n-1-r-, -rr---r r-1,f --- r-r---frr rILI
 
-. 18 










la 15 2025 30 35 40 45 
FLAPS 
S.B-SI ALF"A "FAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.09 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.001, REFS 316 2304 So IN 
4.09, ELEV7R 1o.001 RUDVTR 0.100 PEFL so 1900 IN 




. 0 0 0 0 
1 N 
IN,I N 
ZHR0 0.0000 1N 
DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0 , 175 
CVLS T TEST 579-0 eI j-105T-55Fl-25Gl (N370101 10 NOV 70 PAGE 386 















0 20 C o _ ___-9---­
.15 
_______ 
REF 7 .355 





























CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BW1-15TI-55FI25G! (N37010) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 387 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POSITION - V-TAIL=55DEG
 
o 















T -0.2 _ _ 
uI 
-a - - 4 -2 0 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
5Tr5BL MACH cARAMETRIC VALUES 
5 .259 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 10.005 
SFOI.R 1.000 
DATA H1$T. CODE I1C 
CONFIGURATION BIW3ATI-55FI-35 MINUS BIW3ATI-55 (F07133) 10 
is 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 aQ 
REFL 50 1900 IN 
XMRP 293920 IN 
YM59 aEJ00.00I 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE a 0175 
NOV 70 PAGE 3q8 
28 
IN 
FAP EFFECTIVENESS -STRAIGHT WING BASIC POSITION - V-TAIL=55DEG 
0 -. 18 	
­
__ _ __ _ _ __ - - -	 I _ _ I 
















.o7- ---	 .-- RF !, 
- I. 




MYBACN AAHTI VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 0.259 RETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 10.000 	 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
SFOILR o.ooo 	 REEL 50 ±900 IN 
REFD 7.3500 Ia 
XNRF 29 3920 IN 
0HF IN.0000 
ZMRF 0 000a0 IN 
SCnLE 0.0175
DATA MIST. CODE loco 

CONFIGURATION BIW3ATI-55FI-35 MINUS BIW3ATI-55 CFD7133) 10 NOV 70 IPAGE 389
 


























-0 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.259 	 BETA O.Go0 ELEVT - 10.000 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN
 








ZNRF 0 0000 IN
 
SCALE 0 0175
DATA HlST. COBE 14CH 
CONFIGURATION BIW3ATI-55F1-35 MINUS BIW3ATI-55 CF071331 10 NOV 70 PAGE 390
 
lONGITUDINAL TRIM CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS V-TAIL=55DEG X/L 0.56 
-. 16 








- °-08 ... .. 
_ ___L .0t ___ 
z!
 
0-0 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 1 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFMA FARAMETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-. ol0 MACH 01259 BETA 9.900 REFS 316 2304 $o IN 
D ODDO FUDTG FLF5 EFL 50 1900 IN.B~ .DD
0 D.OD5 FOYLR 0.05 LAS 0.0 
 REFS 7:3590 1N
 
00aXHRF
0 .G SOL Z5 .3760 N $."Vo yMRP 0.0000 IN
 
12.000 ZMp 0.0000 IN 
-1.000 DATAH IST. COVE I SCALE 0.07 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-I5TI-55 CIX7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 391
 









* - _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ 







-4 -3 -3 -25 -20 -15 -10 5 0 s 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, (DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARA14ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION4- - MACH P 259 BETA . _o_ REFS 3 1 , 3G4 sp_N 
0 .3 oo _UDVTRa ciua FLAPS 0.000 REFL 50__90_ IN 
4.00 5F]LO OREFS, 7 3500 IN 
-0105 SOIR •f5 XHRF 25 3760 IN 
A.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN0 . 90 ZMRP 0.0000 IN0 b.0_ DATA MIST. CODE sl SCALE 0 005 
CVLSWT TE T 579-0 BIWI-5-TI-55 -1X7033 10 NOV 70 PAGE 392 
20 
__________ 














o .25 M. B.R S.O
 
0---.---­-U_ __a _.1. 
* 05
 
".40 -35 -30 -23 -20 -45 -20 -50 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOP DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SYMBO. AL HA FAI/ETRIC VALUES REFEPE.CE INFORMATION' 
5a 0.2590 4.510 H SE 0. 0.00 REFS 316.2504 o INO 0.00 tUDVTP 0.OOC FLAPS a ova REFL 50.1900 IN 
40& S011 oooREPS 7.3500 IN
 




12.010 Z0RF 0.000 IN
 
n 16 9 DATA -H157. COD 51 SCALE 0.0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 2IWI-15TI-55 CIX7033) '10 NOV 70 PAGE 393
 


















°I?00 -35 -30 -25 -20 -1 -10 - a 5 lo 15 
El-EVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, 'DEGREES
 
sy-s ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN=ORMATION 
0 -4.C00 MACH 11.259 BETA U.000 REFS 316.2304 so IN 
0 5.000 SUDVTR '0.105 FLAPS 0.000 REFL
R.FB 
5D.19000.3500 IN IN 
0 4000 5Pl0, 0XmR L 1 3840 IN 
6.,o YmRF 0.0000 I j 
12.000 ZmRF a,0000 IN 
cs 16.Doo DATA IST. COU 51 SCALE 00175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-ROM1I-15T1-55 (2X7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 394 
20 




















-40 -35 -50 -25 -20 -15 -10 5 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SYNBOL ALFHA FARA4ETR1C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o - M°000ACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 REPS 316.2304 So IN 




SFQTLr O Cooc.GOO. FQL REFBXMRF 
YNRE 




A i.av, ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
, 2. 000 ZR .00 i 
L 16.00 DATA MIST. CODE SI CALE 0.01Y5 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 (2X7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 395 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHAR. - STRAIGHT WING BASIC POS. - V-TAIL=55DEG - X/L 0.60 
















______ _____ _____,____ 
W 40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 5 111 15 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.oo0 MACH 01259 BETA O.Oso REFS 316 2304 5Q IN 
D 0005OOO FLF$ . 5 EFL 50.1900 INRJVT 

0 loll.0, RjYT 00~r1CFaFAP 
 7 3840 IN
 
A A.000 yNRF DODO IN 
IZ.000 ZHRF 010000 IN 
0 4.30 D SFOILR 01090 XHRF 50 10 
16.150 DAA 'D 1SCALE U.0175
 




LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHAR. -







x: -. ±o 	
__ 










- --5 -30 -25 -20 -15 -in 5 0 	 IQ is ZO 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
5YMBOI- ALFRA FARANETRIC VALUES 
. REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 "100 NAtH 0.259 SETA 0.000 REFS 316 2304 So I 
s:.55 RuCvT R 1.110 FLAFS 0.050 	 REFL 50.1900 1IN 
0 	 4.55 5POILR 0 Sao R EF8 7"3500 IN 
&.aoIRF 293920 IN 
T.MRF 0.9000 IN
w .0 ZMRF 0.-.00 IN 
16.OOG DATA HIST. CODE I SCALE 0.0175 
CVL......... TES 57-
 O ,I1T-5(X03 397u PAGE 
__ __ _ 






















40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 







0.Z59 BETA 0.100 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
o .00o RUCVIR i.000 FLAPS D.60 REFL 50.1900 IN 
0 4.o0, SP6ILR 0.000 REP-XHRF 7.353029 92  IN 
A s.00 YHFP 0 0000 IN 
:z.000 ZIRF 0 0600 IN 
16.G00 DATA HIS!. COE I SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 C3X7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 398 













o. .1 M 25 BET -0.-002
_N REFS 316 2304 SO 

ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTP. LEGREES
 
SYMSW. ATESTA rARAMETRIC VALUES REFRENCE INOR9ATION 
o - 4.00 )MCH 0.259 BETA 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SO iN 
O 0.000 =J0VTA 000 FLAPS 0.000 REFL 30.1900 IN 
REPD 7.3500 iNo 4.000 S OJLR 0.005 XNRF 29.3925 IN 
A S.OOO YNRP 0 0000 IN
 
l.,. ooo ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
J6GOD TAISCALEIT 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 81 W1-15T1-55 (3X7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 39
 




















-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, rLEVTR. DEGREES
 
SYNB@. ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
V - 4.B05 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 REFS 316.2304 SO IN 
D .00 FUDYTR .000B FLAPS 0.00 REFL 50.1900 IN 
0 4.00 $POILR 0.0r0 REFS 7 3500 1N 
XNRF 31.3990 IN 
9 YHRF 0.0000 IN2.00ZR It sz.ooo ,00ZMF a.Do
 
SCALE 0.0175
t3 16.000 DATA MIST. CODE SI 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-I5TI-55 (4X7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 40D
 



















-0 -33 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 55 5 0 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SUaSC AL""A FARAYETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 






0 4.c00 SPOILR 5.050 XHNF 31.3990 IN 
6.005 YHRP 0.0OO IN 
El 
,iz.0S0 






CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55 (4X7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 401 

























0 - 4.OGG HACH 
5.000 % DVTR 






TRI'M CHAR. - STRAGHT WING BASIC POS.- V-TAIL=55DEG - X/L = 0.68 
1 
I F 





-50 -25 -20 ­ - 5 0 5 10 15 20
 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.259 BETA U.Duo REFS 316 2304 SO IN
 
5.00 FLAPS 0.000 REFL 50.1900 i
 
0 
 REFS 7 3500 in
c.0 






SCALE 0.017516.000 DAIA HNST. COVE SI 
CVLSW( TEST 579-0 R1W-!5TI-55 (4X7033) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 402
 
L 
LONG. TRIM CHAR.- ST. WING BASIC POS.- FLAPS AND GEAR V-TAIL=55BEG- X/L 0.56
 












41_0 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15-0 - 50 10 15 z0 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVrR, DEGRELS 
51.50L ALFMX "ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.Dcs -MACH 0.1$4 SETA 0.05 REFS 316o2304 SQ IN 
0 0.D05 RUDYTR 0.190 FLAF5 45.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
S 4.S05 5POILR D.O00 
 REFS 7.3500 IN
 
XHRF 25 3760 IN
0.910 YMRF 0:0000 IN 
1w.000 Z-R0 O.Cooo IN
 
16.005 DATA MIST. CODE 5! SCALE 000175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 81111-I5T-55F,-45G1 CIXTO22J 10 NOV 70 PAGE 403 


















40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SrRO0t ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.5or- MACH 0.184 SETA alou REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 
O 0.00 RUDVTR 5.og5 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50.1900 1N 









lz D D ZMRP 0.0000 IN
 
SCALE 0 0175
16.00 DAA MhIST. CODE 51 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 21W1-1STI-55FI-45GI CIX7022) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 404
 
i 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

















.10 _____ ____ ____ 
3 -25 
-4D -35 -S0 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 4.000 HACH 0.184 BETA 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
0 O.OD, R.DVTR 0.000 FLAFS 45.000 REFL 50.1900 IN
 
4.000 SPOILR 0r REFS 7.3500 IN 
. YHRF 0.0000 IN 
S JZ.OO ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
MIST. Si 0.0175$CALL
16.100 DATA CODE 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-I5TI-55FI-45G1 tIX7022) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 405
 
ILONG. TRIM CHAR.- ST. WING BASIC POS.- FLAPS ANO GEAR XIL .6V-TIL=55DEG-
0.13
 









- -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 ID is 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES 
Sy.SC4- ALF.A FARAMETRLC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-09 M.DACH 0.184 BETA 6.°1 REFS 316 2304 SQ 
11.115 RUJDVTR 0.000 FLAF5 45.000 REFL so 1900 IN 
A .050 5FOILR U.150 REFB , 73500 IN 
XMRF 27:3$4G IN 
*G YMRF a GOOD INW z.005 ZmRP 0 GOOD IN 
16.sgo DATA WIST. CODE 51 SCALE 1 9175 
Z:VLSWT TEST 579-0 BlWI-15TI-55FI-45GI (2X7022) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 406 
20 
IN 
LONG. TRIM CHAR.- ST. WING BASIC POS.- FLAPS AND GEAR - V-TAIL=55DEG- XIL 0.60 
























0. F_ IF._1 _ 
0.0S 7:3500 11 
-- 5 -0 -25 -20 -1 -0 - 0 5 12734 I 0 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTI[ON ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
s' DBt AI.YNA rARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
O - 4.000 NACH 0.184 SETA 0.000 REFI 316.2504 SQ IN 
o .000 PU0V7R 0.00 FLAF$ 45.0 REFL 50.1900 IN 
A.0 1L .0 EFB 7.3500 IN 
5.00 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
- ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
b 26.0 POArA MIST. CODE S1 SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWl-15Tl-55FI-45G (2X7022) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 407 
4 LONG. TRIM.CHAR, - ST. WING BASICIOS.- FLAPS ,AND GEAR - V-TAIL=55DEG- XIL = .0.60* 80 = -1--F- -r-rrn r-rrTlt rrrJ rrr-r- -nrr rrrr -r-ri-,- -T-rr .7 5 I F F I f 
.65 






435 -00 - 5 	 - i o - 5 - 1a - 5 5 0 15 2 0 
ELEVATOR DEPLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
5YHB .I ALPHA rARAHETRJC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 4.,,0 MACH B.184 BETA 0.050 REFS 316 2304 SQ inE 	 . 0 RJDVI 0.0BI FLAPS 45 000 REFL 51 1900 IN
 
SFI9 009REFS
0 4.10BXMRp 	 7 35,0
2 . 84  INN
 
6.B011 YHRF a 0000 IN
 
iz.0 0 ZHRF 0.000 IN
 O 16.0so DATA MIST. COEE S1 SCALE 0.0175
 
EVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-5TI-55FI-45G] 	 (2X7022) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 408
 








_ ___ _ _ 
u 
° - -15 -30 -25 -20 -25 -10 -5 a 5 10 is 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
5-MBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




















w S . 9.000 000 YHRF ZRF 00Dan a000a IN IN 
16.000 DATA IST. CODE I SCALE 0 U175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55F1-45GI (3X7022) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 409
 
20 














-00 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10- 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SYhMBO ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
4.50a MACH 0.184 BETA 0.00, REFS 316.2304 .So IN­
o .VoO RUDVTR 0.000 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 




o 4.000 SFOILR 0.000 
A b.000 YHRF 0.0000 IN
 
12.000 
 ZMRF 0.0000 IN
 
16.01) DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 0.0175
 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 B1WI-15T1-55Fl-45G1 (3X7022) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 4,10
 
2 














u .. ----­ ,.--
5 10 15 E5 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES'
 
SY,4C3. ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 















A $.055 YHRF 0.100 IN 
S 2.ODo ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
B 16.900 DATA MIST. CODE I SCALE 00175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-ISTI-55FI-45GI C3X7022J 10 NOV 70 PAGE 411 
LONG. TRIM CHAR.- ST. WING BASIC POS.- FLAPS AND GEAR - VTAIL=55DEG- X/L = 0.68
 
-. 16 





_ _ _ _ _ _u _ _ 








-. 0 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 5 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SriiCt. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O -4.G00 MACH r.±14 BETA 0.0 0 REFS 316 2304 $0 IN0 5.050 RUD TR G°soR FLAPS 45.009 RZFL 50.1900 INREFS 7.3500 IN
 
0 4.oso 5OILg 0.000 XMRP 31.3990 IN
 
A .0o00 Y$RF 0 0000 IN
 
izo000 ZMRF 0.0000 iN
b. i.OoSCALE 0.0175SS
MIST. CODE16.000 DATA 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BlWl-15TI-55FI-4561 (4X7022 10 NOV 70 PAGE 412
 
IONG. TRIM CHAR.- ST. WING BASIC POS.- FLAPS AND GEAR - V-TAIL=55DEG- X/L 0.68 
1.4 	 _ 
0.9














I1..4 ... ,t4. IILL J.LW. JLL4 .LLCL0. .1... 1 I ±I .t 	 ..J.lL L.J...S.4. 
-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -L0 5 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SyMSl. ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 4.000 NACH 0 184 BETA O.0o0 REFS 316.2304 SQ IN 




o D.095 RUDVTR G.009 FLAFS 

o 4.00O SFOILR 0.00 XNRP 31 3990 IN
 
A $.D00 YHRF 0.0ooo IN
 






CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-55FI-45G1 	 4X7022) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 413
 












.40 -3 3 -3 0 5 - o_ 52 _11 
0 .30 SFIL 00r M_ 3.39_i 
0 
0 .00 MAC 
-4I- *3-___ 




BE A 0 0 
-5 -5 -0015 
T 0 00 Lr5500 
EVLST TET 59-0IWI-STI55FI4 GI{4X022? 
RES 
_7_3500 5in0_5 
YAHH14RFS_______(X02 10 NP 
-10 - 0 














LONG. TRIM CHiAR.- ST. WING BASIC- CONVENT. HORIZ-VERT TAIL WITH FLAPS- X/L=0.56 






L -02" -3 2 
ELEVATOR-OEFLEC'(ON ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
srMa L ALPHA rARAflETh1C VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION
o-4.000 $EFS 326 2504 so INHACH 0.184 BETA 0.000 
U 0.o00 i.JDER 0.000 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50.1900 IN 
0 oO 7.3500DDOREFOF]R IN 
o .0.  FIL HRF 25 5760 IN 
A °$.oo flffr 0 S0fa IN 
6 z.000 ZRF 0 0000 IN 
S 16.000 DATA nrsr. CODE 5' SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 573-0 BIWI-15T-sQVIFI-45 C1X7054) 20 NOV 70 PAGE 415
 





1.3 	 _____ 
1.2
 










0. 	 ______ _____ 
a 0.0 aaYR 	 po I 
1 -5 -30 -2 0 -15 -10 - 5 00 	 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SYNSWT. A F79 BARA5ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 4NFORMATION 
L - 405G MEH 0.284 BETA 0.00D REVS 316.2304 S IN 
0 	 .000 AJDOE 0.600 FLAeS 45.000 REFL 50.,1g00 iN
 
REVS 7.3500 UN
 0 4.000 SPOILR 0 000 XRF Z5.3760 IN
 
A 4.000 Y14RF U0900D IN
 
I.2200 ZHRV 0 0000 IN 
S 2 4 . 0 0 0 D A T A H I ST . C O O s i SCA LE . 0l ' S 
CVLSWT TEST 573-0 RIWI-ISTI-SOVIFI--45 	 C1X7054) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 416
 


















.40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20
 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
S1B0 ALPHA rARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- '.Oia MACH 0.184. BETA 9.00J REFS 316.2304 SG IN 
0 9.05D RUDDER 0.000 FLAPS 45.100F 	 0.90 t 
REFP 7 3500 INS 	 4.055 SPOI LR U.'so MHRP 25.3769 1N 
-,Go YHRP 0.0000 1N 
b 12.00 ZNRF 0.0000 IN
 
n 16.000 DATA MIST. CODE SI 
 SCRLE 0.0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-90VIF]-45 	 (IX7054) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 417
 




S -. 14 ____ 









0 -35 - 30 -25 -- 15 -10 0 5 10 is 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, ,DEGREES
 
SYMBOIL ALPHA FARAHETtIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 MACH 0.104 BETA 0.000 FEFS 316 2304 SQ IN 
.GoG RUDDER 0.90 FLAPS 45.000 REFL 50 1900 IN 
4.000, SFOILR 0.000 RUFB 7.3500 I 
A a.", YHRF 0.000, IN 
12.000 ZRF 0 0000 IN 
16.005 DATA HIST. CODE 51 SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW1-15TI-90VIFI-45 C2X7054) tO NOV 70 PAGE 418 
LONG. TRIM CHAR.- ST. WING BASIC- CONVENT. HORIZ-VERT TAIL WITH FLAPS- XIL=0.60
 















It-I I a l I I l 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 	 I I I I t l 
0.4 	 50.1900 1 
-0.%D0 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -50 	 5 10 15 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
S."SO ALPHA FAPAME191C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
A ,1 4 BETA . 001 REFS 316 2304 s o IN 
D G.55s P LE9 u'val; FLAPS 45.000 	 REE 5 190 IN 
REFS 7 3 00 I0 4.151, 5FOILA 0.051, XMRP 27.3840 IN 
a .O15 YMRP 0 0000 I N 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN12.050 

16. CXX H'ToCO 	 a 0175
S!SCALE 

CVLSWT TEST 579-1) BIWI-15TI-90VIFI-45 	 (2X7054) !0 NOV 70 PAGE 419
 
_ ____ _ 
LONG. TRIM CHAR.- ST. WING BASIC- CONVENT. HORIZ-VERT TAIL WITH FLAPS- X/L=O.G0




















.0-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
Sy'83A. AL "A PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
4.550 MACH 0.184 BETA 0.090 REFS 316 2504 SO IN
 
0.000 ,U CER 0.05a FLAFS 45.00 REFL 5.1900 IM
 
REFS 7 3500 IN
 
0 -.o0s SFOILR 0.005 XMRP 27 3840 IN
A .000 YMRP O.Oob0 IN
 
1ZoVoo ZNRF 0.0000 IN
 
SCALE a 0115
16.000 DATA HIST. CODE SI 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIWI-I5TI-90VIFI-45 (2X7054) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 420
 
LONG. TRIM CHAR.- ST. WING BASIC- CONVENT. HORIZ-VERT TAIL WITH FLAPS- X/L=O.64

-. 2 Trr rrrt r---r-, r-nn rr n- -r-r-r-r-- lJ , l , i l ~ , 
Ir I I I--tr-r I Ij IjrI  Irr1-





o -. IN R S 1 3 4I 
z 
E 04. - -3 5 -2) -5 3l215 152 
S .02 - -- ____ 
. ,S F IR 100 
____ 29_ _ 3920 IN_ 
- I 
"113a TS57-0 -25 -0 -15 -0VF- 5-3X7-5 0 5 10 1 42 
E s DAT - MIST_-aoCOD I CAL 0.17ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SrNSOt ALmHA FAmANEThJC VALUES REFESENCE INFORMATION 
C .QGOM4ICf 0.134 BrTA OtGD REFI 316 2504 SQ IN 
O 0000 ;U QER 0.009 FL FS r53 00 REFL 50 190 IN 




















_ I I 
-40 -35 -30 -23 -S -15 -10 - 5 10 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFhA PAFAMETRIC VALbES REFERENCE INFORMATIN 
O - 4. ACH 0.184 BETA 0.000 REFS 316 2304 S0 IN 
Q 5.B10 RUDDER .. 00 FLAFS 45.010 Er 50 1900 IN 
o 4.055 SPCJLfl s.s REFSXHRP 7.3500 29:3920 IN IN 
A 6.01, YHRF 0.0000 IN 
b ±z.o00 ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
1 10.00, DATA HNT. CODE I SCALE 0 0175 
CVLSW1 TEST 579-0 BIWI-15TI-OVIF'1-45 (3X7054) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 422 











Li. 	 _._____ ------- _­




40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 in is 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SY'30 ALm"A PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF6RMATION 
o - 4.000 MACK S.J4 BETA 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SO IN 
0 5.00 RUDDER 01090 FLAPS .5.000 REFLREFS 57:3900. 5  ININ 
o .010 SFOILR O.Or0 XMRF 29,3920 IN 
A 6.o00 YMRP 010009 IN 
lz o, ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
c 16.005 DATA HIST. COOF I SCALE 0 0D175 
LVLSWT TEST 579-0 B]WI-15TI-90VIFI-45 (3X7054) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 423 















-0 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 1a 15 20 
ELEVA.TOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
ST.BOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
C ' .VD0 4ACH 0.104 OETA 0.190 REFS 316 2304 SQ IN 




.@ SFQILR 0.069 XHRF 31 3990 1.
 
a .005 YNRF 0.000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
SAE a07 
b. 2.0ou 
16.500 DATA HIST. COVE Sl 

CVLSWT TES T 579-o e1WI-15Tl-90VIFl-45 (4X7054) 10 NOV 70 PAGE 424
 

















-0.34-as - 0 - 2 -20 -15 -1to ­
-0.1 ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES __L____ __L7__ 
S"SO ALPHA FAFAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 050 MACH 9.184 &ETA 01019 REFS 316.2304 so IN 







16.0E DATA 51ELCVTR.DEGREEA DIST. ANLE 

CVLSWT TEST 579-0 BIW-15TI-90VIFI-45 4X7054 10 NOV 70 PAGE 425
 
20 

















0 -35 -30 -2 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 IV 15 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SylaO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O - 4.050 HACH 0.184 BETA 0.000 REFS 316 2304 SO IN 
0 0.S00 RUDDER 1.000 FLAPS 45.000 REFLREPS 50 19007.3500 ININ 






A $.ova YHRP 0.0000 IN 
12.050 ZMRP a0000 IN 
16.000 DATA HIST. COVE 5I SCALE 0.0175 





LONGITUDINAL TRIM DATA 
DATASET 







4X7090 0.68 2.560 0.139 0.43 3.289 -0.090 
5X7090 0.73 5.840 0.307 0.057 5.459 -0.046 
6X7090 0.78 -
4X7093 0.68 13.280 0.452 0.128 3.601 -0.118 










1X7025 0.56 -2.800 0.086 0.044 2.039 -0.112 
2X7025 0.60 -1.760 0.136 0.044 3.141 -0.072 
3X7025 0.64 1.840 0.302 0.050 5.989 -0.033 
4X7025 0°68 14.720 0.650 0.146 4.455 -0.121 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM DATA (CONT.) 
DATASET 
IDENTIFIER X/L ALFTM CLTRM CDTRM L/DTRM XLTRM 
IX7029 0.56 2.240 0.263 0.051 5.097 -0.111 
2X7029 0.60 5.600 0.396 0.062 6.404 -0.091 
3X7029 0.64 12.720 0.572 0.117 4.884 -0.215 
4X7029 o.68 -
IX7033 0.56 6.720 0.391 0.073 5.294 -0,135 










4X7011 0.68 10.000 0.837 0.223 3.799 0.191 
1X7014 0.56 -
2X7014 0,60 -
3X7014 0.64 5.760 0.807 0.167 4.867 -0.199 
4X7014 0.68 -
1X7018 0.56 -3.280 0.385 0.121 3.183 -0,097--" 
2X7018 0.60 2.480 0.665 0.145 4.555 -0.060 
3X7018 0.64 12.640 0.658 0.239 2.773 1.788 
4X7018 0.68 -
LONGITUDINAL TRIM DATA (CONT.)
 
DATASET 
IDENTIFIER X/L ALFTM CLTRM CDTRM L/DTRM XLTRM 
IX7022 0.56 1.120 0.551 0.148 3.728 -0.107 






4X7053 0.68 9.120 0.799 0.213 3.785 0.510 
IX7055 0.56 -
2X7055 0.60 -2.480 0.441 0.110 3.996 -0.042 
3X7055 0.64 6.240 0.764 0.165 4.596 -0.537 
4X7055 0.68 12.880 0.734 0.260 2.834 -1.810 
1X7054 0.56 1.200 0.538 0.119 4.512 -0.093 
2X7054 0.60 6.080 0.700 0.150 4.610 -0.448 
3X7054 0.64 10.560 0.689 0.202 3.409 0.610 
4X7054 0.68 -

